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ABSTRACT
Family Dependency as

a

Transgenerational Process:

An Ecological Analysis of Families in Crisis

(September 1980)
L.

Franklin Harrell Jr., B.A., New York University

M.S., University of Massachusetts, Ph.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Professor Castellano Turner

This study examines families in crisis.

training as

a

clinical psychologist, was

based crisis intervention agency.

a

The author, while pursuing

therapist in

The data for this research were col-

lected while the author worked in this capacity.
studies are presented.

community-

a

Eight family case

These families, like most of those with whom the

agency worked, tended not to conform to the mythical norm which has come
to be labelled as the "American family."

Four categories of family type

which deviate from this mythical norm were selected:

chronic multi-

problem families, single-parent families, families with

a

"problem"

adolescent, and ethnic minority group families.
In

Ameriaddition to being different from the mythical norm of the

for whom he worked
can family, the author and the staff of the agency

presented by client
came to discern two kinds of crisis situations
families.

Some families seemed to live in the midst of

a

set of re-

similar problems seemed
curring crises while other families presenting

resolution of the crisis.
able to function after intervention and

V

/

The

VI

former set of families often were found to be psychosocially dependent
on external agencies and institutions for their maintenance prior to and

following termination of crisis intervention psychotherapy.

Most of

these families had been dependent for three or more generations.

latter set were able to reach
sis intervention.

a

The

level of self-sufficiency following cri-

Therefore, in this research eight families were se-

lected, two of which were a part of each of the four categories of famiIn each pairing of families, one was found

ly type referred to above.

support following termination while the

to be dependent upon external

second was self-sufficient after termination.

This research examined

major differences between the two groups of families.
plished by analyzing each family as
spective.

The study explored:

external support,

2)

1)

a

This was accom-

system, from an ecological per-

how each family became dependent upon

the role of family interaction patterns, 3) the

nature of boundary relations between the family and the agencies in-

volved with it, and 4) the direction in which each family appeared to
be headed in the future.

Analysis of family interaction patterns made

use of family systems theory (primarily based on the structural family

therapy

employed by Minuchin, 1974) as

a

basis for understanding each

family, as well as the psychodynamic concept of loyalties and justice

within families employed by Boszormenyi -Nagy and Spark (1973).
family was that
One commonality among each chronically dependent
the alcoholism of one or more of its members

(at the grandparents'

process.
eration or earlier) marked the entry to the dependency

gen-

A major

dependent families
difference between self-sufficient and chronically
was not in the occurence of

/

a

crisis nor in the presentation of symptoms

vii

in an individual

member, but rather in the availability of resources

within the extended family which could help in coping with inevitable
life crises.

Particularly important was the finding that among the de-

pendent families and among agencies with whom they were involved, boundary relations were characterized by conflictual interactions.

These

interactions often resembled patterns which family therapists have observed in families presenting

a

symptomatic child.

The research also

examined the role of institutional racism, explored gaps in vital human
services which existed in the community, and discussed implications of
the findings for public policy.
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PREFACE

The author of this study is
ent of clinical psychology.

a

systems -oriented clinician and stud-

As a family therapist, he seeks to view

and treat his clients as distinct individual human beings who constitute
a

relational system encompassing various patterns of interaction and

levels of intimacy.

One way in which these levels can be specified is

via family structure.

Analysis of family structure emphasizes role dis-

tance and boundaries amongst members of the relational unit referred to
as the nuclear family.
a

system

".

.

It is based on the assumption that the family is

.organized around the support, regulation, nurturance and

socialization of its members.

.

."

(Minuchin, 1974,

p.

14).

Furthermore,

by viewing the person in nis/her social context, alterations or adjustments in family structure and/or other segments of the individual's social

ecosystem become possible targets of therapeutic intervention

(Minuchin, 1974,

p.

14).

This is a critically important perspective

today, when our society's commitment to the welfare of all levels of its

population (e.g., the poor, the aged, ethnic minorities, women) has come
under serious question.

The writer also employs family psychodynamics as another means of
Individual

specifying the relational system which defines the family.-

psychodynamics is perhaps the oldest and most sophisticated theoretical

framework now available to us for understanding how people function intrapsychically.

It is a

complex study in and of itself.

xi

In

the con-

xii

text of the family, psychodynamic issues focussing around
patterns of

loyalty and intrafamil ial notions of justice enrich one's understanding
of who each person is in relation to each other person.

This specific

dimension of family psychodynamics can be conceptualized as
erational process (see Boszormenyi-Nagy and Spark, 1973).
tions and behavior of any individual in

a

a

transgen-

The motiva-

•

given family become more

readily understandable from this perspective, at the very least.

As in

the systems approach, judgement and blame of individuals are avoided.
It thus enables the family therapist to develop the empathic understand-

ing necessary to enter into a relationship with these persons, from

which therapeutic change can be directed.
As a practitioner and proponent of community mental health, the

author tends to proceed on the assumption that

a

truly viable community

functions so as to physically and psychologically maintain its members,
in a manner analagous to the family's position with respect to its mem-

This means that mental health and social service resources must

bers.

be adapted to meet the specific needs of all segments of each community,

rather than what is more commonly observed--that the quality and nature
of such services varies with respect to categories such as social class,

ethnicity, sex, etc. (see Hollingshead and Redlich, 1958; Halleck,
1971).

As

a

social

theorist, this writer strongly affirms the responsibil-

ities of the greater society at all administrative levels--congressional, federal, state and municipal --as custodians of the largest amount of

wealth of any nation in the world, to provide and implement these neces-

sary human resources.

/

Any nation's highest responsibilities are first

XI

and foremost to its own people— all of them.

Until

1 1

this is accomplished,

our society cannot hope to speak of its achievements with pride before
the world community.

/

recently we have developed our body of knowledge, our
science, on the assumption that if we can learn how to keep
individual humans alive and healthy for longer and longer
time spans, we would, in the process, insure the survival of
that collection of individuals we call mankind.
But
we are now discovering that our assumption is incorrect. We
are discovering that simply prolonging the life and wellbeing of individuals will not insure the survival of our
species. And a by-product of this discovery is the further
recognition that we are also not doing as good a job with
individual survival as we thought we were, since it has
become apparent that we are destroying some groups of individuals in the process of enhancing the lives of others.
Until

.

E.

H.

264.

/

Auerswald

.

.

INTRODUCTION:

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The technological conquest of nature has afforded mankind the
ability to escape the effects of the elements, delve deeply into
the secrets

of nature, while living in a measure of comfort.

In

America we are told

that we, as a people, have the highest standard of living in the history

of the world.

Yet, many Americans are neither comfortable nor content.

It seems that we are paying a price for our technological

gains.

For

many, the benefits of the advances of civilization have been cancelled

out by the effects of the sort of lifestyle which has emerged.
sult has been

a

The re-

tremendous toll consisting of psychological, emotional

and existential pain which possibly makes the burden of living as diffi-

cult for many as before such progress.
contradiction with

a

Rather than attack this sort of

tenacity similar to that with which we have con-

quered nature, our society has sought to obscure and ignore it and its
causes.

One of the most prevalent ways in which this has been done

is

by fostering and encouraging the assumption that those individuals who
fall

victim to this modern lifestyle, the casualties of our social sys-

tem, do so mainly because of some inherent defect in their own psycho-

logical, emotional and/or genetic make-up (see Ryan, 1971).

spread

The wide-

acceptance of this assumption is one of the most destructive

forces in our society.

Above all, it seems to insure that these indi-

viduals and their offspring will continue to be victims.

Ironically, as

these persons continue to be victims, the more their victimization is

1

/

2

assumed to be inherent to them as individuals.

Purpose of this study.

One of the true frontiers of research into hu-

man functioning must necessarily encompass the nature and effects of our
way of living.

Nearly all psychological research, as well as most of

the findings generated by psychodynamic science, have sought to deline-

ate and analyze phenomena which are intrinsic to the individual.

The

study of the role played by family history, biological constitution,
personality, etc. are all well represented in the psychological literature.

However, we have failed to integrate the knowledge gained from

this material with what we know concerning the destructive effects of

our way of life upon how we function.
of

a

To do so will be the beginnings

truly viable theory of human nature.

A theoretical

perspective of

this kind can help us gain greater clarity in our methods of interven-

tion with those who are less able to function satisfactorily as human

beings.

Clinicians and other human service workers will become more

proficient in facilitating the psychological growth of their clients.
Therefore, the research presented here is aimed at generating theory which will be useful to professional and para-professional mental

health and social service personnel.

Clinical psychologists, social

workers, family therapists, social psychiatrists, child-care professionals, psychiatric nurses, etc. are all faced with finding strategies

which will meet the needs of the individuals and families who are their
clients.

It has been documented that certain segments of our society

(e.g. the poor, ethnic minority groups, women, adolescents) who lie out-

side of the presumed middle-class societal

/

"norm" often receive mental

3

health and social services which are either (1) inappropriate to meet
their needs, or (2) aimed at the maintenance and containment of these
persons who are assumed to be beyond the reach of therapeutic interven-

tion such that they receive no real services and thus continue in their

dysfunctional patterns (see again Hollingshead and Redlich, 1958; Halleck, 1971).
will

It is the author's intention and hope that his research

contribute to the foundation for viable theories and systems of in-

tervention for these segments of society.

A great deal of work in this

area lies ahead for human service professionals.
The data upon which the research is based were compiled while the

author worked for

a

community-based human service agency which provides

crisis intervention and short-term psychotherapy to families with children.

The data presented are eight family case studies in which the

author acted as a participant observer in the context of his role as

a

crisis intervention psychotherapist with each of the eight families.

The nature of the author's relationship with each family tended to vary

somewhat with each specific crisis situation.

These families are exam-

ples of the group referred to in the previous paragraph.

Involvement

with families in crisis influenced the author to explore and describe
how some families seemed to live in the midst of
ses which would ensure that forces external

a

set of recurring cri-

to the family such as

commu-

nity institutions and mental health and social service agencies based
in that community, would be required to intervene in some way in order

to maintain the family.

This was so while other families from somewhat

similar backgrounds, presenting somewhat similar crises, were able to
institutions
avoid or escape from a chronic dependency upon community

4

and services.

The quality and definition of relationships across gener-

ational boundaries within

a

family appeared to be an important factor.

Many of the chronically dependent families would present

disorganization which appeared to have its source in
tion.

a

a

history of

previous genera-

Consequently, members of such families often seemed to have ac-

cepted their definition in the community as consistently dependent on
external intervention for the resolution of crises.

Often families in

crisis who were able to resolve their immediate difficulties were in
fact escaping from

a

long cycle of some form of dependency on what will

be referred to in this study as the "System."

This term, the "System,"

will be used to designate the network of public institutions which im-

pact on these families (e.g. public school systems, the courts, the

state's Mental Health and Social Service departments), as well as the

network of community services (e.g. mental health and social service
agencies, hospitals, clinics, etc.).
This study then has the aim of exploring transgenerational patterns
by means of eight case studies of families in crisis.

It endeavors to

inquire into how such patterns can affect a family's functioning, strucThe realm of study for each

ture and relationship to its community.

family spans three generations.

Emphasis

boundaries between each generation in

a

is

placed on the nature of the

family.

Also important are the

relationships between and amongst forces external to the family (i.e.
the "System") and the family itself.
a psychosocial

Family dependency is examined as

phenomenon, and thus is not defined in this study solely

on the basis of financial support (e.g. Aid for Dependent Families).
Part

I

of this study provides background information on the re-

/

5

search and the setting, details concerning research methods
and

of the literature.

a

review

Part II consists of the presentation of the data and

the analysis of each family as a system.

chapter in this section.

Each case study comprises a

In Part III the author examines the findings

and their implications for further research and for public policy.

A systems perspective was used throughout the study as

exploring and examining intrafamil
terns.

ial

a means of

and extrafamil ial interaction pat-

Analysis of loyalties and justice involves linear hypotheses.

A psychodynamic viewpoint of this sort was employed for the purpose of

having yet another way of analyzing the data.
The actual
in the study.

disguised.

communities in which the families lived were disguised
The actual persons who comprised these families were also

This was done in the interest of keeping their true identi-

ties confidential.

Therefore, descriptions of individuals found in the

text also represent an effort to disguise their true identities while

remaining as faithful as possible to the nature of the relationships

among them.
The data presented will be of a sensitive nature since they deal

with the real -life concerns and pain of real human beings.

Although

each family gave signed informed consent, and although names, places,
conmunities, the section of the country, the agency's identity, and even
to the extent possible the physical

descriptions of respondents have

been changed, sufficient emphasis cannot be placed on the necessity for
discretion on the part of the reader in the discussion and dissemination

of the study.

This material will be presented in the interest of psy-

chotherapeutic and social science.

The reader is asked to approach it

6

in this manner.

PART

I

THEORY AND BACKGROUND

7

CHAPTER

I

THE RESEARCH SETTING AND THE FOCUS OF THE STUDY

Geographical Location

The data for this study were drawn from
in the northern United States.

from rural

large multi-county area

a

The population was diverse.

to small -town to urban and suburban.

It ranged

The families selected

for this research all had been clients of the large community-based

agency which employed the author.

Each of these families could be said

to have been experiencing some sort of crisis in their lives at the

point of intake.

Some families had been residents in the agency's

catchment area for three or more generations while others were relative
newcomers.

The problems which the families in this study presented

should be seen as not very different from what American families may
experience anywhere in the country.

It is how these problems were met

within each family and community that is unique in each case.

The Nature of the Agency

The agency whicn employed the author was
agency.

private contracted

a

In this study it is designated as the Family Crisis Services

Agency (F.C.S.A.).

It was mandated through the state's Department of

Human Resources and Social Services to provide

a

variety of emergency-

crisis intervention and short-term services to the community, on

twenty-four hour basis.

a

It responded to such, typical situations as:

8

9

adolescent runaways, parent-child conflict, marital conflict

in

families

with children, abused, abandoned or neglected children who were or may
have been at risk, etc.

The agency was mandated in addition to serve

primarily low-income families whom the state had determined to be eligible for services based on
lines.

As

stipulated family-size and income guide-

it was the agency's policy to serve any family in need, cli-

ents were never turned away due to failure to meet income restrictions.

However, the agency could not bill the state for services to families

whose incomes exceeded the specified limits.
stereotypes of

a

Certain assumptions and

class nature are implicit in tnis mandate from the

state (i.e. that only poor families have crises which necessitate outside intervention, or that families receiving services from agencies
are in need of support solely because they lack economic means).

The Role of the Investigator

As a crisis intervention psychotherapist at the agency over

a

period of two years the author was called upon to assume a variety of
roles with respect to his clients.

In relation

to the eight families

studied in this research, the author assumed three somewhat different
sorts of roles, with some degree of overlap amongst them.

took precedence over his role as researcher.

These roles

During his involvement

with these families, the delivery of professional services to the clients was always foremost in importance.

The data for the study consist

of what took place leading up to the families' involvement with the
agency as well as during their involvement.
frame of 4 to 8 weeks.

This was generally a time

10

The three roles were:

1)

outreach family therapist,

2)

case mana-

ger, and 3) supervisor of foster placements of children and adolescents.

Outreach family therapy was necessarily short-term {3 to
the family's home).

6

sessions in

The approach used was practical, problem-solving

oriented and also utilized techniques based on crisis-intervention theory where necessary.

The length of the sessions varied considerably de-

pending on the situation.
Case management involved coordination of multiple services to families which required them.

Often several professionals and paraprofes-

sionals from various agencies became involved with
individual.

a

single family or

If their work was not coordinated, a family could suffer

even greater stress despite the availability of multiple services.

This

role sometimes embraced aspects of social casework and legal advocacy as
well.

It required an intimate knowledge of community resources and hu-

man service personnel

As a participant observer, it was

.

opportunity for the author to be

a

a

tremendous

part of a large human service deliv-

ery system on a level rarely experienced by a clinical psychologist.

Supervision of foster placements is also

a

delicate but highly im-

portant task in terms of children, natural parents and foster parents.
Some of the most fruitful sessions with adolescents and younger children
have taken place in

a

car en route to and from a foster home.

Many

adolescents simply will not let their guard down while in the presence

of their parents, or in

a

therapist's office.

ter placement, foster parents often got to know

Furthermore, after
a

a

fos-

child or adolescent

more intimately than any of the professionals involved.

With proper

surdirection and assurance that they were meeting the child's needs as

n
rogate parents, temporary foster care often proved to be
family intervention tool.

powerful

Sometimes necessary restructuring of family

relationship patterns began to take place when
home.

a

child was out of the

a

Some families began to realize that their problems had not been

reduced by the removal of the "problem child."
able to return hone after two to four weeks in

If a young person was
a

supportive foster home,

in coordination with the start of family therapy, the family sometimes

became more motivated to work in therapy— or, the brief separation often
helped to clarify issues within the family for the parents such that
they began to see therapy as

a

viable option.

Focus of the Study

Specific questions which the research explores are:

1.
2.
3.

4.

How did each family enter the "System" (see definition,
page 4)?
How has the "System" impacted upon the family?
What role does the family's interaction patterns (family
structure, intrafamil ial notions of justice) play in their
dysfunction?
What changes in the family and/or in the "System" must
take place in order for each dysfunctional family to become self-sufficient (see definition on page 18)?

Each family case study was viewed in a three-generational perspective by means of family genogram charts (see Figure 1).
al

diagrams can

mke

available to the reader graphic descriptive detail

concerning the structure and social ecology of
detail

a

family system.

Such

can be confusing and tedious when one relies solely upon written

description to convey
ly.

Two-dimension-

a

sense of what it is like to be in

a

given fami-

12

Maternal Grandfather

6*1

yrs

Paternal Grandfather

Maternal Grandmother

—
Paternal Grandmother
Maternal Aunt

3f^

32 yrs

Father

Mother

A

—36 yrs

41 yrs-

16 yrs

13 yrs.

eldest daughter

Figure 1.

Reference:

son

0.
youngest daughter

An example of a family genogram chart, encompassing three
generations. Lines drawn through paternal grandparents indicate that they are deceased. Maternal grandparents are
divorced, as indicated by slash through their marriage line.
This also indicates that the mother and the aunt were raised
by the maternal grandmother, and that the aunt still resides
Note that the nuclear family itself
with the grandmother.
consists of the parents and children.

"Study your own family."
Guerin, P. and Fogarty, T.
Ferber, A. et al.. The Book of Family Therapy
.

In

.

13

Family structure is also presented graphically (see Figure
2), pro-

viding the reader with
study.

a

structural

diagnosis of the family system under

Structural diagnoses differ from traditional psychiatric and

psychological diagnoses in their systems emphasis, as opposed to individual

psychodiagnosti cs

Both sorts of diagrams provide
tool

for each case study, and

a

a

valuable diagnostic and analytical

springboard from which to delve into the

four primary research questions.

How,

did the family enter the "System"?

Here, the issues of the origin

of each family's psychosocial dependency becomes important.

"Origin"

is

discussed not in the sense of etiology of psychopathology in the family,

although it is

a

related concept.

It is an examination of where and how

a family's dependency began within a framework of at least three genera-

tions.

The reader may tentatively assume that

a

dependent family will

be found to be dependent on the "System", or some aspect of it over an

extended period of time, and perhaps across two or more generations of
family members, whereas the non-dependent families are able to make use
of the "System's" resources to resolve temporal crises.

How has the

"

System " impacted upon each family?

try, what occurred in the family?

After the point of en-

How did the family change?

This will

be an exploration of the extent to which the "System" met the family's

needs.

Which components of the "System" facilitated change and growth

toward self-sufficiency?

Which components inhibited this process?

If

the "System" did not meet a family's needs, was the family used to meet
the "System's" needs?

Also, what was the nature of relationships amongst
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Disengaged
(rigid boundaries)
wide range of individual variation is tolerated, lack of feelings
of loyalty and belonging, capacity for independence

Clear Boundaries
(normal range)

Enmeshed
(diffuse bondaries)
reduced autonomy due to
heightened sense of belonging, cogni ti ve/affective skills inhibited,

-the extremes on either end of the continuum indicate family pathology
most family systems have simultaneous elements of enmeshment and dis-

engagement.

Affiliation

Examples from previous family
nogram (Fi gure 1 ) of:
a.
an enmeshed system
b.
a disengaged system
c.
a bal anced system

ge-

Overinvolvement

Confl ict
b.

)

Coalition

Detouring (displacement of
affect)

c.

Fa

=

S,

Figure 2.

Reference:

Mo,

D<,

Family interaction patterns and structural diagnosis.

Families and Family Therapy
Minuchin, S.
vard University Press, 1974, pages 53-54.

,

Cambridge:

Har-
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the "System" and the family (see Figure
3)?

What i^ the role of

wUhin

the famil y

,

in each family' ^ interaction patterns
?

This question

addresses issues concerning patterns of complementarity
or conflict
within family systems.

It is an examination of how individual

potential

and the skills of various family members are
employed in the task and

maintenance functions of each family.

Thus, it represents an explora-

tion of the hierarchy of authority, loyalties and
obligations in each

family.

Is the

hierarchy successful in maintaining that family or does

it serve to disorganize or split it apart?

Structural family diagnoses become quite useful at this point.

Not

only does it highlight dysfunctional interaction patterns within the
family system.
case where

a

It also indicates possible solutions.

For example,

a

family which is diagnosed to be highly enmeshed usually in-

dicates inadequate boundaries or role distance between family members of

different generations.

A therapist may observe individuals speaking for

other family members, acting on the basis of their own assumptions of

what other members are feeling and thinking, etc.

The therapist may

also observe transgenerational coalitions resulting in role confusion,
or a heightened rigidity in the family's interaction patterns.

members'

Family

adaptation to developmental and life crises becomes highly dif-

ficult if not impossible when such patterns are operating.

Treatment of

the family may then involve restructuring of generational boundaries

such that relational balance is restored; individuals begin to act within their capabilities,

assuming roles appropriate for their level of de-

))
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Dependency
(diffuse
boundaries

Family A

Normal
Range
(normal
boundaries

Family

O

Isolation
(rigid
boundaries)

Figure

3.

O

O
Family

O

C

Agency/ fami ly boundary relations,

interaction

Key:

y

intense interaction

conflict

Reference:

B

O

community agencies and institutions
the family

McAndrews, R.
Case Study of a Female Juvenile Offender.
Unpublished M.S. thesis, University of Massachusetts, 1978.
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velopment and proper position within the family
system.

Treatment of

a

family analyzed in one of the case studies
may or may not have involved

structural family therapy techniques.

Family structure diagrams are

used to show the more global patterns and
changes which families experi-

enced; as opposed to microchanges and patterns
which were apparent in

single session.

There

is

a

a

glossary defining all technical terms used

to specify interaction patterns and psychodynamics

(see Appendix).

What changes must take place vn the family and/or the system
in order
for each dependent famlL^ to become self-sufficient?

This question ex-

amines the social/ecological issue of succession (see page
29).

It pro-

jects how the family under study will react to the ongoing process of
temporal change.

How does the author assess the family's future?

What

changes are required in the "System" for the dependent families to become self-sufficient?
the family?
is not

Is

self-sufficiency

a

realistic possibility for

What additional resources are necessary which the "System"

currently equipped to provide?

Additional questions

.

While this research is directed toward the ex-

ploration of the questions listed above, additional issues loom as fascinating for discussion.

The following questions are more speculative

and indicate issues for further research and exploration beyond the

scope of this project.

They are examined in the final chapter of the

study.
a)

What can we learn from these families concerning the directions
which the American family as an institution is being led by the

present course of history?
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b)

What sorts of strategies must be generated
by therapists, administrators, legislators, etc., in order to help
families to maintain

themselves and to grow in the 1980s?

Delimitations of

the^

Study

This study presents eight family case studies.

Four of these fami-

lies have been assessed to be chronically dependent
in

sense by the research investigator.

a

psychosocial

These families will be contrasted

with four families who have been determined to be not dependent
along
these same criteria.
For the purposes of this research, psychosocial family dependency
is

characterized by

a

family's dependency upon its community and/or the

state for support and survival— psychological ly, economically and socially-

Self-sufficiency

removed from dependency.

is

seen as the condition whereby

The implication is that

a

a

family

is

healthy (i.e. self-

sufficient) family has within its system and social network the resources necessary for its survival and functioning.
implies

a

Self-sufficiency

middle range between dependency on the community, and isola-

tion from the human resources and services which the community makes

available to its residents.

This notion of the healthy family may be

conceptualized as analagous to Minuchin's (1974) definition of healthy
family structure.

Figure

3

(see page 16) presents a schematization of

this concept, which is utilized in this research.
In Figure 3,

pendent family.

Family A represents an example of

a

chronically de-

One should note that this is so only when the reliance

on community resources, symbolized by the lines connecting the family
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with community agencies and institutions, illustrate

manent condition for that family.
as

a

relatively per-

The multiplicity of contacts (as well

their regularity) which are necessary for crisis resolution and
main-

tenance of the family tends to distinguish chronic dependent families
from those experiencing an acute crisis (e.g. Family B).

In these dia-

grams the direction from which the arrows (symbolizing interaction between the family and the System) extend indicates which party initiated

that relationship.

For example. Family

B

can be seen as

a

sought intervention in their crisis from one resource (e.g.

tervention agency) and was directed by them to
in the community

family which
a

crisis in-

longer term resource

a

(e.g. outpatient psychotherapy at a local

clinic).

Be-

cause these relationships are not permanent this family's boundaries can
be said to remain within the normal

Family

range.

B

can thus be consid-

ered self-sufficient in that its boundaries did not become so diffuse
that some part of the "System" was included within its sphere.

A's boundaries on the other hand are diffuse

Family

owing to the amount and

consistency of outside intervention which characterizes the family.
Family

C

exemplifies an isolated family system.

One notes the ab-

sence of connections in the community and to community services.
such a case, if this isolation is compounded by

a

In

lack of adequate re-

sources, the family can be said to have erected rigid impervious boun-

Excessively rigid boundaries can prevent

daries to the outside world.
a

family from seeking out intervention in

ficulties may be aggravated by

a

a

crisis.

In such cases dif-

family's inability to utilize resources

which might otherwise have worked toward resolving the crisis.
In the key to Figure 3,

three kinds of boundary relations are spe-
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cified.

Interaction

(—»

may indicate

)

a

collateral relationship be-

tween an agency and a family which is not designed
to bring about great

changes in the family (e.g.

dicate

a

action

(

a

child placed in Daycare).

collaborative relationship between agencies.

It may also in-

An intense inter-

} ) suggests that an agency's involvement with

a

family is

either designed to bring about some sort of change in that family, or
that an agency seeks to prevent a change which would work toward the

disintegration of

a

family (e.g. preventing

from home to an undesirable destination).

a

child from running away

It also suggests a greater

commitment of time and energy than would be necessary in

a

situation.

(—»•)

Boundary relations characterized by conflict

found to exist among agencies or between

a

more stable

may be

family and an agency.

Cri teria for Selection of Cases

Of the eight cases selected, all are closed cases.

The four fami-

lies assessed to be chronically dependent were paired with four non-

dependent families for the sake of comparison, and clarification of the
dimensions of family psychosocial dysfunction.

The author selected four

somewhat familiar and easily recognizable sectors of society, all of
which lie outside of the presumed middle-class American norm.

These are

as follows:

a)
b)
c)
d)

Chronic multi -problem families
Ethnic minority group families
Single-parent families
Families containing a "problem" adolescent

Chronic mul

ti

-problem families

.

This is a category selected to include
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persons who are members of families which have
required external support, often for several

generations such that these persons carry

"stigma" in relation to the community in which they
live.

a

Goffman

(1963) has explored this phenomenon in terms of groups such
as current

and former patients of mental

physical handicaps.

institutions, and persons suffering from

The fact that these persons are quickly and easily

recognizable by all as different and as somehow "less healthy" than
the
average citizen tends to relegate them to an "outcaste" status in
our
society.

Ethnic minority groups.

Ethnic minority groups have

a

history of being

confronted with racism, racial discrimination and prejudice throughout

America's short past as

a

to the similarity between

nation.

Goffman (1963) himself drew attention

the plight of ethnic minorities as outcaste

groups in our society, and other stigmatized groups such as those mentioned above.

For a complete and highly accurate appraisal and analysis

of the history, treatment and struggles of ethnic minorities in America,
the reader is referred to Yetman and Steele (1971) and Blauner (1972).

Single-parent families
cal

.

These families also fall outside of the mythi-

norm of the American family, although this writer's opinion suggests

that single-parent families may be approaching
society.

a

statistical norm in the

This is a possible projection into the future of the American

family if one includes the increasing number of reconstituted families

where one or both parents have remarried.

Also consider the fact that

divorce and remarriage are becoming increasingly sanctioned in our society (see Click, 1975; Rossi, 1968).
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"Problem" adolescents

.

"Problem" adolescents are

significant minority

a

group in this society (see Harrell, 1975; Ross, 1979).

young people between the ages of 12 years and
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Adolescents are

years of age.

velopmental tasks of adolescence are considerable.

The de-

Adolescence repre-

sents a life crisis stage in itself (Erikson, 1968).

An adolescent must

successfully meet the following developmental tasks:

1)

role of child, 2) achieving a sexual

achieving

sonal

identity, and

and occupational identity (Winder, 1974).

3)

giving up the
a

per-

This identity-seeking

process requires considerable trial behavior and testing of one's autonomy, which may take the form of acting out or other behavioral manifes-

tations which resemble symptoms of borderline psychosis (see A. Freud,
1958).

The strain on families and communities

is

considerable today.

Few adults have the time and patience to take these facts into consider-

ation when faced with adolescent "upset."

gested that adolescence is largely

a

Al

Winder (1974) has sug-

creation of Western civilization,

replacing the traditional rite de passage found in more primitive societies where the transition from youth to adulthood is a well-defined
process.

The four- to eight-year delay or moratorium required because

of the labor market's inability to absorb this segment of the society

designates adolescents as

a

group which is (temporarily) "superfluous"

to the functioning of the society.

These four groups are by no means exhaustive of categories of people who fall outside of the presumed cultural and socio-economic norms

of American society.

Their designation as

a

deviation from the presumed

norms in no way indicates that these persons are of lesser significance
and importance as people.

On the contrary, this writer would argue that
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that they deserve attention as
equally significant members of the society.

The research presented here is undertaken
in this spirit.
In each case

the family presented itself to the
author's agency as

being "in crisis."

A crisis can be defined as the emotional
reaction of

one or more family members to a stressful
situation to the extent that

immediate intervention is sought (Caplan,
1964).

In each case,

this

writer acted as an outreach family therapist
and/or case manager, as
well as

a

participant observer.

In each

family there is direct or in-

direct involvement of three generations of family
members.
say, at least one grandparent in each family
was still

That

is

to

living and was

involved in the case either through direct contact with
the therapist
or through the disclosures of the family.

The one exception is the

Roberts family (Chapter VII) where there exist only self-report
data

from the mother regarding her own parents' relationship to her as
child and teenager.

In this

the primary client.

When viewed as

a

particular case study, the adolescent was
a

whole the family ma^ be considered

chronically dependent according to the definition given above.

However,

this adolescent was able to become self-sufficient largely through her

own initiative, by finding

a

family in the community which was able to

take her in, while her mother began receiving in-patient treatment for

her alcoholism.

CHAPTER
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES:

II

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

In the field of clinical practice

(embracing Clinical Psychology,

Psychiatry, Psychiatric Nursing and Social Work),
the literature abounds
in high quality case study material.

However, most of the data have

been generated from the traditional medical -model
or "office-model" of

psychotherapy.
context.

It is rare that these clinical

studies deviate from this

As stated previously, much can be learned from

a

viewpoint of

the individual or family in their own respective contexts.

Jules Henry

(1959) was a pioneer in this area.

His studies of families containing

at least one schizophrenic member are a milestone in clinical
research,

perhaps largely because of his courage and tenacity in stepping beyond
the conventions and methods of traditional clinical

search with that population.

psychological re-

Henry's entry into these families was

nearly as complete as one can envision by today's standards.

ally moved in and lived with his respondent families.
detail

in his work is

He actu-

The descriptive

truly alive and reflects the meticulous rigor of

his observations and analysis.

Hess and Handel

(1959) were part of the old University of Chicago

school of social science.

Their work bears the closest similarity of

which this writer is aware to the research presented here.

Their re-

search presented

a

as "psychosocial

portraits" designed to explore the psychosocial dimen-

series of case studies which the authors characterize
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sions and boundaries of family dynamics
and interaction patterns.
lar to this writer's research,

family from

a

Simi-

these authors approached the American

systems perspective.

They viewed the family as

psycho-

a

social organization and sought, rather successfully,
to convey an under-

standing of family dynamics and interaction patterns
in non-pathological
terms.

Like Jules Henry, Hess and Handel saw their work as
dramatizing

how much remains to be explored and understood concerning
relational

processes in the family.

Transqenerational Phenomena vn Fami lies

Transmission of psychopathology across generations within

a

family

has been observed by practitioners and theorists since the inception of

psychotherapeutic science (e.g. Kallman, 1938, 1953; Lesser, 1957; Prout
and White, 1950).
vidual

Most of the theory of course focussed upon the indi-

(with the exception of Henry, 1951).

psychopathology
families.

is

The implication was that

biologically inherent in certain individuals and

This sort of ideology never completely disappeared from the

mental health field, and was congruent with similar American notions in
areas such as race relations and sex-role relationships in the society.

The 1960s saw

a

maturing of psychodynamic theory concerning trans-

generational psychopathology.

Therapists and theorists began to view

relational processes as phenomena which are transmitted from generation
to generation in families.

Fisher and Mendell

(1960) used projective

tools and psychiatric interviews to explore processes whereby neurotic

patterns in individuals are communicated across generations of families.
The authors looked at two-generational dynamics in fantasy and behavior

.
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patterns, and concluded that each family
by a special

'flavor'

or 'atmosphere'

".

(p.

.

.tends to be characterized

665)."

Winnicott (1960, 1961, 1965) began to develop

a

theory which ad-

dresses the crucial role of the quality of the mothering,
particularly
during the first year of an infant's life.

An infant's capacity to feel

and to love as an adult and as a parent (when he/she
reaches that stage
of life) is dependent upon the quality of mothering
which he/she re-

ceived as an infant.

"Good-enough mothering"

is

actually independent

of gender and without respect to blood relationship.

Rather, it refers

to an ability of the "mothering person" to empathize with the
infant's

dependency and strivings toward autonomy.

Parents, particularly mothers

who themselves have not had adequate mothering, tend to be less capable
of transmitting these empathic qualities of personality to their own
infants

Theodore Lidz (1963) explored the functions of generational boundaries within

a

family system.

By the late 1960s and early 1970s, fami-

ly therapists began to attend to family structure with its emphasis upon

generational boundaries and role definitions in family systems.

Minu-

chin (1967, 1974) and Haley (1976), under the influence of the theoretical work of Theodore Lidz (1960, 1963), integrated these principles of

family structure and transgenerational interaction patterns with their
clinical work which resulted in viable theories of intervention, parti-

cularly with working class and poor families.

Satir (1967, 1972) fo-

cussed upon patterns of communication within family systems.

Speck and

Attneave (1972) came to view the family in its larger social context—
the extended family netv/ork--as the optimal unit for treatment and un-
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derstanding.

Murray Bowen (1978) emphasized triangular
interaction pat-

terns in families.

A most lucid understanding has come
from Boszormen-

yi-Nagy and Spark (1973) who view the family
in terms of the hierarchy
of loyalties and obligations which
characterize psychodynami cs within

a

family system.

This approach more than any other lends itself
to
tional perspective.

a

transgenera-

Nagy and Spark emphasize that the ledger of credits

and debits along the scale of loyalties and
obligations usually operates

across generational lines.

It

directly or indirectly dictates behaviors

and motivations of family members.

and subsystems within the family.

It also forms and breaks alliances

This orientation views the family in

the context of space and time--not as an entity isolated
from the world.
It enables

us to begin to make substantial

do to one another.

sense of what family members

It is not readily compatible with notions

such as

mental illness or psychiatric diagnosis which tend to emphasize the be-

haviors and intrapsychic functioning of individuals.

The medical model

does not necessarily apply here because behaviors are viewed as taking

place within larger patterns of relationship amongst members of

a

family

system, such that these behaviors are seen as necessary to the balance
and operation of that system.

In

other words, it is

a

different diag-

nostic language.
The impact of intrafami

li al

conceptions of justice across genera-

tions becomes readily apparent when one views the family system not only
as a concrete entity but also as

ized system.

Lang (1969) suggests, as an internal-

Thus, the introjection of the patterns of relationship

within the family necessarily involves internalization of obligations
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and loyalties which the individual

in turn projects upon his or
her ex-

periential world, including his or
her offspring.
person fails to receive

(

Similarly, what

a

relational ly) in his or her family of origin,

he or she seeks to fulfill

in a new fami

child rearing (Satir, 1967).

ly-perhaps through marriage and

As each person is a unique individual

in

their own right, the likelihood of complete
fulfillment of these needs
is

slim.

Without ample ego strength, support, empathy and
ability to

explore problem areas in one's life, disappointment
and even eventual

disengagement from the family may follow.

The research presented here

examines this process in its wider context--the
corTmunity--and seeks to
make evident the roles played by various professional
and paraprofessional agencies as well as community services and institutions.

Soci al Ecology

Clausen (1957) noted that the term "ecology" was first employed by
the biologist Haeckel

in 1869 to refer to

things in relation to their environments.

defines what he termed human ecology as
man and his envi ronment--physi cal

,

".

"

.

.

."

.

.

.the study of living
(p.

97).

Clausen then

.the relationship between

biological and social--.

.

.(as well

as) the processes that relate to the sorting and distribution of behav-

iors and of symbols" (p. 97).

The study of the social ecology of individuals and groups then has

significance for this research because the settings into which people
are sorted by ecological processes

".

.

.markedly affect the nature of

the individual's relationship to psychologically significant groups, and

tends to determine the frequency of opportunity for contact with others.

.
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the durations and intensity of contacts, the
continuity of relation-

ships" (Clausen, p. 104).

A family's behavior is thus intimately con-

nected with its relationships outside of the family circle,
just as an

individual's behavior must be viewed as occurring within the context
of
his or her family relationships.
J.

G.

Kelly (1967, 1969, 1971) has also employed the analogy of the

ecosystem as

a

means of understanding the relationships between individ-

uals and the social

contexts which impact upon them.

His approach em-

phasizes four basic principles which constitute the ecological perspective for any given social setting:

1.

Interdependence- -focuses upon the context within which one
finds various behaviors, roles or policies.

2.

Adaptati on- -hi ghl i ghts the norms, survival mechanisms, demand characteristics of a given social environment. Personality, then, is seen as a reflexive phenomenon which
varies with the behavioral requirements of the specific
setting.

3.

Cycling of resources- -treats issues associated with the
identification and utilization of individual talents and
skills in the process of personal and/or organizational
devel opment

4.

Successi on- -provi des a viewpoint toward the ongoing development and evolution of relational systems, as such systems respond to the process of change in the surrounding
environment. The implication is one of steady evolution
to meet changing demands within the larger society and its
systems (i.e. events and political developments on a
state, national and world-wide dimension).

"The High School Cul(From Trickett, E.J. and Todd, D. M.:
An Ecological Perspective", in Theory into Practice ,
ture:
11, (1), February, 1972, pages 29-30.)

When defined in these ways, social ecology extends the problem-

solving orientation of the psychotherapist beyond the individual and
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family unit toward wider relationships within
the society (e.g. rela-

tionships with institutions such

as

and social service agencies, etc.).

therapeutic process plays
therapy.

a vital

hospitals, schools, mental health
This broader perspective of the

role in social change as well

as

in

Rational social change, that is change which is
aimed toward

meeting the growth needs of the people in

a

social system, requires such

a

diagnostic orientation.

a

picture of what a person's world consists of and how the
person ex-

order to assess these growth needs we need

In

periences his or her own life.

The framework specified above (Trickett

and Todd, 1972) gives the psychotherapist or researcher one
approach to
the systematic exploration of these issues.

ner (1977) suggest

a

similar approach.

Brim (1974) and Bronfenbren-

They distinguish between four

levels of social ecology which envelop the individual; these are, roughly speaking:

a.
b.
c.

d.

the home and family,
the peer group or social network,
major institutions of society (e.g. school, the work world),
and
cultural and national institutions such as legal and political system (see Bronfenbrenner, 1977, p. 615).

These dimensions are all important in the research presented here.
By specifying the social ecology of clients in these ways not only can a

therapist or researcher assess and understand behavior, but he or she
can also begin to make maximum use of the legitimate resources which are

available to the client(s).

More strategies for change become available

to therapist and client, who are no longer limited to working within the

confines of the therapist's office and the client's motivation for "per-
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sonality" change.

Crisis Theory and Crisis

Intervention

Crisis theory unlike most models and schools
of psychotherapy has
its bases in the experiences of practicing
clinicians

(Ewing, 1978).

Human services professionals often use the term
to refer to
clinical tools--e.g. as

a

form of short-term psychotherapy, as

gy for the prevention of emotional

ization, as

a

variety of
a

strate-

disturbance and psychiatric hospital-

form of community consultation, etc.

reich (1970) define crisis intervention as
ful

a

"
.

.

Meltzoff and Korn-

.the informed and plan-

application of techniques derived from the established principals
of

crisis theory.

.

.with the intention of assisting individuals or fami-

lies to modify personal

characteristics such

as

feelings, attitudes, and

behaviors that are judged to be maladaptive or maladjusti ve" (in Ewing,
1978, p. 7).

Lindemann (1944) and Caplan (1964) are the principal progenitors of
modern crisis theory.

Both drew attention to a person's emotional reac-

tion (as opposed to the threatening situation itself) as defining a crisis.

Examples of sufficiently threatening situations which can precede

or bring about
a

a

crisis are the loss of a loved one, the loss of

change in social role, the addition of

into

a

new developmental

a

a

job,

family member, or the passage

life stage such as adolescence, adulthood, par-

enthood or marriage.
Caplan (1964) delineates the sequences which psychosocial crises

generally follow, as well as various characteristics of crises which are
relevant to therapeutic intervention.

The case studies in this research
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reflect this orientation.

1.

Crises are generally self-limiting and
will be resolved
tor better or for worse within a one- to
five-week period.

2.

The outcome of a crisis is not really
the result of antecedent factors such as the individual's
personality or his
past experience, but rather is dependent
strictly upon the
behavior of the clients and the intervention
of the therapist(s) and significant others.

3.

While in crisis, if a person or family's
problem-solving
abilities and resources are taxed to their limit
they will
have an increased need to seek assistance from
others.

4.

Thus, at such a point in those persons'
lives, they will
be more available and receptive to outside
interventions
than at times of stable functioning
(p. 15).

Thus for many clients who either were not helped in
traditional

psychotherapy, or for whom traditional therapy

is not a viable option

for one reason or another, crisis intervention may be the
type of mental

health service of which they can make use.

Crisis intervention places

high priority on problem definition and diagnosis of problem areas on

intrapsychic, family systems and social systems levels.
volves actively intervening on each of these levels.

It often

in-

It is for these

reasons that an ecological perspective becomes crucial for the crisis

intervention psychotherapist.

Consultation to the community is an

equally important skill and activity of the crisis intervention therapist and an increasing number of professionals and paraprofessional human service workers are finding it necessary to become familiar with

crisis intervention principles and techniques.

a
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A

Famn^ Therapist's Vie^

American FarnVW

Historical

ijl

Context

The American family is constantly
evolving in directions dictated
by the social forces which impact
upon it.
of individuals for at least

a

At the same time the needs

semblance of collective or cooperative hu-

man relationship in some sphere of their
lives play

a

significant and

often overlooked role in the maintenance
and development of the family
as

an institution.

The family is perhaps the last institutional
struc-

ture in our lives which functions

basis.

(ideally) on

a

cooperative, communal

Having evolved from tribal roots, the contemporary
nuclear fami-

ly structure appears to be a fairly recent
creation.

ism, the extended family was more significant
as

than it is in today's world (see Figure 4).

a

Even under feudal-

unit of interaction

The trend has been toward

an increasing isolation of the nuclear family.

"Cooperative" or "comnu-

nal" does not imply a philosophy or ideology in this context, but
rather
a

system of organization directed toward mutual survival.

These func-

tions of the family have become drastically reduced today.

Let us look

at the key factors in this process.

The industrial

revolution of the mid-nineteenth century marked

turning point in the history of the western family.

characterized by

a

shift from an agrarian to

a

a

This period is

factory-oriented indus-

trial economy and social organization.

This meant that most people's

lifestyles became irrevocably changed.

In

America it was reflected in

heightened expansionist and colonialist orientation on
which manifested on

a

social

level

as

a

national

a

level

an almost blind materialism.

America became the land of opportunity (for some), as nearly every Ameri-
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FAMILY EVOLUTION

Tribe

SOCIAL EVOLUTIO.N

EMPHASIS

Pre-feudal organization of
society

The Group

1
Extended Family

1
The Nuclear Fami ly

Feudalism

I
Industrial
Revolution
The Individual

1

i

Post-industri al
era— advanced
stages of
Capitalism

Figure 4.

The development of the Western family. Note how historical
development is characterized psychologically by a progressive movement from a focus upon group consciousness to a focus on the individual as the unit of prime concern.
This
concern with the individual has accompanied the movement away
from tribal organization. This evolutionary process is by
no means completed.
One could speculate as to whether the
nuclear family is in the process of breaking down into even
smaller units of organization.
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can sought to better his or her
economic situation.

The urban centers held the promise
of economic opportunity and

Americans and immigrant groups responded
en masse,

a

trend which has

only begun to show signs of abating in
the current decade.
have impacted upon the structure of
the family unit.

anisms in the family steadily disintegrated.

These trends

Cooperative mech-

A child's occupational

role (if not his/her status) in the
society ceased to be as rigidly dic-

tated by that of his or her parents, as had
been the case in Europe.
The early agriculturally-oriented American
settlements and communities

demanded participation of the entire family in
the effort to survive and
thrive.

The alienation of labor which has characterized
western society

to such a degree in the twentieth century resulted
in changes in family

life and family values.

For example,

a

woman's role had previously en-

compassed several activities vital to the functioning of the
family
unit.

Her domestic roles were valued to

a

greater degree than today.

Female roles within the family provided economic, educational
and social

services which are today assumed by other institutions (see Demos,
1975,
p.

61).

On the other hand, the mechanized impersonal work world to

which the male has become bound provides little personal satisfaction or
incentive,

".

.

.leaving the male feeling like a meaningless automaton,

laboring at tasks which are only

a

tiny part of a gigantic, incomprehen-

sible, valueless whole" (Satir, 1967, p. 23).
in terms

His role is vital only

of the quantity of income which it can bring home.

To the psychotherapist, the intrapsychic and relational toll of
this way of life upon the family is increasingly evident.

The undermin-

ing of the cooperative/communal basis of the family has meant that cer-

.
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tain human (interpersonal) functions
have become less available to family members.

tion as
(p.
a

a

As Howard Gadlin

(1978)

indicates, the family's redefini-

unit of consumption provides

321), as well as serving as

a

a

means for personal fulfillment

basis for the national economy.

Such

definition contradicts the cooperative basis
of the family as well as

the

realities and economic means within which many
people live.

The re-

sult is that family life appears to be
providing many persons with in-

creasingly less satisfaction and increasingly
greater difficulty in living.

iMot

every family can muster the resources necessary
to cope with

such difficulties all the time, without outside
intervention.

In

some

families, pressures are so severe that disintegration
of the family system occurs.

It is

this writer's assumption that this tends to be

a

cess of gradual erosion taking place over more than one
generation.
a

proAs

process, it can be seen in families where the cooperative basis
of the

family system has ceased to be apparent and has been replaced by
the

consistent though seldom overly willful exploitation of one or more of
its members in that family system (Boszormenyi -Magy

menon indicates dysfunctional

,

1973).

This pheno-

family interaction patterns which may in-

volve a chronic dependency upon outside intervention for the maintenance
of the fami ly

CHAPTER

III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The Field Study

Because this study relies upon systematic
observations of human be-

havior in its "naturally" occurring behavior
systems (Runckel and
McGrath, 1972), it can be considered to be
an example of field research.
The research process in
a

a

field study does not impose manipulation upon

setting or its respondents.

Field studies take the systems as they are, intruding
into
them only to the extent of making systematic observations
of
one or more properties.
An example is watching the functioning of an insurance company without interfering in its
operations (Runckel and McGrath, 1972, p. 85).

This research is similar to the above example in that it is
an ex-

amination of the process of crisis intervention with families.

The na-

turalistic nature of the field study emphasizes process rather than empirical

"proof."

This research seeks to treat the respondents as infor-

mants rather than as uninformed subjects (Gadlin and Ingle, 1975).

At

the same time it attempts to present them as real persons with real

life

issues rather than as objects or mere examples of particular syndromes.

The Use of Participant Observation

McCall and Simmons

analytic description.

in_ Fiel d

Studies

(1969) distinguish between journalistic and

Analytic description involves more than the mere
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reporting of events.

It generally applies

to the description of a com-

plex social organization, and is thus an
important technique for the

participant observer.

1.

2.
3.

Analytic description

employs the concepts, propositions, and empirical
generalizations of a body of scientific theory (in
this case
family systems theory, crisis theory) as the
basic guides
in analysis and reporting,
employs thorough and systematic collections, classification, and reporting of facts, and
generates new empirical generalizations based on these
data (McCall and Simmons, p. 3).

This research is an empirical application or modification
of theory

rather than an empirical test of theory (McCall and Simmons,
1969).
Harold Raush described this type of study as necessarily relational
in nature:

The relationship between investigator and subject is overtly
recognized as influencing the data. The relationship is seen
as establishing conditions for the data to emerge, and examination of the relationship between investigator and subjects
becomes part of the data analysis itself (from a personal communication to Howard Gadlin, May 1974, in Gadlin and Inqle,
1975, p. 1008).

The Research Process

The research presented here is an effort in formal qualitative

analysis.

Lofland (1971) sees qualitative social inquiry as primarily

concerned with discovering the characteristics of social phenomena and
the variety of forms it may assume.

tail.

Emphasis is upon descriptive de-

The researcher strives to communicate the experiential worlds of

his/her respondents and to make these live for the reader.
procedure necessarily differ from quantitative analysis.

Methods and
This study is
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not concerned with the quantification
of data or the verification of
theory.
cal

It is

a

concerned with generating theory which will
have practi-

applications.
The emphasis placed on description yields
certain benefits as well

as

certain handicaps.

The advantages of the qualitative method
include

the investigator's ability to get closer to
the experiential realms of

his/her respondents, and in fact to experience
some significant portion
of their experiential world.

The material generated by such an approach

differs from that which employs statistics as

certain phenomena.

a

means of understanding

Quantitative research, as Lofland distinguishes it,

treats issues of causality in the variation in variables
under study.

Qualitative work cannot do this.
links.

It cannot establish or prove causal

However, this is not to say that one is not concerned with caus-

ality in qualitative analysis.
not be confused with "fact."

The difference is that explanations must
Rather, these explanations can be seen as

systematic conjecture— more precisely defined
theses" (see Lofland, 1971, p. 62).

analysis less significant.

It can in

as

"theories" and "hypo-

This does not render qualitative
fact be more impactful.

Mutually

influencing factors are sought in the data in this study, as opposed to
the more traditional

linear framework where one cause is sought in asso-

ciation with one effect.

Phenomenology and Science

The scientific method is empirical

ment, observation and/or experience).

(that is, it is based on experi-

Beyond this fact, it is not lim-

ited in any way to a specific set of methods or tools.

Empirical

re-
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search implies
degree.

data base from which meaning can be
established to some

a

Kaplan (1964) explained that data for the
behavioral sciences

are actions which take place in some
context which gives those actions

meaning.

Analysis of data may be conceived then, as the
process of ex-

tracting meaning from data (see Glasser and
Strauss, 1967).

Perhaps

a

better way to conceptualize this process would be
to view it as "finding
the meaning which exists, latent in the data."

Thus we can schematize the research process as follows:

ANALYSIS

=

Observation—> Description

Interpretation

The three components of the research process should be seen as
sequential, and not
a

a

random addition.

Observation

is

generally thought of as

passive act of viewing actions or other phenomena in the world.

scientific inquiry (of which psychotherapy
takes on

a

new significance.

is

an example)

In

observation

Kaplan (1964) stated that observation is

purposive behavior, hence active and not passive.

Its

aim is

".

toward making accessible what otherwise could not be seen, would not be
noticed.

.

.(and) to secure materials that will play a part in other

phases of inquiry, like the formation and validation of hypotheses"
127).

(p.

Observation, then, is one of the foundations of the research pre-

sented here.

It is

an active experiential

It involves not only the actions

(phenomenologi cal

)

process.

viewed, but the observer's experience

of and interaction with these actions.

The actions are filtered through

the observer and as such the observer impacts upon these actions

lectical process.

In

—a

dia-

this sense, family therapy may be seen as one spe-

cific applied example of empirical research, with the therapist as par-

.
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ticipant observer.
The description and interpretation
of what the author observed and

participated in was

a

multi -layered process whereby the
observations and

accumulated background materials were sifted
through and presented
specific structured format by means of case
studies.

in

a

A certain amount

of interpretation comprised part of this data
presentation process, for

example construction of the maps of family
structure and boundary relations.

However, the bulk of the interpretation is
presented in Part

III, where data are analyzed as to the extent
to which it can answer the

research questions

The Case Studies

Raw data were derived from three sources:

case records, semi-

formal

interviews with staff, and

a

personal journal consisting of addi-

tional

observations where relevant.

A certain amount of recall was also

used in describing individuals and settings.

Case records provide the

following minimum data:

a.

presenting problem and description of events leading up
to referral
relevant family history (relevant to the case).
description of neighborhood where family resides.
description of home setting.
specification of role of the clinician.
structural family assessments.
session notes.
data from collaboration with other agencies and professionals (with signed release from the client) and collateral client contacts.
.

b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

g.
h.

For each case study:

.
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1)

I)

3)
4)

and b. were used to answer research
question #1
Data from c, d., e. and h. were used
to answer question

a

Question #3 was explored by means of data
from f and q
Answers to question #4 were derived from
all data sources.
Format of Case Studies

I.

Specification of General Context-A.
B.
C.
D.

II.

Narrative Section-A.

B.
C.

III.

Who are the individuals and significant others (including
professionals) who comprise the family system? What kind
of people are they? What are they like?
How do they each view what has taken place?
What occurred over the course of the family's involvement
with the agency?

The Family System— i nteraction patterns within the family-A.
B.
C.

D.

IV.

Presenting problem (crisis )--why the family sought
services.
Family mal<e-up--who is in the family?
The role of the participant observer (this writer).
Description of the home and the community.

Relevant family history.
Assessment of family structure, including how it changed
during the family's involvement with the agency.
Patterns of loyalty and notions of justice within the
family, and how these may have changed during the agency's involvement.
Description of the home environment insofar as contributes to an understanding of the family.

Agency/Family Boundary Relations-A.
B.

Specification of boundary relations at time of intake.
Specification of boundary relations at time of terminati on

V.

What the Future Holds for Each Family-A.
B.

Family's status at termination.
The participant observer's estimate of where the family
is headed, what additional changes need to take place for
adequate family functioning where applicable; what additional community and/or state resources are necessary for
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the family to be self-sufficient.

In

selecting these families the writer has
sought to avoid the

spectacular, sensational or scandalous cases.
in

Instead he has decided

favor of those which appear more indicative
of common family issues,

crises and responses under the circumstances which
are presented.
ly

disorganization whether chronic or temporal

larger systems and processes, and in no way

is

is

Fami-

viewed as part of

it intended as a mechan-

ism for the judgement of the quality of the
individuals concerned.

PART

II

THE CASE STUDIES

The following eight case studies are presented in
pairs.

These

pairings correspond to each of the four kinds of
families and family

situations specified on page 20.
involves

a

In each set the initial case study

dependent family, whereas the second case study concerns

a

family within the same group which can be said to have been
self-suffi

cient after the resolution of their crisis.
Chapter IV examines two chronic multi-problem families whose presenting problems were inextricably linked to their historically-based

position of dependence on the community.

Chapter

V

presents two fami-

lies with acting-out adolescents as their identified problem.

In Chap

ter VI two single-parent families with similar presenting issues are
studied.

Chapter VII

is a

case study of

group families.
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a

pair of ethnic minority

CHAPTER
CHRONIC MULTI-PROBLBvl FAMILIES:

IV

THE ROLLINS AND THE BRICKERS

These are families who have been involved with several agencies

over

a

sizeable period of time.

Crises often occur within and around

these families with regularity.

Crisis intervention with multi-problem

families requires the therapist to choose his/her interventions most
carefully, selecting definable and solvable problems to work on with the
family.

This is often difficult because of the multiple problems which

soon become apparent to the therapist who has become involved with such
a family.

It is also often the case that these families have been in-

volved with the System to such

a

degree that components of the System

(i.e., other agencies and institutions) have become reluctant if not

powerless to make changes in the family.

Family A

Presenting problem

.

:

The Roll ins Family

Mr. and Mrs. Rollins were referred to F.C.S.A. by

a crisis intervention therapist from another community mental

agency (which will be designated as Adul ts-in-Crisis

adult emergencies.

The couple had quarreled.

)

health

which responded to

In the ensuing fight Mrs.

Rollins was physically "kicked and knocked around" as she later described
the incident.

parts unknown.

As a result,

that night Mrs. Rollins left the home for

As he did not know where she had gone, the husband

called Adul ts-in-Crisis, where he himself had been
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a

client in the past.
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The crisis therapist who was
on call, John M., contacted
F.C.S.A. be-

cause Mr. Rollins was too upset
to care for the couple's
seven-month-old

daughter, Mary.

He subsequently asked for temporary
foster placement

for Mary in order that he might
voluntarily enter psychiatric care at
the half-way facility where he was
in treatment at that time.

worker from F.C.S.A. placed Mary in

a

A social

foster home with the signed con-

sent of Mr. Rollins, ostensibly for
about one week until the crisis

abated.

This did not seem to present a great
problem at that time since

both parents were heavily involved with
mental health and community sup-

port services.
a

The therapists involved with the Rollins
family supported

temporary foster placement during this crisis period.

seemed imminent for the Rollins.
to seek legal

or physical

As Mr.

A separation

Rollins did not express

custody of the child, it appeared to be

desire

a

a

mat-

ter of locating the mother and returning the child to her
as soon as she
was located and able to find an independent, stable living
situation,

continuing with the community supports with which she had been working.
The role adopted by F.C.S.A. at that time was one of case manage-

ment and advocacy for Mary.

The crisis intervention therapists from the

agency who were directly involved with the Rollins family sought to take
a neutral

As

stance in relation to the parents' marital conflict issues.

family therapists, it soon became painfully evident that the crisis

was a systemic pattern which involved not only three generations of

family members (directly or indirectly), but also
mental health and social service professionals.

a

large network of

Thus, this pattern had

become so strong and resilient that attempts to intervene in it were

greatly magnified in difficulty.

The investment of the professionals in
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this pattern at times appeared to exceed
that of the family.

Ihe nuclear fmUy_.
a

local

Tom and Barbara Rollins were former
in-patients at

public mental hospital.

They had met one another while both

were in-patients on the same ward.

Mrs. Rollins was a highly-charged,

often manicky but pleasant and likeable woman.

Her long black hair,

ready smile and highly verbal personal style could
not disguise her status as an ex-patient of the mental

hospital.

Her mannerisms and often

glazed expression tended to give her an "over-medicated"
appearance.
Mr. Rollins, on the other hand, was short, stocky,
quiet and quite cap-

able of presenting

a

reasonable appearance when he so desired.

Consistent with the state's policy to deinstitutionalize mental
hospital

in-patients, when Tom and Barbara decided upon marriage they

were assisted in obtaining an apartment in the community.

In addition

the couple was provided with community supports and mental health services with the intention that the family could live in the community.

The pregnancy had commenced prior to the decision in favor of marriage.
Individual psychotherapists who were seeing Tom and Barbara (separately)
had attempted unsuccessfully to discourage consummation of the pregnancy

and the marriage of the couple.
their decision.

Mary was born

moved into their new apartment.

However the Rollins were steadfast in
a

healthy, normal baby soon after they
Mrs.

Rollins received ongoing out-

patient individual therapy at the hospital while Mr. Rollins received
therapeutic services at

a

mental hospital patients.

community-based halfway facility for former
It should be noted that each parent had been

diagnosed as psychotic and had entered the hospital on that basis.

The

—
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conception of Mary marked the initiation
of the systemic pattern referred to above.

Ihe extended fmUy_.
joining state.

Mrs. Rollins had been born and raised
in an ad-

Her mother and brother continued to live
there occupying

the same apartment.

Mrs. Rollins' father had separated from
her mother

roughly 10 years prior.

institution in

a

He was a chronic alcoholic and was living
in an

town 110 miles away.

geographical distance, was

a

Mrs. Rollins' mother, despite the

source of refuge and emotional support for

her.
Mr. Rollins, on the other hand, had his parents
and relatives in

close proximity to the community where he lived, and where he
was re-

ceiving treatment.

His relationship with his parents continued, though

it was far from a source of refuge and support for him.

zations and behavior were

a

His hospitali-

source of embarrassment to his family.

Mary's birth and the subsequent family crises posed

condition whereby

a

it became impossible for these grandparents to ignore or remain aloof

from the situation.

Significant others

.

The Rollins were involved with a multitude of com-

munity services, agencies and institutions, often in
ing, tangential manner.

viduals.

a

cyclical, fleet-

It is not necessary to list all of those indi-

However the professionals who played the most significant

roles for the family during this period are as follows:

J^.—Mrs. Rollins' therapist who had worked with her for over
a year in individual psychotherapy.
M.--Mr. Rollins' therapist at the halfway facility from which
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he received services.
Dr. B.--The psychiatrist who prescribed
and supervised Mr

Rollins

'

medication.

Dr. N.--The psychiatrist who supervised Mrs.

rent brief psychiatric hospitalizations.

Ja^-Mary's

Rollins' recur-

foster parent during temporary foster placement.

Mr. T. --Social worker from the Social Services
Department's
Division of Child Guardianship who was assigned to the
family.

In addition to these persons, various therapists
from F.C.S.A.

had

contacts with the family although two in particular had primary
respon-

sibility for the case.

Sequence of events

.

One of these was the author.

Following the placement of Mary Rollins in tempor-

ary foster care, it became imperative to seek information concerning the

mother's whereabouts.

The author, operating in the role of the managing

caseworker, interviewed Mr. Rollins at Freedom House,
ity.

a

halfway facil-

Mr. Rollins spent six hours per day in the therapeutic milieu pro-

vided by Freedom House.

On that day he had the appearance of a man who

had not slept for 48 hours.

He greeted the author cordially and the

following sequence^ took place:

My psychiatrist said that I should get Mary .to
come home with me.
He said that a homemaker can take care
of her, since Barbara has gone.
Therapist:
Do you know where Barbara is?
She walked out on me last night.
She
Mr. Rollins:
No.
doesn't care about the baby.
Mr. Rollins:

Hhis sequence

was taken from the author's personal journal.
made
attempt was
to be as accurate as possible.

An
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Therapist:
I
need to speak to Barbara before I jump
to any
conclusions. What happened last night
anyway?
Mr. Rollins:
She gave me a lot of lip.
I
warned her to shut
up but she kept on.
So I belted her a couple of times
but not too hard.
Therapist:
And then?
Mr. Rollins:
We started yelling and fighting; then
she just
ran out of the house.
I
haven't heard from her since
Therapist:
Then you called the crisis phone number for
help?
Mr. Rollins:
Right.
Say, can I go visit Mary today?
Therapist:
Why don't we wait until next week? Right now
I
think the most important thing is to find out
what happened to your wife.
Mr. Rollins:
You should call her therapist.
His name is J.
She was really upset anyway because he's leaving
town
Anyway he'd probably be the first one she calls,
not me.
'

After this interview the author met with Mr. Rollins' therapist
(M.) at Freedom House.

M. was

adamant that Mr. Rollins could not be ex-

pected to care for the baby adequately, because despite his residence
in
the community he continued to remain quite disturbed.

She described Mr.

Rollins as a pesty, annoying, nagging individual who tended to lose control

of his impulses and had

a

low tolerance for frustration.

ommended that any visit to the foster home be supervised.

She rec-

added that

M.

she had discouraged the pregnancy and marriage from the start and inti-

mated that Mary would probably be better off in foster care.
Mrs. Rollins'

therapist (J.) was contacted by phone and

was set for later that day.

a

meeting

Upon arrival at his office in the commun-

ity's mental hospital, the author was informed that Mrs. Rollins had
been admitted to one of the wards earlier that day.
J.

Shortly thereafter,

emerged from the locked ward with what appeared to be

and angry adolescent.

a

very agitated

When the introductions had been made it became

evident that this was Barbara Rollins.

In fact Mrs.

Rollins had fled to

her mother's apartment across the state line and returned that after-
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noon.

When she had learned that Mary had
been taken away from her home

she had flown into an angry rage
which culminated in her hospitalization
and placement on the locked ward
where she was quite well known.

She

expressed utter contempt and rage toward
her husband, saying that she
had fled her apartment out of fear
for her life.

J.

supported her posi-

tion and said that he was getting her
off the ward because she had been

progressing in therapy and that the regressive
atmosphere of the ward

would be counter- therapeutic for his client.

J.

blamed Mr. Rollins for

the present crisis situation as well as for
Mrs. Rollins' hospitalization.

He asked when she could get the baby back and
was told that as

soon as she was stable and safe, arrangements would
be made.

Mrs. Rol-

lins stated that she intended to separate from her
husband, as this had

been the "last straw."

J.

asserted that Mr. Rollins had been

a

destruc-

tive influence upon his client from the start of the relationship,
and

that he had discouraged the consummation of the pregnancy and the
marriage.

However, he said that he felt strongly that if the husband was

kept separate from Mrs. Rollins that she could capably care for Mary.
Thus plans began to be set to assist Mrs. Rollins in finding an inde-

pendent living situation such that she might be reunited with her daughter.

This never materialized.

Following her release from the hospital

Mrs. Rollins failed to follow through on her decision to separate from

her husband.

The couple was reunited in a seemingly naive belief that

their relationship would now begin to work.

Both parents, ignoring the

significance of the crisis earlier in the week presented themselves as
a

united front.

They demanded Mary's immediate return.

When this was
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not possible they demanded an immediate
visit.
for themselves.

They almost made

a

case

However, within hours of that conversation,
Mrs. Rol-

lins called back to say that she and her
husband were quarreling again,

violently at times.
baby.

were

Yet both continued to demand the return
of the

It was becoming apparent that these
sorts of violent quarrels
a

characteristic of the couple's relationship.

Over the next several days,

a

series of quarrels, threats of sepa-

ration, and reconfirmations of the parents' relationship
occurred between the Rollins.

suddenly.

These changes would take place quite rapidly and

It became increasingly evident that the baby was a primary

medium for this process.

Mr. and Mrs.

Rollins had regular supervised

visits with their daughter in the F.C.S.A. office.

These sessions went

smoothly when the parents visited separately with Mary.

It was also an

opportunity for F.C.S.A. therapists to attempt to help each parent clarify goals and commitments toward the child.

It appeared that none of

the other professionals involved with the family were working in this

direction.

Although both parents appeared to be

in

agreement in terms

of desiring Mary's return to the home, Mr. Rollins seemed more invested
in using the placement as a means of maintaining a position of power in

the marital relationship.

presenting an appearance of

Mrs. Rollins was frantically concerned with'
a

mentally healthy and functioning person,

that is to say being "not too crazy" to be an adequate parent for Mary.

Meanwhile, Mary was becoming increasingly attached to Jayne, the foster
mother.

Mrs. Rollins was aware of this on some level

and grew increas-

ingly anxious that she would not get her daughter back.

The agency

stated an intention and desire to return the child as soon as the home
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situation was stable enough, despite
recommendations to the contrary
from the Social Services Bureau.

They felt that the custody of Mary

should have been taken from the Rollins since
they were obviously "too
crazy" to parent by virtue of their being
former mental hospital

patients.

in-

This was the beginning of a triad involving
the Social Serv-

ices Bureau, the family and the author's
agency.

The result was that Mrs. Rollins, as the one parent
invested in

getting Mary back, was placed under more pressure than
an emotionally
stable person may be expected to withstand.

period was

a

What developed during this

scenario where Mrs. Rollins was hospitalized and released

three times, and Mr. Rollins was admitted and released once, all
within
a period of 16 days.

the home.

A decision was eventually made to return Mary to

This decision was based upon Mrs. Rollins' legal demands for

the return of her daughter (who had been voluntarily placed in foster

care), and also the hospital psychiatric team's (headed by Dr. N.) rec-

ommended that Mrs. Rollins was able at that time to return to the community and resume her duties as a parent.

fact be therapeutic.

Dr.

N.

felt that this could in

Support services were made available to the family

and were seen as a necessity for the family.

Unfortunately, the day following Mary's reunion with Mrs. Rollins
F.C.S.A.

received a call from Mr. Rollins' mother.

She informed the

agency that her daughter-in-law had dropped the baby while shopping in
a

local department store.

hospital.

The child was rushed to the nearest general

Mrs. Rollins was reported to have decompensated and was taken

by police to the mental

incoherent when revived.

institution.

She had lost consciousness and was

The police immediately recognized her as a
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state hospital patient and quickly
transported her back to the safe confines of the institution.
This incident made it impossible
to defer removal of custody from the parents.

In

subsequent interviews with Mrs.

Rollins, it was quite unclear as to
whether she had undergone

a

seizure

at the department store, which had
caused her to lose consciousness mo-

mentarily resulting in her dropping the
baby.
served by the authorities in

a

Nevertheless, once ob-

state of upset, the verdict was in.

Mary (who was unharmed from her fall) returned
to Jayne's foster

home temporarily.

She was then transferred to

custody of the state's Social Service Bureau.
case management responsibilities.

a

long-term home in the

The state also assumed

At the time of the Rollins' termina-

tion with F.C.S.A., the couple expressed anger at the
removal of Mary

from their custody.
al

However, Mrs. Rollins kept an informal and congeni-

relationship with the staff.

She often visited the office seeking

advice on how she might prove to the court, the Social Services Bureau,
etc.

that she was capable of taking Mary back.

Rollins'

In the meantime, Mrs.

psychiatric hospitalizations became more frequent and she

seemed to be more and more heavily medicated.

Mr.

Rollins, on the other

hand, while angered initially, soon appeared to lose interest in regaining Mary's custody.

Thus there was no indication that the Rollins'

situation was improving at the time of termination.

The family as

a

system

.

During this crisis period the Rollins family

occupied

a

munity.

As part of the state's program of phasing out a great part of

subsidized apartment in

its in-patient mental

a

lower-middle income suburban com-

health services (e.g. state institutions for the
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mentally ill), the couple was eligible
to receive assistance from
various state and community sources.
These sources enabled the couple
to
find residence in the community,
and helped to maintain the
family as
well.

The Rollins lived in

a

community that was neither

a

slum nor

a

community of ex-mental patients, as was
more common for former mental
hospital residents.

They were truly reintegrated into the
community, in

terms of their physical place of residence.

However, it soon became obvious that the
Rollins were not as readily accepted by the neighborhood as their
place of residence might have

led one to assume.
Mr. and Mrs.

For example, the fights which would erupt
between

Rollins were often so vocal and disturbing to
other resid-

ents of the apartment complex that neighbors would
call the police to

intervene.

The local police department became quite familiar
with the

Rollins family, also regarding them as different, as
ex-mental hospital
patients.
el

Consequently they arrived at their own criteria for what lev-

of upset in the family was sufficient cause for readmitting one
of

the Rollins to the institution.

The police officer responding to

a

neighborhood complaint about the Rollings tended to attempt to placate
all

parties, because it was seldom that injuries resulted from these

arguments.

In addition,

the police were well aware that the hospitali-

zations would be temporary, owing to the state's new regulations con-

cerning return of mental hospital patients to the corimunity.
What one observed was the birth of
pital

patients in the community.

a

sub-culture of ex-mental hos-

Though many of these individuals were

spread throughout the county in terms of their place of residence, there
had emerged

a

social network of former hospital residents.

As part of
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the programming required of the move
to deinstitutionalize hospital
residents within the state, social events,
activities, etc. were organized
for these people on a regular basis.
Thus, Mr. and Mrs. Rollins heavily

identified themselves with this sub-culture.

It was this,

in fact, that

kept them from becoming totally isolated
and marginal in the community.

Therefore it played

a

large role in enabling them to live outside
of the

institution to the degree which they were able.

would each refer to themselves as "loonies" in

Mr. and Mrs. Rollins
a

half-joking manner.

They seemed to wear their psychiatric labels
almost with what could be

called

a

measure of fondness.

These labels had come to serve as

a

kind

of self-definition for the Rollins and other members
of their sub-culture.

Mrs. Rollins, for example, would often speak of herself
as a

manic depressive (her hospital diagnosis) in much the same manner
as
another person might remark about being

a

New Yorker, an Irishman or a

Scorpio.

Despite identification with the ex-hospital resident community,
Mrs. Rollins always maintained a desire to parent and raise Mary compe-

tently.

Her motives were not in question.

ity to do so which was in question.

It was a matter of her abil-

As a "manic-depressive-for-1 ife,"

she was not accustomed to acknowledging herself as an autonomous person.
As an ex-mental hospital

resident she was regarded as (by definition)

less than an autonomous person.

As a wife and mother she received lit-

tle support from her husband or her family in becoming a sufficiently

autonomous person to be seen by the community (in the form of the court.
Mental Health Commission, the Social Services Bureau) as
parent.

a

competent

These factors all served to perpetuate rather than alleviate or
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intervene in a pattern of recurrent
hospitalizations which were of questionable therapeutic value.

[Mil struct^
emerged during

a

Within the Rollins family the
following pattern

period of four months subsequent
to intake (the initial

placement of Mary in foster care):

^

1 )

Tension escalates in
the family.
Mr. Rollins
provokes a fight.

2} The

family is in conflict, threats of Separation on the part of
each spouse.

c:\
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Vnllll
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Y

|

That person is
released from the
mental hospital.

ca]f police.
nnHrr'^''"'
call

4) One member of spouse
subsystem is hospit-

alized.

According to the data, this cycle was repeated at least
eight times
during this four-month period, and showed no indication
of changing or

becoming discontinued.

Thus, prior to Mary's initial foster placement,

there was the existence of a rigid triad which characterized the
family

system (see Figure 6, stage 1).

This pattern took the form of conflict

and fighting within the spouse subsystem.

Mrs.

Rollins threatened to

separate from her husband retaining custody of the baby.

A frequent

catalyst in these fights was the issue of which parent was more competent to have custody of Mary (i.e. which member of the couple was less

disturbed).
tact.

The child became the vehicle which kept the marriage in-

stage

2.

Stage

3.

Figure 6.

M

D

I

Ih

M

Map of the Rollins family structure,
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Following the fight which culminated
in Mary's foster placement
the
cycle shown above became a pattern
for the Rollins family,
stages 2 and
3

of Figure 6 show family structure
schema of this same pattern.

With

Mary (D) in foster care, there were
intermittent periods of conflict between the parents (M and F).
Without the presence of Mary to cement
the
family system what occurred were several
brief hospitalizations (of less
than a week's duration) of one or both
parents.

izations were more frequent.

Mrs. Rollins' hospital-

Often neighbors, disturbed by the noise

coming from the Rollins' apartment would
call police who became quite

accustomed to driving one or both of the Rollins
to the hospital.
ever, some of the brief hospitalizations
were voluntary.

would at times use the hospital as

a

How-

Mrs. Rollins

source of refuge from Mr. Rollins.

Here, one observes a rigid triad involving the
state hospital and the

Rollings.

At other times one or both parents would temporarily (1-3

days) separate taking refuge with

a

grandparent (i.e. their own par-

ents).

Despite the availability of economic and community resources which

would have enabled Mrs. Rollins to separate completely from her husband
and the abuse she received from him, these separations were inevitably

followed by periods of apparent reconciliation (Figure 6, Stage 3).
During these times the Rollins presented an appearance of being
"united front."
back.

a

The issue that united them was that of getting Mary

The presentation of themselves as united also reflected their

hopes and desires of regaining custody of their daughter.

Before examining the roles of the various professionals in this
pattern,

a

view of patterns of loyalty and notions of justice within the
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Rollins family will furnish some background data
concerning Mr. and
Mrs. Rollins.
I

ntraf ami 1

i

al

notipiis of jo^^alt^ and justice

Mrs. Rollins de-

.

scribed herself as having been quite close to her
alcoholic father.

In

fact, she insisted that she was still close to him
despite the fact that
he lived in an institution a good distance from
her and visits there

were very occasional.

Mrs. Rollins' father was receiving treatment and

support for his alcoholism.

He had been divorced by Mrs. Rollins' mo-

ther when Mrs. Rollins was 15, as a result of his condition.

This sep-

aration had a devastating effect on Mrs. Rollins who had her first psy-

chotic breakdown and hospitalization at that time.
Mrs. Rollins' mother lived across the state line, not too distant

from the community where Mrs. Rollins resided.
still

Mrs. Rollins' brother

lived with their mother and according to the hospital the family

remained conflict ridden.

This divorce had led to more anxiety over

loyalties divided between each parent than Mrs. Rollins had been able
to withstand as an adolescent.

meant

a

Her closeness and devotion to her father

rejection of her mother, and vice versa.

Unable to resolve the

loss of her father, she was subsequently unable to separate from an

abusive and manipulative husband.

In addition, Mrs. Rollins' male

therapist (J.) had announced his plans to leave the community just
prior to intake.

The impending termination with

crisis which led to Mary's foster placement.

J.

coincided with the

One hypothesis is that the

termination probably revived the separation of Mrs. Rollins from her father.

As will become evident in the next section, J. was heavily in-

volved in the Rollins family's situation.
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Mr. Rollins'

parents lived in an adjacent community to
that in

which the couple lived.

At 28 years of age Mr. Rollins was quite evid-

ently still struggling with an adolescent
rebellion against his parents.
He was accustomed to writing them long, angry
letters

just what he thought of them.
a

.

.

."

Mr. Rollins'

".

.

.telling them

father happened to be

high-level official in the state Mental Health
Commission which admin-

istrates the mental institution where Mr. Rollins himself
had been

resident on several occasions.

a

His father also was an administrator

over all the conmunity mental health services which were
available to
Mr. Rollins (i.e. those services were all run by the Mental
Health Com-

mission).

Thus, though there were indications that his parents may have

liked to have disowned him long ago, this was
to the nature of the elder Mr.

Rollins'

a

social

impossibility due

position in the community.

Aware of this fact, the younger Mr. Rollins had acted out violently in
such a manner as to compel

the community to hospitalize him on several

occasions during the seven to eight years prior to intake.
sodes had the quality of
father.

a

These epi-

retaliation of sorts acted out against his

When Mr. and Mrs. Rollins had announced their imminent marriage

and birth of their child, Mr. Rollins' parents had been vehemently

against it.

Their opposition was enough to ensure both the consummation

of the marriage and the birth of the child.

After Mary was placed in

foster care, the paternal grandparents were unwilling to have any part
in the disposition of the child.
"a dysfunctional

baby had
Rollins.

a

They saw Mrs. Rollins as "crazy" and

state-hospital person."

Their rejection of her and the

cementing effect on the marital relationship in terms of Mr.
Mr. Rollins seemed determined to accomplish the opposite of
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whatever his father desired.

famll^Vaa^

At the time of intake, no one at

F.C.S.A. expected an involvement of
as long
level of complexity as occurred.

a

duration and at such

Even after the pattern in which

a
th.
le

family was locked became evident, it
proved impossible to change it.
One major reason for the difficulty in
intervening in that cycle was re-

lated to the unwitting participation of
various professionals in the
pattern.
In

Figure

Stage 1, one observes

7,

a

rigid triad of the type mapped

in the family structure diagram (Figure
6, Stage 1).

In attempting to

coordinate the efforts of the professionals involved
with the Rollins
family, it became evident that M.

(Mr.

Rollins' therapist at Freedom

House) harbored a variety of negative feelings stemming
from experiences

with J.

(Mrs. Rollins'

about M., Dr.
general.

B.

therapist).

Similarly J. spoke very negatively

(the supervising psychiatrist) and Freedom House in

In fact,

J.

tended to speak about Mr. Rollins in

quite similar to what one might expect to hear from
proves of his adolescent daughter's choice of

a

a

a

manner

parent who disap-

boyfriend.

What emerged

was the existence of a long-standing history of policy conflicts between
the hospital and Freedom House whose clientele consisted largely of ex-

hospital residents.
two organizations.

An adversary relationship had developed between the
In addition, a severe personality conflict existed

between M. and J., also apparently long-standing.
the clinical judgement and competency of the other.
a

Each camp questioned

This was in effect

way of affixing blame for the very existence of the source of the cur-

rent problem (i.e. the birth of Mary).

This conflict took the form of

a
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Stage 1.

Freedom House
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Figure
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Mr. T/ foster care

Map of Rollins family/agency boundary relations.

in Crisis
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debate and struggle over which
parent (if either) was more equipped
to
care for the baby.
This debate was to become a
dispute over which parent was more disturbed and, by
association, which organization's
clinical

services were more effective.

Thus, Mary and the Rollins family
be-

came a vehicle whereby these issues
could be aired indirectly.

The dis-

pute, on its various levels, became
quite intense when the issue of the

competence of the parents

to

retain custody of Mary threatened to
drag

everyone into court.
The cycle of intermittent hospitalizations
made it impossible to
return Mary to her parents.

F.C.S.A. had made a decision to return Mary

as soon as it became feasible.

There were repeated assurances from J.

and from Dr. N. and other personnel who supervised
Mrs. Rollins on the

psychiatric ward in the state institution, that Mrs. Rollins
would be
well enough to be a parent.

more frequent and became

a

However, as these hospitalizations grew
pattern, F.C.S.A. was forced to consider re-

moval of custody from the parents via the court process of
a care and

protection petition.

It became the only way of assuring Mary of an ade-

quate home environment.

It was a step which was avoided until

possible moment because of
as well

as

a

the last

dearth of infant foster homes in the area

the Social Services Bureau's entrenchment in the rules and

procedures of their system which often prevented case workers from viewing each case on its individual merits.

When the Social Services Bureau

was consulted concerning the case, the official who responded (Mr. T.)

seemed to lose any semblance of objectivity upon learning that both parents were former mental hospital residents.

signing of

a

He all

but ordered the

i

petition to remove custody from the parents and seemed not
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to hear any of the specific
probleins of the case.

The triad intensi-

fied.

The incident which did finally
cause removal of custody from the
parents took place when Mrs. Rollins
accidently dropped Mary in a crowded department store.

It is possible that a seizure
caused this.

Never-

theless it became expedient to petition
for custody of the baby to be

placed with the state until, through
the process of an impartial investigation, the court might arrive at

a

clear decision and plan for the

child.

Mary was unharmed from her fall.

foster home, which was

a

She was moved to a more permanent

crucial decision at that point.

because Mary had begun to bond to Jayne.

It is not advisable to move

foster children any more than is absolutely necessary.
tions arose.

This was so

Other complica-

Three separate attorneys had to be appointed by the
court

to represent each parent as well

as the child

(Figure 7, Stage 2).

These attorneys were bombarded with an avalanche of conflicting
data
from the hospital staff and the staff of Freedom House.

Network meet-

ings involving all of the professionals became angry confrontations.

solution or viable case plan seemed possible at that point.

No

Issues

ranged from the specific individual dynamics of the parents to broad
legal

issues concerning the viability of deinstitutionalizing state in-

stitution residents.
The court eventually decided to continue the case for six months

with the state (the Social Services Bureau, Mr.
case manager) assuming custody of the child.

T.

was designated as the

The Rollins were to con-

tinue in the therapeutic day program at Freedom House.

Mrs. Rollins was
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to becoTTie involved in a similar
type of day program called the Center

for Uvjn£.

The Center for Living provided many
of the same services to

former state mental hospital residents
as did Freedom House.

Predict-

ably, as competition and conflict had
a historical basis among these
two

agencies, the Rollins case became a further
mechanism for the negotiation of such policy differences.

The family's cycle of intermittent

hospitalizations, separations and reconciliations
continued.

None of

the professionals involved with the family on
an ongoing basis seemed to
be invested in changing this pattern.

the Rollins to behave in

a

It was as if it was necessary for

disturbed manner in order that the profes-

sionals might justify their own programs and retain

a

paternalistic pos-

ture in relation to their clients.

Concluding remarks:

What the future holds

signs of change four months after intake.

and/or unable to intervene in it.

Mr.

.

This pattern showed no

The System seemed unmotivated

and Mrs. Rollins will continue to

bounce back and forth between the hospital, the community and the various agencies involved until and if the court makes
sion.

a

more binding deci-

It is impossible to predict the direction of any such court deci-

sion because the issues that this case touches upon are themselves far

from resolution in our society.

It is predictable that Mr. and. Mrs.

Rollins will continue to behave in the same manner until changes occur
in the System whereby the therapeutic needs of each client become more

important than political differences and personality struggles amongst
agencies and professionals.

-
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f ami
Presenting problem.

1y B

The Bricker Family

:

This case began when a Mrs. Ellis
called the

F.C.S.A. office seeking help for her
son (John Ellis),

who was threatening to run away from
home.

a

IS-year-old male

She explained that John did

not live with her but was living with
her daughter, Ann Bricker.

Ann

was 26 years old, married and had
two young children of her own.

The

author called Mrs. Bricker who explained
that John Ellis was
brother, but that she was in fact also his
legal guardian.

in

fact her

Mrs. Bricker

said that she and all of her siblings had been
removed from the custody

of her mother (Mrs. Ellis) several years ago
as

a

result of her mother's

"mental illness" and repeated psychiatric
hospitalizations.

Mrs.

Brick-

er knew of no reason why John might run away and
was not aware of any
such threat.

evening

However, Mrs. Bricker called the author the following

(a Friday)

quite upset.

She said that John had taken off from

home early that morning and that she did not know where he
had gone.
Mrs. Bricker complained that John was immature, that he
was a special

needs student at the high school, and that he could barely read and

count.

She spoke about him as if he were accustomed to being defined in

the family as

a

"problem" of some sort, although nothing that she men-

tioned seemed worthy of alarm other than the fact that he was missing.
Mrs.

Bricker also explained that her brother had been living in her cus-

tody for the past two years, prior to which he had been in a residential

placement called Wilkshire School.

Though this was

a

school

for emo-

tionally disturbed children and slow learners, Mrs. Bricker said that he
had been placed there by the state because of their mother's inability
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to care for the family.

After calling Mrs. Ellis, it became
evident that John had run to
her apartment in a neighboring
community. Although Mrs. Bricker
was incensed to hear of this, the author
was able to arrange for the boy
to
stay with his mother through the
weekend. Mrs. Ellis refused to admit
to her daughter's claim of legal
custody.

It was planned that on Mon-

day, Mrs. Ellis would bring her
son to the office of the Social Services

Department where the author would meet with
her, John and their social
worker, Mrs.

K.

Mr.

and Mrs. Bricker were also invited to
attend this

meeting where (it was hoped) these matters could
become clarified.

Jhe nuclear famjlx.

In

addition to John, Ann and Tim Bricker had two

children of their own, two-year-old Lillian and
one-year-old Carl.
Bricker was

a

Mr.

truck driver and the sole source of the family income,

with the exception of social security benefits which the
family received
for John.

This was both parents' only marriage.

In the family genogram (Figure 8), Mrs.

are diagraimed.

For the sake of simplicity and in order to remain

faithful to the birth order in Mrs. Bricker
on the far right.
a

Bricker and her siblings

's

i

generation, John is shown

The reader should note however that he was actually

part of the Bricker household, while his other siblings living out on

their own, with the exception of Molly who was in

a

residential place-

ment.

The extended family.

Mrs. Ellis lived alone in her own apartment in a

housing development for elderly persons.

She and each of her children

lived in relatively close proximity to one another.

Mr. Ellis on the

i;
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Figure

8.

Geogram of the Bricker family.

.
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other hand was living somewhere on the
west coast and had no contact

with any of the family, nor was his
contact sought.

Significant others

.

Thomas— casework supervisor at the Social Services
Deoart^

Mr.

raent's local

office.
Mrs. Pointer-Casework supervisor for a
local child protection
agency which will be designated as Children's
Aid
Mr. Gardner-John's counselor at Park Hill
Technical High
School
Bill Sawyer-Former maintenance attendant
at Wilkshire School
close friend and role model for John.
Frank Harrell--Crisis intervention therapist to the
Bricker
fami ly

Sequence of events_.

That Monday morning,

a Mrs.

Pointer called the

therapist (the author) to say that Mrs. Ellis had called her seeking
help in resolving the crisis (i.e., John's running away to her
apartment).

Mrs. Pointer had been a child protection social worker for over

20 years.

She had risen through the ranks to become the chief social

worker and director of the county's Children's Aid office.
family had been one of her earliest clients.

Mrs. Ellis'

Mrs. Pointer had continued

to follow the family's progress as the children grew older, and had had
to remove the children from the home on several

occasions.

She had

worked so intensively with the family over the years that Mrs. Ellis and
the children (particularly the eldest child, Ann) considered her as al-

most an integral part of the family, consulting her often on matters of
importance (see Palazzoli et al., 1980).

Thus it was not unusual

Mrs. Ellis to turn to Mrs. Pointer at this time.

for

Mrs. Pointer had sug-

gested that Mrs. Ellis call F.C.S.A. for help with John.

She was con-

cerned for the family but (understandably) was seeking to disengage her-
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self from them by encouraging them to seek out
community-based resources

.

That afternoon the therapist met with the family
at the county's
Social Service office.

Present were Mrs. Ellis, John Ellis, Mr. and

Mrs.

Bricker, and Mr. Thomas.

Mrs.

Bricker and her mother over who was John's legitimate
parent.

An argument immediately erupted between
This

heated exchange was only aggravated by Mr. Thomas' hesitant
declaration
that he in fact did not know

1)

in whose physical

custody John had been

placed since leaving Wilkshire School, or 2) who the caseworker assigned
to

the family was, or even 3) where the Department's records concerning

the Ellis family were being held.
in the office.

Thus he was as puzzled as the others

The therapist imposed some degree of dialogue on the in-

teraction by phrasing open-ended questions to specific family members

concerning why they thought John wanted to leave home.
seemed to have aged beyond her years.

point however.

Mr.

Bricker,

a

Mrs.

Ellis

She had little to say at this

husky truck driver with

a

gentle voice,

shrugged, saying that it was probably because John was tired of doing
his chores at home.

Mrs.

Bricker,

a

short, petite blonde-haired woman,

dominated the interaction, with the therapist repeatedly having to ask
her to wait her turn.

Wjnen she

spoke, she had

a

long list of complaints

about how John was not living up to expectations at home, in school, in
the past, the present and if not taught that he cannot continue to get

away with this sort of behavior (i.e. running away) he would become
juvenile delinquent in the near future.
tempted to introject a

comment

a

At that point Mrs. Ellis at-

in protest against her daughter's por-

trayal of John, and she was rebuked by the sharp tongue of her daughter.
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Mrs.

Ellis stood up and ran out of the office
weeping.

Meanwhile Mrs.

Bricker continued with her list of John's shortcomings
as if nothing had

occurred with her mother.

John, also short of stature, seemed to appear

younger than his sixteen years.

Part of this impression was due to his

height, and part was due to his demeanor in relation to
his sister.

While the discussion went on John seemed to sink deeper and
deeper into
his chair.

The therapist went out in the hall after Mrs. Ellis and persuaded
her to return to the office to discuss this very important matter.

When

finally asked to speak about why he had run to his mother's apartment,
John proved to be quite verbal in his own defense.
he was

He pointed out that

tired of being yelled at by his sister, and that he was tired of

hearing his sister denigrate his mother in front of him.

He said that

he had never gotten himself into trouble of any kind before, but that
he would leave rather than be "bossed around" by his sister.
Mr. Thomas and the therapist met together briefly in an adjoining

office while the family took

a

break from the discussion.

family counseling in the family's home was agreed upon as

resolving the crisis as well as for arriving at
issues in the family.

a

Short-term
a

strategy for

diagnosis of the major

If at the end of four such sessions John con-

tinues to threaten to run away, some type of foster care or group home

solution could be considered.

Mr. Thomas promised to search carefully

for the case record.

When this plan was proposed to the family, all agreed to try family

counseling.
heard by

a

John was pleased at the opportunity for his position to be
third party.

It was also agreed that Mrs.

Ellis would attend
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these sessions.

The first outreach session
was held that Thursday
1„ the Bricker
hone.
Ironical,, .rs. Ellis had
called the therapist
prior to the ses-

urging that her role in the
resolution of this proble.
was seen as important, she insisted that
John would be helped more
if she were not
there.

It see.ed that Mrs.

Bricker held as much power
in relation to

her mother as she did in
relation to John.

Upon arriving at the Bricker
home. Mrs. Bricker disclosed
that her
husband whose working hours
were irregular had been called
away by his
boss and that he apologized
for missing the session.
Thus the persons
present were Mrs. Bricker, John,
and the two children.
This session focussed on an
exploration of the relationship
between
Ann and John and of the normal
sequences of behavior in the Bricker
home.

Mrs. Bricker again tended to
dominate the interaction, and often

spoke for John.

It was difficult to get Mrs.

Bricker to listen to what

John was saying.^

Basically I'm home during the day, doing
things

"'"'•in'"jh»'h;
in the house during the day.
Therapist:
You're home during the day.

What time does John
come home?
Mrs. Bricker:
Three.
Every day at 3 o'clock.
Therapist:
What happens then?
Mrs. Bricker:
John comes in usually, doesn't say too awful
much, watches the boob tube and I have to remind him
a
thousand times to put on his glasses.
He mopes and wants
to go upstairs and be in his room and give
up watching
T.V. because of the fact that he has to find his
glasses

'1

^The following sequence is taken from an audiotaped
transcript of
the session.
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o°,f

tSTK^T.'^"^?-.*^

down here!'

•
'

don'

'°'"down°hereM'''

""tote'fhe

don't you go get your
glasses
5'^"" °" and come back

'^'^

^^-^^

^^v!"""'^

John:
No, I don't.
Mrs. Bricker:
(pause).

.

t

even need the 'John co,«
'^^'^

-

C^--'-

trying

.He does.

Nrs"^;?^ker•"'N^!^t:t!^"'

''"^

Mr.

Bricker's schedule was described
by Mrs. Bricker as "entirely
irregular." He was liable to be
gone for from one to three days
at a
time.

Sometimes, when he was home he and
John would have little or no
interaction because John would be
asleep or in school when Mr. Bricker
would be home.
John described his relationship with
his brother-in-law
as

"good."

He had no major complaints about
him, although it was diffi-

cult for Mr.

Bricker to be

a

consistent role model for John, in view of

his schedule.

The therapist gave the family

a

prescription aimed at reducing some

of Mrs. Bricker's preoccupation with her
motherly role in relation to
John.

John was to sit down with his sister and the
two of them were to

come up with
the home,

a

written list of John's responsibilities (i.e.
chores) in

taking into account what John, Ann and Tim
together decide

these responsibilities should be for an average
16-year-old.' This was

done because of John's objection that Ann was inconsistent
in her limit-

setting with him.

John was simultaneously angry and guilty about his

anger toward his sister.
In

Mr.

the second session some of the reasons for this became evident.

Bricker was absent from this session again after having^said that
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he
s

punned

—

to be there.

The fa.ily appeared
to have u„de™i„ed
the ast by faning to
.-nd t1.e du.n, the
wee. to sU down with
dohn

expected to do around the
house,

dohn had been Invested
in this task
and openly blamed his
sister for failing to
finish it.
In this session Mrs.

Bricker talked about her
family of origin

As the Oldest sibling
she had been accustomed
to taking over the
major

parenting functions in the
family.

Her father was an abusive
alcoholic

and her mother was
hospitalized several times with
"nervous breakdowns.

"'"'l^llTui

f^""^

1^'"

sisters

'^'^

got
Mrs"^BrIckei' "^°l''^'^'-^''ou
^"°"'^<i
to school'

™= ^P"t

up.
When
brothers and

to go to school.
the
°"
army base.

™^

I

did go
50 to

'°'"school7^°?'2??

Therapist:
It seems impossible.
Bricker:
It was because my mother
was going again back
into the hospital; somebody had
to be there for my bro
thers^and sisters.
I
have always been quote unquote
"mo-

Mrs.

''"ch'anc'e to'bfa ktd.'°
Mrs. Bricker:
That's right.

'

'

^^"^ ^ ^^^"^^ to 90 through adolescent
downs?
Mrs. Bricker:
No, not really, no I haven't, to be
r^cii ly
« really
honest with you.
Therapist:
It seems that you and John might really
have a lot
to learn from each other yet.
Mrs. Bricker:
John is like my oldest kid.
I'm gonna make my
^
mistakes with him.
John:
Boy, that makes me feel good.

'^^^'^nnc'f*"
ups and
.

From audiotaped transcript of session.
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oiieir

mistakes on me before they
did it on th^

9"*
were 14?
Mr. 'r.?^i.^°'*'V°^
'''''' 3ave .e permission to
get married.
John: ;t

^-""^°.M.Jo.„,i.

"""you^'S^^rpeLJ^^iSr^r"''"chi^e^o'st^r
"''"hrni.'^^'"'

i ''i""''

''''

^"^ ''''''

"^"i^se

I

wanted to give to mv

motner.
If I hadn t been there
I
honestly believe mv fa
ther could have killed one of
those

^

kids'

?or'?he
"^Vl^ '^T
stste'r's'b^^i^througK^

"""'^

'°

'°'"rn,'thT;a'u?r^f^?t.

y™'- =hare of bravery
'^'"^

-eti.es

•

I

feel

Therapist:
That you were the fault of it?
Why?
John:
Yeah, every time she tells it
it seems like I was just
a intle kid and I didn't
know how to help her
I
^iust
sat around and shit in my pants.
,^°/[;^t? That's what you were supposed
to do.
lM.'i'i?r
Just
like Carl here.
That's what he's supposed to be doing.
You shouldn't feel bad.
I
could have left when I
was 14, I could have got married,
but I knew my mother was
hospital, and I knew somehndr^^d'^n
body
had to be with the kids.
I've lived around mental
Illness.
My grandmother used to come around.
Sometimes
they would be in the hospital at the
same time.
therapist:
What was your grandmother's illness?
Mrs. Bricker:
Basically they had them both as schizophrenic
John:
Sch, schizophrenic?
My mother isn't schizophrenic'
Therapist:
What do you think she is?
John:
She had a nervous breakdown.
She couldn't hack what
was going on.
What my old man was doing to her and stuff
and having to take care of us kids.
Therapist:
It was just too much.
John:
That's it. Ju$t too much.

In the family sessions John seemed to be

nine-year-old.
fect.

in

the role of about a

His small ness of stature seemed to exaggerate this
ef-

However, the therapist had two individual sessions with John at
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P-e Hin recmcl

H1,h SchooK

nor.au coC. adCescent.
was soon to ente. P1„e

Whe„not„ithMss1ste..o.„„.sa

He sa1. that .e

HHl

wo.le. a.o.t

.ot.e. „.o

Gene.a, Hospita, for
.ajo. surge...

angry at his sister Ann
because she

,

He was

Ighthea.tedl. consented
several

t>.es that their .other
probably would not .a.e
it through this
operation alive because of
her heart condition.
Oohn also said that
he did
not feel that fa.ily
counseling would help
because Ann would never
Change.
When he declared that
he would not stay with
his sister any
longer, and that he
realized that it was
unrealistic to expect that
he
could live With his .other
instead, the therapist
urged hi. to try to
hold out until he and Mr.
Gardner were able to find
appropriate resources for John outside of
the familv
idiiniy, surh
such as a= goodj *foster
placement.
John said that he would try.

When Mrs. Bricker failed
to remind John about the
third and final
home session John was
infuriated and left the Bricker
home.
Mrs.

Bricker called the police to
file

a

"missing persons" report, but
they

could not find him because he
had (of course) gone to
his mother's
apartment.
.not the usual choice of an
adolescent runaway.
.

Mr. Gardner had suggested
that the therapist contact

a

Mr.

Bill

Sawyer, whom he was aware had
known John and the family for
several

years.

Bill, at age 34, was

a

maintenance employee at Wilkshire School

and had befriended John during
his years at the school.

John would

spend hours with Bill in the shop,
learning about electrical circuitry,

carpentry, etc.

Bill

had recognized that John had an
exceptional apti-

tude for this kind of work and for
this reason had not hesitated to
give

him as much attention as he could.

Bill Sawyer probably knew John bet-

—
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ter than anyone else.

The therapist

,net

wUh

Mr.

Sawyer,

a

results of this meeting
were encouraging.

quiet but forceful

,„an

The

Hr.

Sawyer had ,„ainta,ned
contact with John during
the two years since John
had left Wiltshire
School to live With his
Sister.
Hr. Sawyer stated
that he had a.ple
roo. in his ho.e for another
person.
His eldest son had
carried within
the past year.
He also mentioned that
he had ,„ade this offer
directly
to John two years ago,
as he was somewhat
familiar with the family and
its history.
He had a good relationship
with John, whom he still
considered to be (informally) his
apprentice.
Mr. Sawyer seemed puzzled
as to why John had not
approached him since things were
not working out
between him and Ann.

The final session at the Bricker
home was essentially an individual
session.
Mrs. Bricker had failed to
remind John of the session.
The

therapist commented that perhaps
it was time for John to leave.
Therapist:
You have certainly acted heroically
toward your
family for all these years.
You've done more than your
share of bravery.
Mrs Bricker: 'Now that I've become
a real mother, now that
ye had two of my own kids, now I
1
am a real mother
Therapist:
How had that been for you?
Mrs. Bricker:
A cinch!
Much easier than going through what
ye gone through with my real brothers
1
and sisters
Therapist:
Except for John.
Mrs. Bricker:
Maybe it is time for John to leave.
But he
shouldn't be allowed to get his way, to think that
he can
get away with it without any consequences.
.that's what
happened to Nancy and Sally. They kept running away
from
their foster homes, and their social worker would
just
put them in another one.
They never learned and they're
still mixed up today.
Therapist:
If I can find John a safe and responsible home
where he'll get plenty of attention, will you let him
go?
Mrs. Bricker:
If you can find a good place that won't let him
.
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ter than anyone else.

School to live with
his sister.
sister

the past

.ea.

history.

Mr
Mr.

Sawyer stated that
he had ample

He also mentioned
that he had .ade this
offer direct,,

He had a good
relationship with .ohn,
who. he still con-

sidered to he (1„for.all„
his apprentice.
as

Hr.

Sawyer seeded puzzled

to „h. Oohn had not
approached hi. since things
were not wording out

between him and Ann.

The final session at
the Briefer ho.e was
essentially an Individual
session. Mrs. Bricker had
failed to re.ind John of
the session
The
therapist comr^nted that
perhaps it was ti.e for
John to leave.

''"Sffy fl^anlhel^'yl^r^ '70^'^^'''''
share of bravery
Now that

Mrs. Bricker:

TherUf t^^^
Mrs. Bncker:

^
ve become a real mother

I

^aV^haTb^I^or^oi,^
A cinch!

than your
now that

'

Much easier than going throuqh
what

TherUlt?°"Lc^^r?Sr1ol^^
"''•sLfL"'; k"'^??

''J''

^''"^

to leave.
But he
to think that he can

qe? away
get
iwav with'
with itI"'"!'^^'^'
without any consequences
that'^ wh»t
'''''
They'ke t runnin
wa^ f'ol
their foster homes, and their
social worker would just
^1^^^
learned and t ey're
sti-n
Still ^1
mixed up today.
Therapist:
If I can find John a safe and
responsible home
attention, will you let him go?
Mrs
Mrs.
Brirk.r^\r'
Bncker:
If you can find a good place
that won't let him

t^TfLT

'^'"V
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just do as he pleases.^

"-.B.1c.e..„ewB,nsaw.e.wen,ashe.adbeeno„eofach„.s
Closest fn-ends eve.
since the boy had
entered Wiltshire School
A,though she was hesitant
at tirst
first due
d„P to
fo the
supportive nature of Mr
Saw.e..s relationship
toward Oohn. she agreed
to this arrangement
o„ a
tentative basis. As the
session progressed Mrs.
Briefer see.ed to become increasingly certain
that 1t was In fact
best that Oohn leave
She
admitted that she was having
physical health problems
of her own. which
were contributing to her
short temper with John.
Her mother's Impending
operation was also weighing
on her m1nd, though she
expressed the feeling that her mother
would probably not survive
the operation with a
matter-of-factness which masked
her anxieties about it.
In a final

individual session with John
at his school, Oohn who
was

now staying with his mother
expressed frustration with his
situation and
lack of apparent options.
When asked why he had not
considered Bill
Sawyer as an option, John
squirmed nervously in his chair.
"I seem to
get along good with people
until I go and live with them.
Like with
Ann.
We used to get along fine."

John did not want to live with Mr.
Sawyer out of fear that it would
signify the deterioration of the
most important relationship he had ever
had with an adult male.

After discussing the matter with the
therapist

for over an hour, John was willing
to give the Sawyer home

a

try.

They

had explored how risks and pitfalls
exist in any strong and consistent

From audiotaped transcript.
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relationship,

rede.1„1„,

l^"le

to lose,

as a challenge ,n
w.1c. he ha. ™.c.
to

the therapist was
ahle to help .ohn
to change

anxious and f.ust.ated.

fr-nd once again.

John was all s.lles.
ea.e. to see his
lon,-t1.e
Mr. Sawyer lived
close enough to the
BHc.ers
that

regular visits were possible
with his sister's ta.11,
as well as with
his mother.
The therapist terminated
with the BHcker fa.ily
and with John
E111S when this arrangement
was completed.
Mrs. Bricker seemed
to be
relieved not to have had
the sole responsibility
for .aRing the decision
that John Should discontinue
living with her family,
a final phone
contact with the therapist she
admitted that this was what
she had
really wanted but could not
have accomplished without
some kind of help.

m

Ihe family as
In a lower

a

sj^stem.

The Bricker family lived in

two-family house

middle class residential neighborhood
in Pine Hill.

Ellis lived in

a

Mrs.

housing project for elderly
residents of the county,

located 1n an adjoining town.
nity.

a

Mrs. Ellis had grown up in
this commu-

When she married Mr. Ellis, a
career serviceman, she and her

children became accustomed to moving
from one place to another depending
on where he was stationed.
Mr. Ellis'

Mrs.

Ellis' several nervous breakdowns
and

alcoholism andabuseof the family had meant
that the children

spent much time in foster home and
group home placements.
the family reunited than it would be
separated again.

No sooner was

John, as the

youngest sibling, was sheltered from as much
of this as was possible.
Mrs. Ellis had him sent to Wilkshire
School at the age of eight,

in or-
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—-.on. .....
e.

foj

c., ,

^^^^^.^

.e ..t.a.c.al .o,e

wh,ch both were st1„

wU.

,uue

.e. own

^^^^^^^

.ot.e.

^

^^^^^^^^

^

T.ls

st.,„e

was one 1n

invested at the t1.e of
intake

faniilX st^:uctur:e.

The pattern which
emerged during the
period of
the fa.1,y.s involvement
with the therapist can
be characterized as
follows.

A.
B.

John visits his natural
mother, threatens to
run away from sister.

C.

John's behavior signals
initiation of conflict
between his mother and
sister,

/

John runs away from sister's home to natural
mother's apartment.

This cycle went through
two circuits during the
family's crisis.
It may have continued
with greater intensity and
consequences had It not
been Intervened In by the
separation of John from the
mother and the
sister.
The conflict between Mrs.
Bricker and her mother was a
pattern
which had existed prior to
John's coming to live with his
sister.
John
had unwittingly become part
of a rigid triad involving
two mothering

figures.
In the family structure map

Part B of Stage

1.

Bricker household.

(Figure 9) this triad is diagrammed
in

Part A represents the family structure
in the
Mrs.

Bricker as the mother in the home

is

overinvolved with her brother John (Un.),
the maternal uncle.

shown as
Thus John
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of h,s work schedule
which required him tr,
'°
^

-—-.-.home.
,

''Sep

,

-

'

r;"7
Bncker
the

not

a

pro.e. which

the therapist went
a,on, with the

"

.a.,,.

P--.

separation 0. .ohn .0.
fa.i,, was certain
to direct increased
awareness of this

^acta«theBrickers.
diagramed

.tho.hi.ca.hespec.atedJ„.

„on-a.aiiahiiit. in .he ho.,

P-ented,so

"'•egular hours and

as

continuing in

Thus in Sta.e 2
a

,

„r. and Mrs

.

Bri cker are

distant relationship.

It is not within
the real, of the
data hut it is possible
that when Mr. Briefer
was home
there were periods when
the family structure
was healthy.

This separation also
meant that John was not
triangled into his mother and Sister's
conflict over who had
parental authority over
him, hecause John was living in
the household of Mr.
and Mrs. Sawyer.

MrafannJM

notions 0^

The major relational
issue ,n this case was the
conflictual relationship between
Mrs
Bricker
and her mother. John
found himself caught in
the position of having
to
choose Who. to be loyal
to in this perpetual family
pattern. He knew
very little of the details
concerning the earlier years when
his siblings lived with both
paren-ts.
When asked by the therapist
about the
ages and whereabouts of his
siblings John hesitated and then
deferred to
his sister who was all too
ready and willing to disclose
these facts.
It certainly appeared to
John, in the face of his sister's
list of family horror stories,

that he had been saved from some
kind of maelstrom.
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that he owed his
very life to his
sister

^--3™the..M.s.E„is
hi..

On

"'^^^"Phrenic patient"
either

s.o.ir.

:;:r^
..nt,o„.s

0

Tth at
ct

-Hooi,

.-..i.e. ,rohW.i„

To

the

Briber..,,

the

""'~'""""^"^"^-^--•-h
h,s

.s

ostensih,.

.r

the

p.pose o. protecti. hi.
fro™

his

he was fo.nd to
he deficient
educationaii. i„ the
area of read

'y^^ns.

dohn was piaced in
a specia,

to def,ne Oohn in
the

Briber fa.ii,

learnin, progra. within
the

as somehow Vetarded^'

special attention; as
Mrs. Bricker
r.cKer put
out It.
if

"tI

,

and needin,

^•

figure this is what
I'm

trained to do the right
things."

*en

Thu

dohn grew wear, of his
position in relation to
his mother and

took the for. of stealing
of

s™a„

iten. fro. Mrs. Briber,
and
later .inor shoplifting
incidents in the neighborhood.
Thus the running
away represented an
escalation in John's attempts
to have his position
'n the relationship
recognized.
He felt justified in his
own behavior
Which was not the behavior
of a seriously disturbed
adolescent by any
means.
Furthermore it was his .other
to who. he would run each
time, as
a statement of where
his primary loyalties were.
Mr. Sawyer's accept-
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make an

have had inevitable
rPl.t.-

""^'^^
i

-^n. s.c.

nee. to .ace.

t.e..eo....e.

,

^

^

S... ...

s

oo„n..a,

rerernng this crisis
to F
C S A
'•^.i.A.,

had been broken.
er

.e .... .0 ....
.s.

It

no

Pnor

„ot

......
=
a

.3

i

longstanding pattern

to this
^s, the Elli.
-i
cllis family
would call Mrs.

agency for help in
resolving the
crisis
y Lne crisis.

Point-

th
Thus, this was an
exer-

cise in making
legitimate use of tne
the SvstPm'c
System s resources for
the Ellis
and Bricker families.

Resolution of the cHs1s
.suited In

a

„easu.e of se,f-suff1c1enc,

fo.t.e B.1c.e.fa.1,. and
fo. Oohn En.s „.o
dia not .ave

to ente. a

without worrying about
John's whe.abouts or
his emotional condition.

Concludlnare^ar^..

What the future holds

Six months following the
therapist's termination
witn the
with
tne family,
famll,,
John was continuing to
make an
excellent adjustment with
the family of his
friend Bill Sawyer
Mrs
Ellis had undergone her
operation successfully and
was again living in
her Pine Hill apart^nt.
The Brickers had become
able to devote their
attention to their own family.
There had been no upsets
Involving Mrs
Bricker and her mother, or
John.
This was so although Mrs.
Bricker's
attitudes toward her relationship
with her mother and with
her brother
.
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Children's Aid

Key:

Interaction
Intense
Interaction

•

Bricker/Ellis family/agency
boundary relations.
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" -u.

that co..ct

p^cedu.

.oHowe.

tain legal custody
until John reached
the age of 18.

te^s o. M.

'

Z7

"""""

:

owt. c,a.cteHst1c
0.
hus

tMs

adolescent's .e.a.o.

sta,e. as
1s

.e„

as ps.c.osocia,

.etc..

o.ten

.„p..ctaMe, an. act1n, out
™eans of defending
M./he.se,f against st.ong
l„p„,.es «h1ch
are new and threaten
to ove^He,. the
teenage. The adolescents'
ps,chosocia, g,.owth tas.s
at this stage of
development Involve separating
fro. their fa.1„ of
origin and achieving a
cohesive adult Identity
In
the realms of work and «?pxii;^ii+w
tu
sexuality.
This stage then marks
a transition
for the entire family
of the adolescent.
beco.es

a

•

famiiZ

fr-entinaHobleM.
a Saturday

actually

A:

The Carter Fami ly

The Carter fa.ily contacted
the author's agency on

.orning seeking crisis
intervention services.

™de

The call was
by a Mr. Richard Jones
who identified himself as
Mrs. Car-

ter's boyfriend.

He frantically explained
that one of Mrs. Carter's

teenage daughters was "emotionally
disturbed" and was behaving in
a manner that was seriously
destructive to persons and
pn^perty in the Carter
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Ho.e an. t.at .e

arated

CO..

no ,o.,e.

™
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...

... Cane.

.a. .een sep-

..s5a„. .0. .ou. .ont.s
an. ,a. .etalne.
custo.. of .e.
two .a.,.te.. Louise
(a,e ,e) an. Owen.ol.n
(a,e 13).
H.s. Cane. .a.
been ac^nte. to the
.ospUal ea.He. that „ee.
su..en-n, ..o™ the
.lu
and a genera, ™n-do„„
condition.
She had lost 25
pounds since he. separation and M.. Jones
had g.own ,u1te
concerned and had directed
he. to
get .ed1ca, attention.
The couple decided
that H.. dones would
™ove
into the carte. ho.e with
his son R1cha.d d..
(age 10) until Mrs.
Ca.te.
was well enough to
..tu.n ho.e.
The physician expected
that Mrs. Ca.te.
would be well enough to
.eturn ho.e so.eti™e during
the following weeK
The author responded as
the crisis Intervention
therapist oncall
by seeing the family In
the home for an emergency
session later that
day.
The purpose of this session
was to assess the family,
allay some
Of their anxiety and to
problem-solve with them as to
how they might begin to resolve their difficulties.
Present at this session were
Mr.
Jones, Richard Jr., Gwendolyn
and Louise Carter. Mr.
Jones was noticably anxious, and though he
was a large, stout man, his
deep voice and
hands trembled as he spoke.
He said that both he and Mrs.
Caner were
in the process of breaking
an addiction to alcohol.
Som ponion of
Mrs. Carther's weight loss and
physical problems were due to this.
He

complained bitterly about Gwendolyn
whom he labeled as "emotionally disturbed," as if she had some
communicable disease. He described her
as

having been hospitalized for psychiatric
reasons two years ago.

The re-

sult of that hospitalization was,
according to Mr. Jones, a recommendation of residential placement by the
attending psychiatrist, adding that
the hospital said there was nothing
they could do for the child.

"

Mr.
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Jones was particularly
frustrated over the
fact th.t h
trol Gwen .ho
consistently H"--tently
disregarded his authority
and acted 1„ a
,
verbally and at times
nhv<;ir;,nw abusive
k
physically
manner toward hin^elf
^
and the
Other children
Idren.
n.iy.in^ +u
Dunng
the session Gwen
and her sister
sat side by
side and were both
very ,u1et.
Louise appeared to
be a shy petite
•

r-^:^^^
-n
would act
stature.

"--=--h1.lyofheran:r
™ore,.eUu1se.

i,

3wen was also slight
and small 1„
It not for occasional
hostile darting
gUnces at .r

Jones, one would hardly
have suspected this

gin

to be capable of
gene-

of voice and when as.ed
to comment on how
she viewed the situation
she
would only say, "I can't
stand Richard, or his
son!"
Richard dr., a small,
seemingly gulet
10-year-old. sat close to his
father and when addressed
by the therapist
echoed his father's
point of
view, and then only
after non-verbally checking
with Mr. Jones for approval to speak.
The therapist offered
to work with the family
on a short-term (four
weeks) basis toward the
resolution of their mediate
conflicts, and In
coordination with Mrs. Carther's
anticipated return from the
hospital
This was unacceptable to Mr.
Jones who grew even „»re
agitated, intimating that if something were
not done now. the situation
would really disintegrate, possibly culminating
In his either having to
leave the home
or act on his Impulse to
physically retaliate against Gwen.
Louise said
that they had relatives in
the area but that none of them
were willing
to take Gwen for any length
of time because of her past
behavior.
The
maternal grandparents lived in
the next town but Gwen was seen by
the
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in a nearby comraunity.
yc-ninti^n
solution.

M
Mr.

Gwen wa<=
bwen
.
was nn-if.
quite agreeable
to this

,

Jones was visibly relipv^n
'^^^^'^^ *°

^

^

temporary

^-

placement to take place
in^ediately.
J'-

e^ctent but wanted
the

The theraoist
cnerapist decided
-h .
to defer
r the

placement until Mondav
^ay sn
ss to allow
=n
so as
some time to contact
the rother
and see. her input and
consent to this temporary
solution,

-nitor the situation

as „el,

in the home through
the weekend.

as

There appeared

to be a discrepancy
between the observed
behavior and that which
was described by „r. dones.
Gwen certainly did
not appear to be an
"e^tion-

ally disturbed" child.

Mr. denes reluctantly
agreed to wait until Hon-

day.

The next day (Sunday),
the therapist received

pected call from Mr. Jones

a

not entirely unex-

He said th,t
„
Me
that r
Gwen
was

incorrigible and that
she had pulled down his
son's tent in the backyard
and thrown it into
the pond, and was swearing
and slamming doors around
the house, and that
he could no longer take
it.

Mrs. Carter was contacted
at the hospital

and She requested the
temporary placer^nt of her
daughter.

Gwen was

then driven to the foster
home by the therapist.

The therapist recontracted
to meet with the family
once a week for
conjoint sessions. Gwen was to
be transported to and from
these sessions by the therapist. The
goal involved the reuniting of
the family
and the reparation of relationships
within the family.
It was learned

that Gwendolyn was also being
seen in group therapy at

health clinic.
group.

a

local mental

Plans were made for Gwen to continue
attending the

Mrs. Carter was receiving
out-patient individual psychotherapy

at the same clinic

Mr.

^ones ana his son
.es1.ed 1„ a nea...

co-unU. and t.e,> .esiden.
,n
in
Larter home was understnnH to k«
understood to be a
tenporary arrangement
due to Mrs
,
, -ter
s hospitalization,
.r. .ones' re,at1onsh1p
„nh Hrs. Carter Had^
begun fU. .ee.s
previously when they had
met at

me

,

-nt

the alcchoHs. treat-

program In which both
were enrolled.

Clearly a major aspect
of
their relationship was
the .act that they
were able to be
supportive and
ava,lable to one another in
their mutual battle
against alcoholism.
Mr. Carter was also
a severe alcoholic
who was described by
the
family as stubborn",
hard-headed^' . and refusing
to either see. or desire help in breaking his
addiction to alcohol. As
his own father had
been an alcoholic, he had
seemed to accept this as
his fate according to
Mrs. Carter and Louise.
It was this behavior
and Mr. Carter^s physical

abuse Of his wife that had
led to the separation.

Mrs. Carter was able

to make great progress in
conquering her alcoholism
after her husband
left the family.
However. Mr. Carter renBined
in contact with the family by phone, principally
out of Gwen^s Insistence.
Gwen had been clos-

est to her father and suffered
most at his loss to the family.

ory

One prisource of friction at the time
of intake was the fact that Gwen

would call her father long distance
and talk for long periods of time.
This would infuriate mother
often leading to an acting-out
episode of
the type which preceded Gwendolyn's
foster placement.
It can be in-

.
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Genogram of the Carter family.

Richard
Jones

0
Richard Jr.

y.
g-s.

r,.

.e .ate.e„.

and that

u.n.

^^^^^^

tense situation was
aggravated In the ho.e
h. his en
cou.ag1ng Gwen to call
hi. and accept
coHect calls f.o. hi..

I-ndM

V

a

f^.

The carte. .a.1„
had relatives In the
co^unlty

during the crisis.

The grandfather had

The grandparents were
un.ining to

a„ow

Gwen to

heart condition which
the ™ther confided was
due
to a long-standing
drinking proble. which
was not equivalent to
alcohol^s., She stressed.
It was feared that
Gwen's behavior could be
injurious to hi™.
Mrs. Carter's sister
staunchly refused to get
Involved because She had three young
children of her own and did
not want the. to
be influenced in any
way by Gwendolyn's behavior.
Thus the Carters had
no other available family
resources during the crisis.

llMficant others.

a

The Carters were directly
Involved with two agen-

cies in addition to F.C.S.A.
during this period.

These were 1) the

«n-

tal health clinic fron,
which Mrs. Carter received
individual

psychotherapy and Gwen group therapy,
and 2) the alcoholic detoxification
program
which Mrs. Carter and Mr. Jones
attended as outpatients.
D., a social worker, was
Mrs. Carter's therapist and also
the lead-

er of the therapy group which Gwen
attended.
Mrs. Carter was also receiving care
from her physician. Dr. P.,

during and after the hospitalization.

Her caseworker at the Social

.......

-cac. .

.e.a.

to

.nancn, t..e se.1ces.

foster parents in whose
care Gwen was placed.

J^^H^.

Mrs. carter was
release.

...
the.da,eo.thewee.,o„ow1„,3wen.3p,ace.nt.

stayed with Mrs. Carter's
parents, returned

5..

^

.

the HospUa,

C.

we.e

....

Lo.se. who .aa

ho»

at that ti.e

I„ a

that She did not fee,
wel, physically or
emotionally, having lost

a

attend to any problems beyond
her own i„™ediate
difficulties at that
tin..
Her daughter Louise
supported her in her desire
to maintain some
space from Gwen at a time
when she was vulnerable
to a relapse in terms
Of her physical condition
as well as her alcoholism.
Gwen was

not pres-

ent at this session.
The following day, Mrs.
Carter voluntarily entered
the in-patient
mental health treatment unit
of the local general hospital
because of
her depression.
Psychiatric consultation confir^d
the seriousness of
her state of being at that time
as she was admitted for an
indefinite
stay while Louise returned
to her grandparents' home.
It was made possible for Gwen to visit her
mother at the hospital twice per
week.
The

therapist drove Gwen to and from
these visits.

Ironically, it was these

long car rides which provided the
most workable setting and atmosphere
for individual sessions with
Gwendolyn. A slim, dark-haired 13-year-

Old

——

3„en tenae. to open
up ..H„, t.ese

-7--"

PeMCs wM,e

ot.e. .-.s

1sitsto.e.o.pn.tose

I

quence exemplifies this
process:^

^^^l^^^- weren't
JSen'-'^^eah '"we^used'Jo'n
you'
Therapist: 'Dirvorw.nt ° L"\"fL'°?^ther, like 90 fishinq.
3° "^^'^ ''^™ *en your parents
separated'

'""told°.e

"""'^

He's never gonna
Change.

He

.ein.
Therapist:
What does?
Gwen:
That they couldn't get
along

r

sinr^o^st,y*°r™:tt^r^^ ;v?^*ed'^?^
drinking.
He'll

really

*° ^'^°P

never stop

'^^^^'^ "efore she

g^t^Tk^'

^^^^

-

-n'r^

father
He
ain t got the right to
tell me what to do!
Besi'des
he','
a boozer, too.
What makes him any better
than ray Dad?

Mrs. Carter made steady
progress on the hospital ward.

After two
half weeks' stay, she was
expected to be released within
the next
week and a half. Gwen, who
had undergone horrible school
experiences in
the past due to her acting-out
behavior and her label as an
emotionally
disturbed child, made a good
adjustment to her new school in the
co^u-

and

a

nity where she was placed.

Mrs. Carter contacted F.C.S.A.
to seek an

extension for Gwen's foster placement
so that she might finish out the
school year wi thout necessitating
another transfer.

curatl'a's'poIsTble''

'

^"^^^^

The possibilities

™*

^= ^c-

.
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^ort.l3see.eMood.

^wen ... ,,30
..,,3,e.

home and had begun
to make friends 1n
ation appeared to hp ^to^w-n

v^-

community.

to t.e

....

The family's situ

.

17'
T^^ier.

„en

......

It so happened
that the mother iiciu
had received .a
.
.
weekend
pass to

with her parents.

a

hrlef .sit „as
hastily planned 1n
.hich

was to accompany her
mother to the
grandparents' home where
Louise
was staying. After
this visit the
therapist drove Gwendolyn
hack to the
foster home, spending
a good dea, of
time processing the
events of the
day with her and the
foster parents. The
therapist warned the
foster
parents to pay greater
attention to how Gwen
was feeling, as often
chi,-

ti ves

The night passed uneventfully
in the foster h^e.
However the
following morning Mr. and
Mrs. G. who had planned
to attend an auction
left Gwen and their own
children in the care of
Mrs. G.'s sister.

When

they returned they found
the house In shambles,
shaving cream all over
the house, a broken window,
furniture st^wn from one end
of the house
to the other, dishes all
over the house, and Gwen
extrenely upset, laying on the ground, crying
with her face in her hands.
While Mr. and
Mrs. G. were gone Gwen had
s.uffered from a complete loss
of Impulse control.
She had pushed the younger
children off the porch, chased
them
with a hammer, kicked and bit
Mrs. G.'s sister and chased
her with a
rake.

The pol ice had been called.

As Gwen sat In the police station

she disclosed that she wanted
to go to a hospital.

It was a strange
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—

--own ....... „.p.,n..e.
a......

was the state ™„tal
hospital where Gwen was
finaUy pUced late that

Children, and state
.ental health officials

She he appropriately
placed In

a

mediately demanded that

facility for children.

After considerable legwork, paperwork,
polltlcing and consultation,
the author and a
psychiatric social worker were
able to transfer her
to a residential
placement which was appropriate
for children of her age
level-the only
such facility in the state.
^
statp Itself
itcoi-p a. i
y
locked institution for
emotionally
disturbed children.
.

•

Mrs. Carter burst into
tears upon hearing the news
of Gwen's episode and hospital ization.
"Why does she do these
things?
I know this
is the way she is, but
couldn't they have put her
so^where else?" she
sobbed, as she signed the
parental consent forms for
Gwen's residential

placement.

"I

guess it's the best thiing for
her."

Mrs. Carter seemed unaware
of any antecedent factors in Gwen's
upset.

She worried about the foster
parents and the destruction to their
property, as she saw them as having
provided well for Gwen. Louise was
also quite upset although neither
seemed to see any relation between
Gwen's visit with her mother and the
episode.

It was clear that they

both cared for her and felt quite badly
about what had happened.

Ihe famiiii as

a

s^^st^

In viewing the family as a system
it is possi-
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Me

to see a .eUtlona,
pattern wHIc. ,ed to the
fa™n..s .ependence

upon exte.„a, supports.

However, .ata .e,a..1„,
,a.n, M'sto., pn'o. to
the last crisis are
scanty.
The data which are
available were taken
fro. information gathered
fro. collateral
contacts with professionals
Who were also Involved
with the Carter family.
This Is in addition
to
the family's disclosures
to the therapist.

The Carters resided In
s.all

a

working class residential
con^unlty In

town in a county which Is
primarily rural.

ents became addicted to
alcohol Is unknown.

a

Exactly when the par-

Mrs. Carter's Individual

therapist (D.) described Gwen
as having been heavily
scapegoated In the
family almost from birth.
Yet she was close to her
father.
Louise was
defined In the family as the
"good child."
She was always favored by

the mother.

One can Infer that as mother
and father grew progressively

distant emotionally. Gwen and
Louise took on Increasingly
distant roles
from one another. As Louise
grew, she achieved highly in
school and

was

described by Mrs. Carter as always
having been adored by the grandparents and the community as the
model child.
Concurrently, her sister
Gwen performed poorly in school,
to the point where she had
been suspended from three schools by the
time of her foster placement, and
was

barely tolerated by the school system
which eagerly awaited her sixteenth birthday when they would no
longer be responsible for Gwen's edu-

cation.

Also, as Louise shined-participating
in several extra-curricu-

lar and community activities such as
Girl Scouts,

a

dance group, and

a

drama group-Gwen began to act out in
ways which Insured her ostracism
by the community.

She had no friends and no positive adult
relation-

ships save with her alcoholic father.

While Louise was never a hint of
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nc

.easons at age nine.

T.1s hospitalization
occu.e. as a

wen .an,1„, a cat
until .e «as

hc^

causing severe damage.

an. .e. settin,

.es.t 0.

to the

Can.

This followed several
attempts at out-

patient treatment over
the previous three
years. Three years
ago
Gwen's father was at
ho.e and bedridden due
to an
Injury to his

At that tl^e She tested
as

bL.

bright child, particularly
in the verbal
real..
She was discharged
after a .onth because
her acting out was
judged to be a threat to
the ward.
The
me Dsvchl;,t.i.t
psychiatrist recommended to
the
a

receive "adequate emotional
nourishment" and supervision,
when no foster home was found to
be available, residential
treatment was advised
However, no such placement
was available either for
an Individual of
Gwen's age.
So she returned home and
the scapegoating process
continued
When Mrs. Carter entered
treatment for herself, her
therapist (D.) noted
that she resisted all efforts
at conjoint family treatment.
At the
point at which she voluntarily
entered the psychiatric
^it of the hospital, both this therapist and
0. were collaborating toward
the goal of
conjoint family therapy to begin
when Mrs. Carter was well enough
to return home.

It is noteworthy that the
temporary foster placenent hap-

pened to meet the recommendations
of the psychiatrist who had
treated
Gwen three years prior.
The Carter family's crisis is
represented in

Figure 12 as five stages of change
in family structure.

The fir^t stage

shows the e;(istence of a rigid triad
between the parents and youngest

daughter Gwendolyn (D2).

This stage corresponds to the period
prior to
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Stage

1

M

\

Stage 2.

Stage 3.

Stage 4.

D,

>2

DiM

So

Bf'

\
Th

Stage

^2

(foster care)

5,

^2

Figure 12.

Map of Carter family structure.

(residential placement)
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paints, sepa^.-on.
involved

«nh

...

the family,

Base, on t.e .epo.ts
o.

n

o.e. p.o.sslo.aU

shows Gwen as a heavn
^ "^^^ly scapegoated
1ndi-

connicts heca» d...sed
th.„.h he. .hav..
and .0.

the family,

.Uh.

stage 2 follows Mr.
arter s senaration
Carter's
separation ,
from the family
It Shows Mrs. Carte,
and Gwen 1„ convict.
wUh Louise tangential to^
this en»t1ona, field
as was consistent
with he. .ole In Stage
1
Thus

text being Mrs. Carter's
.edical hospitalization.

Syste.lcallv. this
suggests the strain on the
fa.1l, i„ the absence
of a triangular e^tlonal field.
The family was unable
to sustain Itself
intact.
Mrs
Carter's hospitalization
necessitated an attempt to
temporarily rebalance the systen, by the
entry of Mrs. Carter's
boyfriend and son (Ss)
1n
Stage 3. Richard however
was no .ore able to
function In an executive
role in this than was Mrs.
Carter.
This necessitated Gwen's
foster
placement In Stage 4. as a
distancing .anuever Intended
by the family to
prevent further breakdown of
family functioning and
relationships, by
physical separation of Gwen from
the home.
When Mrs. Carter returned
from the hospital (Stage
5). boyfriend Richard and his
son left the Carter home. Mrs. Carter's
relationship with him was severely
taxed at
that point due to her disagreement
with Richard over whether Gwen
should
be allowed to return home
after 30 days in foster care. Mrs.
Carter's
ambivalence about Gwendolyn raised
her level of anxiety.
Soon, a tem-

porary psychiatric hospitalization
became necessary for her.

Systemically mother and Gwen were competing
for the role of "neediest" family

member (with father physically out of
the picture).

Without her father
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to

..alance t.e s.ste™

(as

1„

the oH^lnal

1). G.en found herself extruded
fro. the
tial

tHa. sc.e^tlze.

fa.1„ and pUced

,n sta.e

1n reslden-

care (Stage 5).

The pattern which
emerges fro™ Figure ,2
Is one whereby the
family
system is unable to rebalance
Itself following the
father's leaving of
t^e system, until Gwendolyn
Is also ejected
from the family.
Executive
™e™bers of the syste™ continue
to leave the system
until this Is accomplished.
Thus the stabilized family
system became one which
consisted
of Louise and her mother.
The therapeutic plan
Indicated by the Carter
family structure was
conjoint family treatment
directed toward addressing
and changing these
systemic imbalances in such a
manner that Gwen's extrusion
from the
family would not have been
necessary.
This effort was not able
to be
realized because of the level
to which the crisis had
escalated during
this period.
The family simply could no
longer accomodate the presence
of Gwendolyn at this point.
Maternal grandparents and other
relatives
added considerable fuel to the
scapegoating process such that there
was
no one within the family to support
Gwen following the father's separation.

One plausible systemic hypothesis
is that not only was Gwendolyn

fulfilling a specific family role
expectation (i.e. that she was "too
sick" to be in the family), but there
was also a sense in which she behaved Intentionally, sacrificing herself
for the family.

The next sec-

tion will explore these notions.

.Intrafamillal notions of loyalty and Justice

.

Prior to Mr. Car-

ter's separation from his wife and family,
the Carters were

four persons.

a

family of

According to Mrs. Carter, each parent suffered
from al-
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^^^"•-^-------n..ve,op..a_
t.e

,,,,,,,

n,e. .e.eU

-the.

as

^^^^

a

^

Cose.

Uulse was cose,

Gwen .epeate., .o.nd

t,es between he. fathe.
and

.U.onsMp .n.

to H.S.

He.seU

^^^^^^^

carte.

™the. according

o. .av1„,
to D.

Gwen said that she
usual,, sided with he.
fathe..

he. ^othe..

n.s. ca.te..s extended

...

As part of a

1„ the position

hi. throughout the
c.lsis pe.1od as we,,.

.e.

^

.an

.e.

H,1d tHad
to

choose lo^al-

(^the..

therapist)

She .e.alned ,o,a, tl

Uulse tended

to be loya,

to

fa.1„ including the .ate.na,
g.and-

parents were very much
loyal
uydi Lo
to ner,
her ;,nH
and thnc
thus Louise remained
within the
graces of he. „,othe..s
side of the fa™i,y.
They see^d to fee,
that
.

Gwen was to

•

,a.ge extent both cause
of ^.the.'s d.lnking p.ob,e.
and
the ,.ped1.ent to .othe.'s
getting we,,. There a.e
,1tt,e data conce.ning the details of H..
Carter's separation f.o. the
fa.liy (i.e. a p.ecipitating Incident). However,
the implication fro. H.s.
Ca.ter was
that she had .ade a decision
to seek help i„ conquering
her alcoholis™
while he made a conscious
decision to keep drinking, and
this disparity
caused Mr. Carter to leave the
family.
a

At the time of intake, Richard
Jones was occupying the house
with
his son, and was responsible
for the Carter
children during Mrs. Car-

ter's initial hospital stay.

While Louise, loyal to her mother,
com-

plied with this change, Gwen did
not.

Richard had no right (i.e. "authority")

She expressed her feeling that
to

te„ her what

to do, as he
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was not her real

fathpr

Th,,c

''^^

son was with the
intention
"

th;,t

the. as trespassers.

k

^"Sry behavior toward
Richard and his
tt,^

U

tather wo.,d have to
return ho.e.

-

a

,

^^"^

the home.

Gwendolyn clearly

was her hope that
somehow her real
She .elt

hostile .anner toward
Mr. dones.

,.te

.usti.ied in .eha.in,

Furthermore, Gwendolyn's
loyalty

to her father is
substantiated by the fact
that .ost of the

fa.iiys

complaints against her
involved her making
overtures to this effect
(e.g. long distance
phone calls out of state
to father seeking
his ret-n. angry acting-out behavior
often followed such
phone conversations).
Gwen's loyalty to her
father culminated in the
violent behavior
episode Which led to her
commitment to residential
treatment.
On the
one hand her behavior
can be viewed as a loss
of impulse control
l„
another sense, the timing
and context suggested
a self-sacrifice
Later
that day Gwen told her
foster parents and the F.c.S.A.
social worker who
responded to this incident,
that she really wanted to
go into "the hospital," that she felt that
it was where she should
be (i.e. Instead of
her mother, as she, like
her dad was the cause of
her mother's being
hospitalized).
Gwendolyn's behavior communicated:
"If my father must
leave, then I must leave."
For Gwen this was

a

theme throughout this period.

She had seen her

temporary foster placement as
something which would benefit her
family.
Residential placement may not have
been necessary at that time had
Mrs.

Carter herself not been an in-patient.
tion from alcoholism and

a

However, the mother's recupera-

disastrous marriage left her feeling
justi-

fied in taking this period of time
to concentrate on herself.

It is

perhaps ironic that circumstances
dictated that mother and daughter
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found t.e.se1ves competing
.0.
tal

a

5ed ,„ the sa.e
.ospUa, „a.d.

Hospi-

policy dictated that
Gwen could not be
admitted to the sa.e
ward

ty.

Thus there was no
alternative but for Gwen
to really leave the
fa--ly (Physically),
1„ order for .other to
recoup such that .other
could return home.

teVfMlX Mndar^

relatl^.

As was noted above,
with Gwen-

dolyn's .other occupying
the in-patient ward
of the only facility
In
the county which was
equipped to take children
as psychiatric In-pat>ents, there was no
alternative but to place Gwen
in the local state
-ntal hospital. All available
foster care and halfway house
facilities
for adolescents were either
full or too hesitant to
accept an impulsive
teenager with a previous
psychiatric hospitalization.
She had to 90
somewhere other than the police
station.
This .eant that Gwen had to
be placed on a ward with
severely disturbed psychotic
adults.
This was
the first time the state's
mental hospital administration
and the Mental Health Department had
been confronted with such a
situation. A 13-

year-old put on an adult locked
ward!
were outraged.

arrangements for

The administrative authorities

Yet It took three days before
they were able to make
a

transfer to

a

residential facility for children.

The

nearest such facility was three
counties away in another part of the
state.

The delay stemmed from considerable
conflict among the state

facilities and administrators over who
was responsible for this child
(see Figure 13).

Each demanded that the others take
responsibility.

decision finally was made.

However, this case soon became

a

A

vehicle for

the airing of policy differences among
mental health and social service
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State
Mental
Hospital

Residential
Treatment Facility
for Disturbed
Children

Alcoholism
Counseling &
Detox. Program
General
Hospital

Mental
Health
CI inic

F.C.S.A,

foster home
D.

Key:
•

interaction
intense
interaction
confl ict

Figure 13.

Map of Carter family/agency boundary
relations,

.
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administrators
It was through the
Individual efforts of a
concerned psychiatrist

and a dedicated
psychiatric nurse who was
,u1te knowledgeable
about how
to negotiate the Syste.,
that the situation was
resolved to the extent
that it was.

Conflictual boundary relations
had arisen a.ong the
state hospital
the general hospital and
the residential facility.
The welfare of Gwen
and her fa.ily had become
secondary to the System's
need to define the
relationships a^ong its components.
Thus, the Carter family's
crisis
threatened the homeostasis of
the System.
Yet this case was not in
itself sufficiently powerful
to alter the System.
One can hypothesize
that each complex crisis
such as that of the Carters
contributes to the
definition of relationships among
components of the System. This
does
not necessarily imply that
the System will then operate
more efficiently
1n the best interests of
families with whom it is Involved.
Policies

and procedures with regard to
psychiatric hospitalization of adolescents
did not change as a result of
this case.
However, the conflicts, ani-

mosities and procedural difficulties
could be expected to be revived
when the next family crisis forces
the components of the System to collaborate.

Gwen's three days on the ward were
her.

a

frightening experience for

She had hoped to return to the psychiatric
in-patient unit in the

general hospital where she had been three
years prior to this, and

where her mother was at the time.
quite a different experience.

"Is

The locked state hospital ward was
this where you have to go when you're

really bad?" she asked when she was visited by
the therapist.

Clearly

.

Gwen had sacrificed
herself for her family.

£2n»r»:

Wh^th^f^Md,.

Gwendolyn, hospitali.a.
t^on enabled the family
to mo.ili. its
efforts in the ..ehalf..
of the

^^aln conclusively
disturbed Gwendolyn.
her daughter Louise.

'-e

out Of state.

Mrs. Carter returned
home with

Hr. Carter remained
separated and continued
to
Cwen was eventually
transferred to a halfway
home

for adolescent girls
in a community
closer to the Carters'
home
One
year later Mrs. Carter
expected Owen's return
home in the near future
As her life had
stabilized considerably
Mrs. Carter felt it
was something She could now
handle. She also felt
that Gwen herself had
matured, physically and
emotionally, in the past
year.
Louise had continued to excel in all
of her activities.
Family therapy certainly
was
indicated, to coincide with
Gwen's return home. One
could predict a recurrence Of the relationship
pattern whereby Gwen was
defined as the
bad" daughter and Louise as the
good" daughter, despite the
improve-nent in Gwen^s individual
functioning. Thus, family
stability can be
said to be dependent on the
effects of family therapy and
the family's

motivation to change

in

therapy, when Gwen is reunited
with her family.

However, there are no data
concerning the existence or lack
of such a
therapeutic plan on the part of the
agencies still involved with the
f ami ly

I^ami

Presenting

ly B

:

The^ Roberts

Family

F.C.S.A. became involved with the
Roberts family

at the request of 15-year-old
Dawn Roberts' guidance counselor
at
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Pnngd.e„i,.Schoo,.

The

c„o..

„,o shaU .e .esi.ated
as

Ca.

'a,

had .ade he.se,f
available to Oawn. w,o
was an oh.lousl.
t.o.Med
adolescent.
Dawn had confided In
.e. that he. .othe..
a H.s. Susan
Roberts, was an alcoholic.
Living with he. „the.
was f.aught with dlsappointment and frustration.
As K.s. Roberts'
drln.lng Mnges were
hewing .ore frequent. It had become
nearl. Impossible for
Oawn to pursue her studies at home.
As Dawn's attendance
In school became
Irregular, there were Increasing
consequences from the school
In the form
Of detentions and other
disciplinary actions.
Carla had lent a sympathetic ear to Dawn.

Moved by what she had heard,
Carla sought the assistance
of a psychologist and crisis Intervention
psychotherapist who specialized
In
intervention and treatment of
alcoholics, who shall be
designated as
Janet T.
Janet T. worked for a
community-based sister agency to
F.C.S.A.
Therapists from the two agencies
often worked collaboratively.
Carla and Janet T. visited the
residence of Susan and Dawn Roberts
to
ascertain If and how they might
be of assistance to the family.
They
found the mother and daughter
occupying
was horrified.

As

a

a

hotel room above

a

bar.

Carla

young counselor In her first
position after gradu-

ating from college, she had not
seen

a

situation like this before.

When

Mrs. Roberts became enraged at
her daughter and demanded that she
be

placed in

a

foster home, Carla immediately agreed
that Dawn should be

taken out of that environment.

Janet

T.

,

on the other hand, having in-

tervened in several such cases involving
alcoholics, became concerned
that the mother wanted the daughter out
of her hair so that she might

either go on another binge or prostitute,
or both.
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consulted, the author
decided that this
case was a„n
appropriate for his
savor. at.osphere. a
foster pUce.ent seeded
necessar. and inevitable
The author agreed to
take on case ™nage.ent
responsibilities and to
share an advocacy role
^
with faria
Carla ,„
in relation to
Dawn Roberts.

'

•.

The nucjear famny.
L

The Robert.;
Roberts famii
family consisted of
Dawn and her mother, Susan.
Dawn had two older
sisters (see genogram.
Figure 14)Ann, age 19, and Mary,
age 20.
Both were living
independently in other
states. Ann was a university
student, and Mary worked
as a secretary
'n a large eastern
city.
Neither was willing nor
able to become involved directly at that
time.
Mrs. Roberts had divorced
her husband ,5
years prior to this.
His whereabouts were
unknown.

Ihe e)<tended family.

The Roberts maintained
contact with no other re-

latives beyond the nuclear
family.

SiMficant

others
.

Other professionals and
significant persons in-

volved with the Roberts family
during this period were:

Carla-Dawn's counselor at Springdale
High School.
Janet
Mr.

T.— crisis

intervention therapist.

and Mrs. Mason- temporary foster
parents to Dawn.

Mrs. O.-assistant principal
Mr.

at Springdale High School.

Mann-school adjustment counselor at Pine
Ridge High School.

Frank

Han^

intervention therapist and case manager.
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0

Maternal
grandfather

©

50sl

Mr.

Roberts

©
Dawn (I. P.)

Figure 14.

Maternal
grandmother

Susan Roberts

© ©
Ann

Genogram of the Roberts family.

Mary

^«2f ~.
erts

fa.1v

Although the penod of
1„vo1ve.ent

wUh the Robwas on^y slight,,
less than four wee.s,
the situation was

volatile enough to .eguire
dally m-pe.son contacts
fo. the f1.st wee.
^frer that, the situation
began to stahilize.
,n-pe.son contacts too.'
Place three ti.es per wee.
supplemented by telephone
contacts during
each weekend and wee. day
when 1n-person visits
with Dawn were not ne-

case was resolved.

Thus there were three
family sessions where Dawn
and
her mother were present.
In addition to regular
home visits for the
purpose Of monitoring Dawn's
progress in foster care, there
were four
extended contacts with the
author acting in the role of
advocate and
case manager for Dawn.
While these were not defined
for Dawn as individual counseling sessions,
they were planned by the
therapist (the author) in such a manner as
to facilitate a degree of
therapeutic impact
upon the client.
These four contacts will be
described in this section.
The first family session took
place at the Pine Ridge Inn.
Dawn
and her mother Susan Roberts
were present, as well as Carla
(the guidance counselor) and the therapist
(the author).
Carla had come at the

request of the therapist, as she
seemed to have information vital to
an
understanding of the problems to be
discussed.
She was also the one

adult who had

a

positive relationship with Dawn at that
time.

The cluttered hotel

possessions.

room contained all of the Roberts'
remaining

Certainly anything but

a

comfortable setting for

a

family

session, the awkwardness of the situation
was compounded by the fact
that Dawn was bed-ridden with

a

bad cold and had missed school that day.

The session took place with the therapist
sitting on

a

window sill, Mrs.
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Roberts crouched on

a

sijii-r;,c:«

r

i

'^'''^'''^^^^^^^^^d

on

able, and Dawn sitting
up in bed.

the only chair
avail-

--•---'-,..te.so.the.otel™o™,M...o.enssee.ed
to spea. at the top
of He.

™ice.

She acknowledged
th.ee 5as1c Issues

concerning Oawn which
she saw as causing
the present
difficulties
These were
zo
(1)
detentions at the school,
of which she had
:ust'.ecently received notice
In the
.all,

(2)
.^Ilure to obe, the
rules Of the house,
and (3) Dawn's
substance abuse which to
.other's

knowledge consisted of
pot s„„.1ng. drInMng
and possibly cocaine
usage
Of these Hrs. Roberts
said that she was now
only concerned about
the
first two.
However, for .uch of the
session she vented in such
a way
as to reveal

that her .ajor concern
was with Dawn's sexua,
behavior
Mrs. Roberts spoke with
a co^and of the
English language which indicated that her background
was not that of a seamy
barroom lush:6
Mrs.

Roberts:
I don't know
why she does these thinas tr.
'°
She knows what my
^
difficulties are

''^"'culties are you deferring
to?
irs'^Riberts*'?
aicoh:k^:-s^°r Sise"ise"-r^^.

^i^

'riziz-

P^>'^"t^-"9 you from getting
Is that what you're

^'''p?oper t^ltmeni; fnr'""" 'J
disease.
^
saying?

^^"9hter has been behaving
she pleases
r
rsn

iiKe a Slut!
"'"'i?ke'a*liutr%,'r"9
She comes home whenever

not trust her to go downstairs
to get

0 Clock

mormng!

a

pack of

cigaretL

She did not return home until
2 o'clock
i-iuck in
ju the
i,ne

sequence is taken from the author's
personal journal
^I'^l^
attempt
has been made to be as accurate
"
as possible.

'

An

(Dawn begins to sob)
Therapist:
I
can see that it'Q k,.
5''"
Mrs. Roberts:
What about me^Carla:
We would like to
help'you

of our ears!

I

""^^

'"9'">'-

''"^

''^"i'JtTuVeln

Dawn.

'^™^"9

don't see whu lh^ t il

want to make her angry

''''both"onou™'

^^^^

'

'

"''t

don't

would help the
3°

^

f-ter

ho.e, 1f that's

R°berts?

J^I'^RoberK
^earned^that much,

l^^af^^^dl^

2 ^^^^ ^J^l,

"t^r^S? ----- - YrlX^ilATVlT

""•fos^Ir^^home!
will probably start to
Srink ^gain

i-t
^"

^
'

There was evidence during this
session of considerable positive
feeling between mother and
daughter, despite the apparent
conflict.
There was also a mutual dependency
which revealed a strong enmeshment.
This session ended without
resolution of the issues discussed.
Dawn had
been quite low-keyed throughout
the hour and
tell

a

half.

It was hard to

how much of this was due to her
illness and how much was personal

style.

Carla was helpful in clarifying this.

It had become obvious

during the session that Mrs. Roberts'
fears of Dawn acting out sexually

were mostly in the realm of fears and
not based on hard facts.

The ba-

sis of these fears lay in a single
incident which had occurred the pre-

vious summer.

The family was asked to think carefully about
the possibility of
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P,st arranged to return the
next evening when hopefully
Dawn would be
feeling better, and they
would have had so.e time
to think over their
options.
The therapist nade It
clear that he would be an
advocate for
them and that there were
things that they could
do to Improve their
si tuation.
The second session with mother
and daughter took place
the following evening.
Dawn had recuperated considerably.
She was far more outspoken than she had been the
previous night.
She did not sob when her
mother attacked her, nor did she
hesitate to openly confront her
mother
when she felt there were
inconsistencies in what was said. The
following sequence exemplifies
the interchange:''

"11°"^ l^^t night,
^
^hl;an?.^r^';n
inerapist:
You were really angry
Mrs. Roberts
Well, when Carla came to the door with
that
other social worker (meaning Janet T.)
the other day it
was the last straw.
I
had just received notice of Dawn's
20 detentions in the mail.
I
thought, 'My god!
What has
she done now?
Therapist:
You were expecting the worst
Mrs. Roberts:
I
am on the verge of letting Dawn do as she
pleases.
I
can't take this much longer. What is the
school going to think now that they know
that I am an
alcoholic? This is a small town.
Dawn:
Why don't you stop drinking?
Mrs. Roberts:
Don't you think I would like to?
It is not
that easy.
Alcoholism is a disease.
(Dawn sighs loudly.)
Therapist:
I'll bet you've heard that before. Dawn.
Dawn:
A thousand times.
Mrs. Roberts:
(angrily) If I could trust you for one minute,
then maybe I just could stop drinking!
^

Taken from the author's personal journal.
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ours

r^ell^reVoZl

l'XrT.nlT

Mrs

*°

''''
'-'^

of

that!- W m^veVh^^e'froriih^
1ng for months
^^
Thev fnld
(sarcastically)
Thit kniiLr

l

™"^'e\\a1:^^?!g

Therf^fs^i"^
Iherapist:
What kind of trouble?

Pn:^t-1hoJrt^t^
Mr]'

^^^^

]

)

^ ^^"-9

ZLnV\'

''^^'^ ^^^^ '
'''"but^she^won-rii^t'en'^^'
Mrs
Roberts:
I will
find a job soon.
But
to accepting public
assistance'
?her"aDist'' Ynn'n^

'^''.^'"^'^

"o'Jeally'wan?

^^^'"9
^^"^^

'

counsel-

^y^^otic pair

wa°s7^L1'.ir"^"-'

(An angry shouting
match ensues

'Xre^

''^'^

"

us no-

^^^^^'"^
I
^

will
wi
ii

not stoop
stooo

^^^'^"^s over here.

^"^^^^ ^^^^'^ ^^^^

Mrs. Roberts:
We don t have to accept
Welfare.
I
am qualified
an administrative secretary.
I will
find a job
"

«

Though there was still no resolution
of these issues, there had
been some progress and movement
in this session.
Dawn's self-assertion
was a healthy sign.

She might have run away from "home"
soon after that

were it not for the strength of the
enmeshment between her and her mother.

The therapist called Carla at the high
school and asked her to

make herself as available as was
practical to Dawn during this period.
Both the counselor and the therapist
impressed upon Dawn as strongly as

possible that she should contact one of them
before acting on

a

decision

to run from home.

A third session with Mrs.

Roberts and Dawn ended in another dead-
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loCed shoutl., ™tch.

Oa«n continued to
cut schoo,, ,n the
process accumulating additional
detentions.
T.at night Hrs. Ro.ens
called the

had oust had a ph.sica,
fight with he. daughter
..s. Ro.ens was ahle
to stop dnnM-ng that
night.
The foUowIng day she
was persuaded to
enter the alcoholic
detoxification ward of
Sprlngdale Genera, Hospital
for treatment.
The episode the night
before had frightened Mrs
Roberts .ore than 1t had
scared Dawn.
LucMl,, neither was Injured
in the
scuffle,
unfortunately. Dawn's whereabouts
were unknown to anyone
at
that point.

Neither Carla nor the therapist
could anticipate how Dawn
would react to her mother's
hospitalization. Mrs. Roberts had
called the police
from the hospital, demanding
that her daughter be found and
placed in
foster home.
She was extremely fearful that
Dawn would fall into bad
habits with bad company (i.e.
sex and drugs).

a

An F.C.S.A. social worker

had gone to the Roberts' hotel
room with the intention of placing
Dawn
1n foster care.
Dawn, however, had refused to
leave and insisted that
she could manage quite well on
her own, as she Indeed had been
doing for
the past several weeks.

assistance.

She refused any counseling or social
service

Concern grew, because as

a

minor at age 15, Dawn could not

legally be allowed to continue to live
alone in that setting.

There-

fore, the therapist set out to find
her the next day.

The first place to try was Sprlngdale High
School.
that Dawn had not come to school

speak with Dawn's boyfriend Tim.

Adjustment Center.

When Informed

that day, the therapist decided to

Tim was to be found In the Student

This was a single classroom where students who
had
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accumulated .ore than 20
detentions were sent.
signed here, and

U

Dawn had also been as-

was here that T1. and
Dawn had .et.

The classroo.
was .anned by a solitary
teacher although no
Instruction took place in
the Student Adjustment
Center.
It seeded to be a real
prison of sorts
Students placed here were
completely segregated from
other students
They even had to eat lunch
there.
In order to return
to the mainstream
of the high school detainees
were required to complete a
certain amount
of work Which was assigned
to them.
Tim had been put there for a
week
for leaving school early.
He did not know where Dawn
was nor why she
had not come to school.
"She usually comes in.
We keep each other company here.
But I guess she's got so many
detentions now that it doesn't

make much sense to come in.
is

like being in jail

I

'm

thinking of cutting out myself

This

.

."

Tim was quite concerned about Dawn,
and offered to invite her to
go and live with his family whom he
said were willing as they felt sorry

for Dawn.

He asked that the therapist at least
have Dawn call him when

and if he saw her.
The therapist then met with Mrs.
0., the assistant principal of

Springdale High School.
transferred

(".

.

.not expelled.

from the high school.
previous day.

Mrs. 0.

informed him that Dawn was being
.

she was careful to point out)

This was allegedly because of her behavior
the

Dawn had evidently left the Student Adjustment
Center and

the school after learning that her mother had
been hospitalized.
0.

and Tim had tried to restrain her unsuccessfully.

Mrs. 0.

Mrs.

denounced

Dawn as

a

rules.

Tim had grown worried about Dawn and ran out after her.

stubborn, belligerant child who repeatedly refused to obey the
For
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that act Of concern Ti. had
received a week's detention
in the Student
Adjustment Center.
Mrs. 0.

refused to compromise despite
any extenuating circumstances.
She would not consider
the mother's alcoholism
as a factor in
Dawn's behavior, and rigidly
stood by the School Board's
legal statute
Which stated that the school
was required to accept
only those students
who lived within a certain
geographical boundary. The Pine
Ridge Inn
lay outside of this boundary.
Mrs. 0. said that they
had done the family a favor by allowing Dawn
to attend Springdale
High School.
They had
only done so because Mrs.
Roberts had planned to move
into the Springdale district soon after the
family had moved here from Albany.
Mrs. 0.

added that the school would have
never agreed to such an arrangement
had
they known that the mother was
an alcoholic.
They had been fooled by
Mrs.

Roberts' middle-class appearance
and verbal facility.

The tterapist was concerned about
the emotional effect this news

would have on Dawn in view of everything
that had happened in the past
week.

He was also fearful

(Pine Ridge High School)

that Dawn would enter her new high
school

labelled child.

a

Mrs. 0. was aware of this

probability but callously denied responsibility
for the girl.
Carla was very much upset by the reaction of
her superiors in the
high school.

She had put

a

was convinced that Dawn was

great deal of time and energy into Dawn, and
a

good child and

a

capable student but one

who had become caught up in circumstances beyond
her control.

couldn't believe what
her,

I

was hearing!

I

just

They told me to just forget about

that they didn't want her kind around this school anyway.

even said that if

"I

wanted to continue to work here that

I

They

should not
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get involved with Dawn
Roberts any further."

Though Shocked by her
Introduction to high school
politics, Carla
had insisted on being
allowed to drive Dawn to
her new school and
initiate the transfer 1n
person. She asked the
therapist to accompany
her
in this process, to
which he readily agreed.
What refined to be
done
was to find Dawn.

The therapist returned to
the Pine Ridge Inn,
discouraged by what
seemed to lay ahead.
Surprisingly, Dawn was home,
calmly sitting in
her room watching television.
The therapist had to
inform her (1) that
she had been expelled from
school, and (2) that she must
move into a
foster home.
After having ventilated some
of her angry feelings the
day before at the school.
Dawn had a day in which to
think over her options.
It was not difficult for
the therapist to persuade her
to try

living in

a

temporary foster home, at least
until her mother's situa-

tion became clearer.

She also welcomed

quite willing to attempt

a

a

change of school.

Dawn was

new start in school and was
relieved at

avoiding the prospect of having to
confront Mrs.

0.

again.

Dawn moved into the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Mason, both of whom were

experienced foster parents.

They were sensitive to Dawn's needs
for

some personal space, and at other
times some conscientious caring and

patient limit-setting.
tion in the Mason home.

Dawn was able to make a comfortable
accommoda-

The F.C.S.A. staff maintained almost
daily con-

tact with the home.
The following week, Carla, Dawn and the
therapist went to Pine

Ridge High School to register Dawn in the
school.

very different from that of Springdale High School.

The reception was

Rather than being
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labelled as

a

'-proble. student"

as

a

result of her expulsion
fro.

Springdale, Dawn was acknowledged
as worthy of increased
attention to
her particular needs. Mr.
Mann, a young and energetic
man in his early
thirties, explained that several
of Pine Ridge's students
were in foster care.
He was familiar with the
sorts of issues likely to be
affecting Dawn.
as

a

He was also aware of the
necessity of not labelling her

"problem."

Mr. Mann agreed to follow
Dawn's progress closely and

to maintain contact with the
therapist and with Carla.

He also agreed

to help facilitate Dawn's
move to a longer-term foster
home in the com-

munity.

In

helping Dawn decide her program,
Mr. Mann enabled her to

enroll in an advanced course in
Health enti tied U\mig

Skin^

U

,

which

enabled adolescents to discuss and
learn about the nature of interpersonal
trol.

relationships, human sexuality, personal
hygiene and birth conIn

view of Dawn's somewhat streetwise
background, it was felt

that she could benefit from this
course despite the fact that it was

generally open to juniors and seniors only.
eager to take such

a

Dawn herself was quite

course and had requested that she be allowed
to

enter it.
The therapist met with Dawn and the foster
parents four times in
the three weeks that Dawn spent in the Mason
foster home.

He also

talked with Dawn in individual sessions of
20-minutes duration.

seemed to relish the opportunity to be
again.

a

child in

a

She

household once

The Masons had a 12-year-old daughter of whom Dawn
became fond.

She continued to see Tim but felt that she was glad to have
some dis-

tance from him at

ttie

same time, as she did not want to get seriously

involved with him at that time.
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..amed

Dawn

ned

"31

,u1te concerned about
he. .other's
condUlon and v1she. .eoula.,,.
Bot. a,.eed that t.e
te.po.a.y separation
wo.M

sessions with the therapist.
Dawn ac.nowladged

a good dea, of ange.
at having had to take
care of her .other
several t1.es 1n the
past

She had no fa.lly other
than her two older
sisters.

Both eternal

grandparents were deceased,
and the. did not maintain
contact with the
father or his fa.Hy.
When the therapist told
her that she no longer
had to act out to .ake her
™ther stop drinking and act as
a parent
toward her, Dawn was initially
puzzled and annoyed. However
she later
owned
of her past behavior as
having had that effect.
Whether
through insight or through
systemic change in the fa.lly
and environ-

«h

^nt.

Dawn did not act out.

Mr. Mann confirmed that she
was making

good adjustment to her new
school.

The therapist terminated with
the

Roberts family after Dawn was
placed In
Mrs.

Roberts entered

program.

a halfi,ay

a

a

longer-term foster home.

house as part of her alcoholic
treat^nt

She had her own therapist
there.

Mr. Mann made himself

available to Dawn to discuss how
she was adjusting to the new home.
The new foster parents were a
young family. Dawn was the only foster
child, and had her own room, as
with the Masons.

Follow-up calls one

month later Indicated that Dawn
was continuing to make

a

good adjust-

ment to her new home and sqhool
environment.

Ihe famil!^ a£

a

si;st™

Living in

a

hotel

characteristic of Mrs. Roberts' background.
of an upper middle class couple.

room above

a

bar was not

a

She had been an only child

She herself was raised In

a

conserva-
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tive. suburban co™un1ty.

unt„

he developed

a

Her husband had been

a

successful executu.
ve

severe drinking problem.

Mrs. Roberts, herself
professionally trained and
highly educated individual,
had developed
dn-n.ing proble. soon after
her husband's problems
began.
After he
lost his job he became
abusive to Mrs. Roberts
who said that she had

a

a

t1-.

Mrs. Roberts had her ups
and downs eventually
losing her Job
Nevertheless her two oldest
daughters were able to n,a.e
independent
l^ves for themselves.
Mary had a steady job 1n
a city in a nearby
state.
Ann was a successful
college student in a large
university in
the same state.
Dawn had traditionally been
the identified problem
of
the family.
She had repeatedly acted
out in such a way as to
Involve

authorities in the community
such as the school, the police,
etc.
Mrs.
Roberts and Dawn had been to a
variety of counselors, programs
and

therapists in Albany.

When Mrs. Roberts began to
grow fearful of

Dawn's sexual activity and
experimentation with drugs and alcohol,
she
packed up and moved with Dawn
to the Pine Ridge Inn In a
small town as

far as she could get from Albany
where she felt that the authorities
were not adequately concerned about
these dangers. Mrs. Roberts' upper

middle-class background seemed to influence
her to insist on the avoidance of what she considered to be the
stigma of welfare recipiency.

Thus the family found themselves 1n Pine
Ridge with no money, no means,
and when the mother drank, little hope.

Family structure

locked was

a

.

The systemic pattern in which the Roberts were

fairly simple one.

The sequence was that Mrs. Roberts'

periods of depression and her drinking binges would
be interrupted by
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acting out incidents by
Dawn which were of
such an intensity as
to
force her .other to dea,
with the consequences
of her daughter's

actions With authorities
in the co™,unity
(e.g. the school
principal, the

probation officer).

When Ann and Mary were
still living with the
family their behavior
seeded (to Mrs. Roberts)
to be impeccable.
It was
Dawn who had the role of
acting out the family's
anger and frustration
After the fa.ily had mobilized
to work on or deal with
their "problem"
(Dawn). Mrs. Roberts would
eventually go on another
drinking binge after Dawn's acting-out
behavior had subsided and
the cycle would repeat
Itself. The cycle continued
after Ann and Mary left the
home, and was
interrupted when Mrs. Roberts
entered in-patient treatment
for her al-

coholism, and Dawn was placed
in foster care.
In the map of the
structure of the Roberts family
(see

Figure 15),
the first stage diagram
corresponds to the period when
all three daughters were living in the family.
The mother is overinvolved with
her

youngest daughter, the family's
identified "problem."

As the older two

daughters move out of the home, the
mother and daughter continue an enmeshed relationship heightened
at those ti^s when Dawn is
acting out,
counterbalanced against periods when the
mother was drinking heavily
and hence was less available to
Dawn.

This is labelled Stage 2.

In

the third stage, the therapist
entered into a relationship with the

family.

He joined with the. family and by seeking
alliances with both

Dawn and her mother was able to bring
about a separation which would

intervene in the family's dominant pattern
of interaction.
ther's entry into

a

The mo-

treatment facility made Dawn's acting-out episodes

no longer necessary in the family system.

Thus, the acting out ceased.

stage

3,

Th

Figure 15.

Map of the Roberts family structu
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sessions with the therapist,
Pawn had co.p,a1„ed
that she had .e^n
the
one 1n the U.Uy
who. he. .other had
alwa.s leaned on.
Telephone conversations With Ann and
Har. conf1™ed Dawn's
scapegoated role In the

^-•1..

oespue

Hrs.

Roherts

entr. Into the hospital
.or treat.nt o.
he. alcohoHs.. hoth
older slhllngs seeded
to operate on the
assumption
that it was Dawn's
behavior (as usual) which
had once again driven

der .ore scrutiny fro.
her .other than either
of her sisters, Dawn
acknowledged a great deal of
rage about her
traditional role in the fa.!ly (as scapegoat).
She also felt very
guilty about feeling that way
When the therapist
redefined her behavior in the
past as a heroic sacrifice of herself for her
.other and for the fa.ily the
acting-out episodes ceased. No
displacement of anger was observed
either in the
school environment nor in the
two foster place^nts.
Dawn's loyalty to
her .other was evidenced by
her staying with the .other
and behaving in
such a way as to compel her
.other to work on her alcoholism.
The behavior can thus be seen to have
had a positive, healthy
aspect-it was
a cry for help, in the
only manner in which her role
in the fa.ily system permitted.
The crisis was a nodal point
in the family's growth and

differentiation.

As the youngest and last
daughter remaining with the

mother. Dawn's eventual .aturation
and separation from her mother-it-

self a growth task of adolescence-threatened
to be quite destructive
to the .other.

In view of the

role reversal which had taken place be-

tween Dawn and her .other. Dawn's
growing up would necessarily result
in

a

deeper plunge into chronic alcoholis. for
Mrs. Roberts.
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In the

midst of this intermittent
role reversal

(see Figure 15

Stage 2), Mrs. Roberts
struggled to set proper
li.its with her streetwise and attractive
15-year-old daughter. Mrs.
Roberts had disclosed
that her own upbringing
as a teenager had been
particularly difficult
for her.
She described her own
parents as strict and
conservative people who literally forced
her to obey the rules of
the home.
She had

rebelled against parental
authority and eventually
married a man of
whom her parents disapproved.
Determined to save her own daughter

from
such a fate, she was perhaps
working to assure it by vacilating
from a
liberal permissiveness with
her daughter to a rigid
insistence on

Dawn's compliance with the
smallest rule of the home.

Thus, each one

would argue in the family sessions
that they were justified in their
behavior.
For example, when Mrs. Roberts
angrily berated Dawn for her
irresponsible disregard of the rule
which both had agreed upon which
stated that Dawn must be home by
7:30 P.M., Dawn quickly retorted that
she had been thoroughly humiliated
when she had brought

a

friend home

to visit after school one day only
to find her mother drunk, incoherent

and stretched out on the floor.
Dawn had, in effect, courageously acted
as the "savior" of her

family.

Movement in the direction of autonomy may have
spelled regres-

sion for the mother, and to allow herself
to be kept in the role of

parenting her mother (i.e. by staying home so
that mother would not
drink, or caring for her when she was drunk) would
have interrupted
Dawn's social, emotional and interpersonal growth.

In

addition, the

changes which took place during this period enabled Ann and Mary
to become more actively involved in the family again.

Both admitted that
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they had all but tried to
forget about their mother's
condition after
each Of them had moved away
from the family. They now
saw some hope
in the mother's condition
and began to visit both
Dawn and Mrs. Roberts
on a regular basis.
Thus, the responsibility for
the caretaking of the
mother began to be redistributed
equitably among the daughters.

Asenc^/IMJX boMar^

The boundary relations which
im-

pacted upon the Roberts family
are mapped in Figure 16.
stage, corresponding to the
crisis as

a

In

the first

result of which Mrs. Roberts

entered the hospital, one observes
the Springdale High School
officials
(Mrs.

0.

and her principal) in conflict
with the therapist and case

manager (F.C.S.A.) over Dawn's status
in the school.
threatened to place the family in
have easily become

a

a

rigid triad.

The confrontation

The situation could

forum for battle over various policy
issues in-

volving the rights of children and their
families to attend the school
of their choice.

However, the therapist made

a

decision not to pursue

this course of action for the benefit of
the child.

It should also be

noted that Carla's presence as Dawn's one
advocate in the school helped
to prevent the triad from becoming rigid.

Her participation in the

transfer process at Pine Ridge High School helped

to

would not enter her new school under the label
of

a

cent."

ensure that Dawn

"problem adoles-

Note also that the lack of communication between
Springdale

High School and the hospital is further evidence
of the school's dis-

missal of the parent's situation as an important factor in
Dawn's be-

havior.
In Stage

II, several

changes have taken place.

Dawn was placed in

foster care, she had transferred to Pine Ridge High School, and Mrs.
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^1^1-

F.C.S.A.

Springdale
H.S.
(Mrs. 0.)

-Carl a

The Roberts
Fami ly

4^

O

Springdale Hospital

Stage

II

F.C.S.A.
Foster home

O
i

The Roberts
Fami ly

f^^y^^
<

^'"h
Mr. Mann

{J

Alcoholic Detox
*

(jn^S/Zse

Key

interaction
intense
interaction
conflict

Figure 16.

Map of Roberts family/agency boundary
relations.
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Roberts had entered a halfway
house as part of he.
alcoholic detoxification program. ,Note that
open co«un1cat1on
regarding the progress
of
both was being maintained
between all parties Involved.
At the t1^ of

termination the Intention was
that these relationships
would continue
to be defined In these
ways, with a Social Services
Department social
worker replacing F.C.S.A.'s
role as case manager.

Concluding rsnark^:

What the

fytu^

holds

Six months following ter-

.

mination. Mrs. Roberts was
continuing In treat^nt at the
halfway facility.
Dawn had adjusted well in
a new home.
Mr. Mann had arranged
for her to live with a family
in
town.

She was doing quite well
aca-

demically and socially at P1ne
Ridge High School.
visit her mother regularly.

Dawn continued to

While there was evidence of some
remaining

anger over the past and anxiety
over an uncertain future, the family's

situation had continued to improve.

Ann and Mary were more closely

involved in monitoring their mother's
progress.

Mr. Mann continued to

make himself available to Dawn for
counseling purposes.

Mrs.

Roberts

was demonstrating her willingness
to stay with the program.
It is

impossible to predict if and when

a

resolution of the issues

with which the Roberts were struggling
will take place.

It is more

likely that the growth process for the Roberts
will involve a series of

accomplishments and setbacks, consistent with past family
Interaction
patterns.
in

The groundwork was laid for

a

the direction of health in the family.

more permanent set of changes

CHAPTER
SINGLE PARENT FAMILIES:

VI

THE MURRAYS AND THE
GAINES

Families with a single parent
are not in the^elves

form of the family.

a

pathological

However, they do differ from
traditional family

norms in this culture.

In addition, as the
single parent is usually fe-

male, the earning power and
general status of the family
lies below that
of the so-called middle-class norm.
Single parents often find themselves in difficult positions due
to the fact that separation
or divorce
of the spouses tends not to terminate
the relationship but rather redefines it.
The position of the children
accentuates this redefinition
and may serve to keep the parents'
issues with one another highly
charged.

Family A:

Presenting problem.

The Hurray Fajnijy

Catherine Murray was originally referred to
F.C.S.A.

by a psychotherapist (Q.) whom she was
seeing in individual

therapy at

local

community mental health clinic since her separation
from her hus-

band.

The therapist had become concerned about her
client's personal,

economic and physical health problems.

It was feared that the cumula-

tive effects of these stresses were developing into

a

crisis which was

beginning to threaten the stability of the family, as well
as Catherine's ability to make use of therapy.

At that time,

a

therapist from the agency was assigned to Cather-
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me

Murray,

-nt

a

single parent and .other
of one four-year-old
boy

Mrs

benefits.

Her son Roger had been
released fro. the hospital
two
weeks prior to intake. He
was recovering f.o. a
serious ear infection
Mrs. Murray complained
at length about Roger's
behavior, specifically
his incessant whining and
crying.
She felt that her son
was in the habit Of openly defying her by
not listening to her. Thus,
at the first
session with the therapist fro.
our agency, Mrs. Murray
requested a temporary foster placement for
Roger as a means of gaining
sorr^ respite
from her son.
She felt that an emergency
pi acement was necessary
and
that if she did not get some
space from Roger that she might
do something to him which she would
later regret, and/or that she
herself may
be in danger of a nervous
breakdown.

Roger was placed in one of our
agency's foster homes for two weeks,

after which he was returned to his
mother.

The mother's original ther-

apist was then contacted and plans
were laid for her to reenter therapy
at the mental health clinic.
Our agency remained concerned about
Mrs.
Murray's ability to resolve her problems,
but terminated with confidence
that Catherine would continue to work
in individual therapy.
Six months later the Murray family was
again referred to our agency,

this time by the state's Social Service
Department.

came as
home.

a

This referral

request to respond to an emergency situation
in the Murray

Our agency was asked to intervene because we had
worked with the

family, and it was feared that Mrs. Murray's
five-year-old son Roger was
in danger of physical and emotional maltreatment
from the mother.

concerns were based on verbal reports of the staff of

a

These

child-care cen-
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ter in which Roger was
enrolled, and the subsequent
fornBl written report Of Mrs. Murray's social
worker at the Department.
On two occasions
in the past two months
the child-care center's
head teacher had observed
bruises on the child's legs,
according to the report.
When questioned
about the bruises by the teacher,
Roger had said they were
from spankings he had received from his
mother. Roger had not been
to child-care
within the past week. Human services
professionals in this state are

mandated by law to report incidents
or situations where children
are
known or feared to be at risk to
the state's Social Service
Department.
Thus,

the social worker (who will be
referred to as Sarah) submitted a

formal

report to her superiors in the Department.

This writer was then asked to
intervene with the Murray family and
to assess whether Roger was at risk as
a result of the treatment he was

receiving at home.
that of

a

This writer's relationship with the
Murrays then was

therapist assigned to the family as a result
of the formal re-

port concerning the possibility of child
abuse in the home.

pist saw the family in their home for

a

This thera-

total of five sessions.

These

sessions averaged one hour in duration.

Jhe nuclear famjJx.

At the time of the referral, the Murray family con-

sisted primarily of Mrs. Murray and her son Roger.

The mother, at age

28, had divorced her husband within the past year.

She was receiving

public assistance from the Social Services Department.

Roger occupied
community.

a

small

third-story apartment in

a

Mrs. Murray and

suburban working-class

Each session took place in the home.

Cathy Murray was an attractive, bright and witty woman.

She ex-
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say What was on ,er
™tnd.

She also disnla.ed
a ne.vous ten,pe.a.ent

s™.1ng one cigarette afte.
another.

Roger Murray seeded
as sharp Is

a

ner of expression.

Although demanding of
one's attention. Roger
was far
fro. abrasive 1n relating
to adults.
His attentlon-seeMno
rather too.
the for™ of a <,u1et desire
to please-hefore
you noticed, he was In
your
lap. proudly holding up
a drawing he had
.ade. or a puzzle he
had Just
put together. He responded
to positive feedback
fro. his .other with an
enthusiastic attest to produce
southing else for her approval.
Mrs
Murray tended to co.ply with
Roger's demands for her
attention In a manner that appeared to be
comfortable for each of them.
However, she also
disclosed that It severely taxed
her patience at times.

Extended familj,.

Although Mrs. Murray lived alone
with her son. she did

have an extensive network of
extended family (see Figure
17).

husband Robert took his son for visits
on weekends.

Her ex-

Although the di-

vorce had taken place, the court
had not yet ruled on legal custody
of
Roger nor on the visitation rights
of the parents. Roger's visits with
his father were a continual source
of anxiety for his mother.
She had

divorced him primarily because of his
excessive drinking and use of
drugs.

She remained fearful of his influence
upon Roger, who worshipped

his father and eagerly looked forward
to the visits each week.

Murray saw Robert as
also anticipated

a

a

person who had no Intention of changing.

Mrs.

She

difficult custody battle over Roger, and thus was

still quite distrustful of Robert.

Maternal
grandmother

Maternal

grandfather

Paternal
grandmother

©— —
r

Toni

Bill

Paternal
grandfather

0

{2r

Jon
Mrs.

QTf-E}
Jim

©

30

Cathy

Robert

LP.C]

0
Annie

Roger

LP.C]

Figure 17.

Genogram of the Murray family.

J,
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Mrs. Murray's father had
been deceased for six
years.

Her .other
and siblings lived in the
same community, as did
Robert's relatives.
The mother emphasized that
she felt closer to her
mother-in-law and
trusted her more than she did
her own mother.
Both of the grandmothers
helped Mrs. Murray from time to
ti^ with child-care, but she felt
that
Robert's mother was her only
reliable babysitter, as well
as the relative who best understood the
reasons for the divorce,
addition, her
youngest brother, Jon, was an
inseparable buddy of Robert's. Thus,
despite Mrs. Murray's expressed
distrust of most of her relatives,
she nevertheless maintained regular contact
with the extended family, and each
side of the family remained in contact
with the other.

m

S ignificant others.

and professionals.

Mrs. Murray was involved with a
variety of services

These persons had differing perspectives
and differ-

ent roles in relation to the Murray family.
personal situation, Mrs

.

survival of her family.

Q.— Cathy's

(

Because of her economic and

Murray was dependent upon these services
for the
The key personnel are as follows:

therapist at the community mental health clinic
Although Cathy referred to Q. as her therapist, it
was
Q.'s opinion that a real therapeutic relationship had
never become established because Cathy had not made
a commitment "to work in therapy." Consequently they had never
had more than two sessions in a row since Cathy's separation from Robert. Q.'s therapeutic orientation was traditional psychodynamic psychotherapy.
Cathy had originally
entered therapy with Robert as a couple, with the hope of
salvaging the marriage. When Robert refused to attend the
sessions, the marital therapy floundered. After the separation Q. continued to make herself available to Cathy.
However Cathy tended to use her more in the capacity of a
friend and a support than as a therapist, calling or arranging an appointment when she had some particular problem
(usually economic).
Q. did observe that Cathy was usually
angry at Roger and was convinced that he is a liar, des-

™' "''^
need of indiv dual the^anj
^"
but w^fJ"'
distrustful of "agencies" to t.r» =J°° T^^' ^""''^^'^ ^"'^
advantage of therapeutic
services available to her
Mrs""D°^!r?

"'i'""'^

^' the child-care center

opinionated abou C thy- boyf
end alh "'h she had
though
never really met him. She
implied ?hai
Roger was being adversely
affected by this re Itionshin
but there were no concrete
data to confirm th
owe er,
^^J,e>^P^ess great concern for Roger's
well-beinq
.nH*
i
and^asked that our agency see that
he return to the cenDr.

G. and Dr. K. -family
physicians to Catherine and Roger
respectively. As both Catherine and
Roger had a long history of medical complaints, these
two doctors were significantly involved with the Murray
family over a long

peri-

fami[y

^ ^'""^

'^"^^^ ^^^^^^

^^ooU]mrker at the Social Services Depart^^''^l^-^^^^^f'''f
ment.
Sarah was quite sensitive to Roger
and Cathy's economic and personal difficulties.
She was supportive of
Uthy all the way, in spite of having been
required to
file a formal report because of the
bruises. Cathy also
saw Sarah as one of the main supoorts
in her life
Mrs. A. and Mr. 0. -attorneys for
Catherine and Robert, respectively, in their divorce and child-custody
court battle.
Each advocated for their own client, as
is consistent with their profession.
Jim--Catherine's boyfriend. This was a somewhat "rocky"
but
basically stable and reciprocal relationship.
Jim was
also divorced and had custody of his six-year-old
daughter
Annie. According to Mrs. Murray Jim was apparently
a responsible person who cared genuinely for her.
Mrs. J. --a day-care parent and a central person in
Roger's development.
Mrs. J. was the primary caretaker until a
month prior to Catherine's first referral to our agency
and the subsequent temporary foster placement of Roger.
Mrs. J. had performed most of the rearing of Roger, including toilet- training the boy. When Mrs. J. left the
community and moved to Oregon, Cathy was left to find for
herself as a parent.
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Mr. and Mrs.

M.-Roger's temporary foster
parents fn. t
weeks.
Roger's short st^v in fh^T^ ^ P^*^^"^^ ^or two
Frank Harrell-Vs Murray's sPrnnJ
^^"^^ "^'^ productive.
^'^^^
^^^?nd crisis intervention
theraDist frnm F^•^•^•Ar k ^
participant observer in this
study

Sequence of

e^^. m

order to have

a

more complete view of the
Murray

family, it is necessary to begin
with the series of happenings
which occurred approximately one year
prior to this writer's
involvement with
the family as therapist and
participant observer. At that
time, the
Murrays were trying to save their
marriage. Mrs. Murray was doing
n^st
of the trying and Mr. Murray was
doing a lot of drinking.
Roger was
busy developing one physical
complaint after another (tonsilitis,
flus,

infections, etc.).
ther.

Mrs. Murray's health was not
fairing very well ei-

The couple tried marital therapy
but Mr.

Murray was neither

willing nor able to make use of therapy
as an alternative.

So the in-

evitable separation took place.
Five months later, Mrs. J. -Roger's surrogate
mother and principal

caretaker-moved out of the community.

Mrs. J. was paid by a program

which is funded by the government, whereby
parents provide child care in
their own homes for children of low-income families.

This suddenly left

Mrs. Murray all alone with Roger, and Roger all
alone with her.

Murray said that Mrs.
having taken

a

J.

Mrs.

had particularly extended herself toward Roger,

great liking to him.

Consequently, the boy was bonded to

her and became quite a behavior problem in the presence of his
parents
and relatives.

These factors led to Roger's temporary placement in

and the mother's near breakdown.

a

foster home

The therapist from our agency who
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worked With the fa.1l, at that
point described an
incredible atmosphere
Of tension in the ho.e, .ost
of which was generated
by
the .other who

was described as extremely
difficult to work with.

own words:
lot.

"Cathy is

a

In that therapist's

really bright and lively
lady.

But she doesn't listen to

a

word

I

Mike

her

a

say!"

It is interesting to note
that at the time Mrs. Murray's
main com-

plaint about Roger was that he
would not listen to her and
would not
obey her.
In fact, at the first session
he was refusing to talk to
his
mother at all.
It is also significant that
at that time Roger had been

home from the hospital for two weeks
and was still recovering from
an
operation for an ear infection.
It is quite probable that Roger
had not

been hearing his mother very well for
the previous several months.
In the foster home it was a
completely different story.

As soon as

he entered the home, he began to shed
the glazed expression often so

characteristic of children placed in emergency
foster care.

Mr. and

Mrs. M. found him quite pleasant and
talkative, and he related well

their natural children.

ther when she would call.

to

However, Roger still refused to talk to his moFinally, the tension became so great for Mrs.

Murray that she demanded Roger's return after two
weeks (instead of the

previously requested and agreed upon thirty days).

Our agency was not

entirely comfortable with this sudden change of plans, feeling
that Mrs.

Murray needed the additional time to work on setting her own life
in
order.

However, Mrs. Murray planned to continue in individual therapy

with Q.

Both therapists supported the mother and respected her fears

of losing further control over her son.

Roger was content to return

home, and our agency terminated with the Murray family until

the next
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crisis referral described
at the beginning of
this case study.
At this point, the author
became involved with
the fa.Hy as therapist and participant
observer.
When it became obvious
that Mrs Murray
had not followed through
on her previous
co^it^ent to enter individual
therapy with Q.. this
therapist decided to see
the Murrays in their
home. Mrs. Murray readily
agreed to this, as she
already had a relationship with our agency.
In the interim, Mrs.

Murray had gone through
three jobs and was

again living on unemployment
benefits.

She was still

under considerable

stress, though not to the extent
that she had been at the time
of the
initial referral.
She concealed it well.
Roger was quite healthy and
happy.
He showed no signs of abuse,
and was now much more bonded
to his
natural mother.
In the five sessions that
ensued, this therapist was

able to form
family.

a

workable and affable therapeutic
relationship with the

However, it proved extremely difficult
to bring about any sort

of lasting change in the family.

Mrs. Murray was a very hard person
to

pin down around any of the issues
that were affecting her relationship

with her son.

This therapist's goals became directed
toward 1) building

in a mechanism whereby Roger and his
mother could have enough space from

each other such that their time together
would become more pleasant and

rewarding, and 2) directing Mrs. Murray into
long-term individual therapy as a means

of freeing herself from the residue of unresolved
and con-

flicting feelings toward her ex-husband.

These conflicts were still

fresh for Mr. and Mrs. Murray who were beginning
to realize that divorce

and separation do not necessarily spell the termination
of the relationship with the ex-spouse when there are children involved.
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Mrs. Murray

Roger.

admitted to sometimes "losing
control" in disciplinino
She said she had been under
a lot of pressure-lack
of money to

make ends meet, Mr. Murray's
failure to pay child support,
and the impending custody battle over Roger.
In addition, the
Christmas season
was approaching, which marked
the first anniversary of her
separation,

wen

as

as an approaching holiday
season which happened to coincide
with

Roger's birthday.

She felt very badly over the
fact that she had so few

resources and could probably get Roger
nothing either for Christmas or
for his birthday.
She did not want to send him back
to the nursery until

after Christmas because of the other
children's preoccupation with

receiving presents.

She feared that Roger would then
demand more of her

than she could provide, and it would
then be a sad Christmas season for

both of them.

This period of the year places

a

great deal of pressure

on low-income parents to provide what they
cannot afford.
was attempting to avoid this pitfall.

Mrs. Murray

And this was only the tip of the

stress -iceberg.
In terms of Roger's behavior,

return to the child-care center.

it was vitally important that Roger
It was practically the only set of

peer relationships to which he was exposed.
to

Mrs. Murray readily agreed

this but said she was no longer eligible because she had
been working

until

recently.

to the nursery.

This was easily rectified and Roger was able to return

However, the greatest difficulty lay in helping the

mother to see her son as

a

normal youngster.

Evidently some "expert"

had diagnosed Roger as "hyperactive" two years previously.

The effect

had been that Mrs. Murray had the idea firmly ingrained in her mind that

Roger was born to be

a

problem child.

Despite much evidence to the con-

,
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trary, nothing this therapist
couid say or do could
dislodge her fro.
this position.
She would inevitably
present her own evidence
to the
contrary: 8

to^prescribe
Therapist:

Ji^t^^nlS; hlj^

How would medication help
him?

ThiraS-^-^ dLvrk^^.^^L^^"Hf:e?„^r-:^;-„,,
o1^a??eX"n
Mrs

,

^^^^^^^^^l^..

Murray:
Oh, but'you don't know him
like I do.
Sometimes
he^starts bouncing off the walls
if he doesn'? get Ms

Mrs. Murray's bitterness and
anger toward her ex-husband Robert
was

also quite evident In her relationship
with Roger.

Despite the certain-

ty of the fact that she loved
Roger, and that she knew that he
was a

separate individual, her attitude toward
Roger was as if he was

a

mini-

ature Robert.

Mrs

Murray:
I hate to let Roger
go with his father.
He's a
terrible influence on the boy.
Therapist:
Has anything terrible happened when
Roger has been
with Robert?
Mrs Murray:
Well, I've had a few scares.
But it's mostly
that Robert doesn't know how to take care
of him
Roger
always wets the bed at night when he's over
there
Then
Robert gets really mad at him and Roger is
upset and whinv
for days after he comes back.
Therapist:
Does he wet the bed when he's home with you?
Mrs. Murray:
No.
I
don't let him drink anything after six
0 clock in the evening.
That way he doesn't wet the bed.
But Robert is too irresponsible to stop him from wettinq
the bed.
Therapist:
You've found that this method works with Roger?

^This sequence was taken from the author's journal.
been made to be as accurate as possible.

An attempt has
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Mrs. Murray:
Sure.
Therapist:
If it works that's what is
imnortant
'^^'^

t

i.nn>,

S^ta^r^i t^

onfa^rther^'^

Mrs

Murray (giggling): Oh, I 'm tell
ing you!
I
couldn't
et train that boy.
I
tried and'tn'ed.
No?h ng
worked!
It was finally Mrs. J. who
did it
Therapist:
Mrs. J. toilet trained Roger"?
Mrs. Murray:
Yep!
She broke him.
I
couldn't do it
Therapist:
Why was it so hard to toilet train
Roger,' Cathy^
Mrs. Murray:
(pauses) I think Roger is just lazy
like his
Dad
I
know what you're gonna think, but
I've started to
really believe that alcoholism is
inherited (pauses again
as If emphasizing the seriousness
of her statement)
You'
probably think I'm stupid or something
for saying so
Therapist:
No, certainly not; although I can't
say that'l
agree with you.
Mrs. Murray:
I
think Q. thought I was crazy (laughing).
I'm
not though.
I
used to go to Alanon meetings for Robert
A lot of people there believed it too.
They've seen it
in their families.
Therapist:
Did Robert's father have a drinking problem?
Mrs. Murray:
Yes.
All the Murray men are alcoholics. "I'm
not kidding.
Robert grew up in foster homes, then he
lived in the (housing) projects when his mother
was able
to take him.
I
think he was eleven.
Right after that he
says he started drinking. And when I would complain to
the relatives about his drinking they thought I had a
problem!
Therapist:
Is that also why you don't let Roger drink liquids
very often?
Mrs. Murray:
That's right.
If I let him he would drink all
the time.
toi

The above sequence, taken from the fourth session, graphically dem-

onstrates Mrs. Murray's problem with Roger.

Unable to see Roger (in

a

psychological sense) as an individual distinct from herself and from
Robert.

Yet he was inextricably bound to both of them and caught up in

the very issues which brought about the divorce.

she continue in therapy with

a

It was

imperative that

therapist whom she could trust.

thor could not remain involved beyond the fifth session.

The au-

However, Mrs.

Murray herself did not see her difficulties (and Roger's) as of

a

"psy-
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chological" nature.

Mrs. Murray exteriorized her
problens.

see psychotherapy as an alternative
for her and Roger.

view Roger as basically

a

sery,

She continued to

behavior problem, and as someone
who required

constant supervision and discipline.
the attention.

She did not

Roger on the other hand relished

Because Roger was able to return to
the child-care nur-

the author decided to terminate by
making a referral

to another

local mental health agency, leaving the
mother with the decision as to

whether to pursue therapy or not.

She chose not to do so, admittedly

out of fear of being blamed for the divorce
and for the child's behavior, as well

as because of her distrust of human
service agencies.

Throughout the five sessions, Mrs. Murray wavered
back and forth with
the idea of longer term, more intensive therapy.

Her fear of continuing

was understandable.
Mrs. Murray was not an "abusive parent" by any means.

Any parent

who is under the anxiety and stress under which she labored
could momentarily lose control with his or her child at such times.

Certainly most

parents know this and perhaps have experienced it to some degree.

Even

her distortion of her relationship with Roger and her inability to em-

pathize with him were psychological phenomena which were exacerbated by
the legitimate external stresses which were upon this woman.
final

In the

session she revealed that her physician had recommended an immedi-

ate hysterectomy after Roger's birth.

She had put it off and put it off

until her doctor was now insisting on it.

Many of her own health com-

plaints since Roger's birth evidently were resulting from this condition.

In addition, her relationship with Jim was

point at that time.

reaching

a

choice

They had begun to talk of the possibility of marri-
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age and Jim had stated that he
would like to have another
child.
The
operation would put an end to that
possibility.
Ji. was also a source

of solace to Mrs. Murray and had
been very reassuring where
Roger was
concerned.
Roger and Annie (Ji.'s six-year-old
daughter) were starting
to get along quite well.

This relationship, then, was
the one positive

anchor in Mrs. Murray's life.
tive therapeutic relationship.

It would not take the place
of a sensi-

However, it would help to get her
over

the difficulties ahead, and perhaps
at some later time when her life
was
less complicated it would be possible
for Mrs. Murray to consider entering psychotherapy, optimally with Roger,
Jim and Annie as

Jhe family as a system.

a

family.

The difficulties which confronted the
Murrays

are not uncommon to single-parent families
following the separation or

divorce of the parents.

requires

a

Family functioning (i.e. survival) necessarily

considerable degree of readjustment of what were formerly

consistent patterns of interaction.

Prior to the separation, Mrs. Mur-

ray was the primary cohesive force within the family.

This was so in

spite of the fact that much of the real work of rearing
the young Roger
was performed by Mrs. J.

Despite Mrs. Murray's admitted ambivalence and

lack of confidence in rearing Roger, it was she who had held steady
em-

ployment.

Because of his drinking problem Robert was unable to do so

according to Mrs. Murray.

She attributed her economic situation to the

fact that Robert had prevented her from completing her college education, due to his own insecurity about his wife having greater status and

income-earning capacity.

Thus Mrs. Murray's energies had been directed

primarily toward support of the family, leaving her little time nor en-
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ergy to devote to Roger.

After the separation, competitive
issues between Mr. and
Mrs. Murray continued with Roger
surfacing ^re and more as
the subject o,
"field of action" for the
divorced couple's transactions
and feeliings
toward one another.
The changes in family structure
which took pilace
over the year following the
separation illustrate interaction
patterns
in the family and how these
became modified during that
year.

FamJxstn^c^

In Stage

1

of Figure 18, the family
structure

previous to the parents' separation
is diagrammed.

from the case record.

It is based on data

One observes a pattern where the
mother occupied

an executive position, as the
primary source of income in the family,

and the child's caretaker within the
family.

At this time there was

considerable conflict between the parents,
mostly over Mr. Murray's excessive drinking and his wife's suspicions
concerning his extra-marital
affairs.

Roger's relationship with Mrs. J. played

a

great part in

shielding the boy from most of the brunt of
this conflict.
situation soon shifted to
conflicts.

a

However this

triangulation of Roger into the parents'

Mrs. Murray increasingly saw Roger as stubborn,
lazy and

contrary, "like his father."

The husband began to resent the increased

burden of time and energy required to care for Roger
while his wife
worked, despite Mrs. J.'s help.

He began to withdraw his attention and

affection from his son thus amplifying Roger's desperate neediness
for
warmth and attention from both parents.

The behavioral expression of

these needs manifested itself in often incessant whining and crying on
an emotional level, and one health problem after another on
level.

a

phy§ical

:
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Stage

T_.

(^^5^ j

j
S

becomes
Pre-separation

(Mrs.

Staqe

\y

J.)

^

2,

I V
(Mrs. J.)

Stage

3^.

Separation:
Exodus of Mrs.

I

M

Th."

Temporary
Foster Placement

I

Stage

4^

Figure 18.

J,

Th.

Map of Murray family structure.

Status at
Termination
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The subsequent separation
of the parents coincided
closely with
Mrs. J..S moving to Oregon
(Stage 2).
There was continued
conflict between Catherine and Robert
In and out of court,
affecting Roger most
around arrangements whereby
Robert (and Robert's
mother) could take
Roger for visits (usually
one or two evenings per
week). ,ot only was
Mrs. Murray now required
to be almost totally
responsible for the child
care; she also had to deal
with Roger's conflicted
feelings and resultant moodiness each week
upon return from visits
with his father who had
™ved back home with Roger's paternal
grandmother. Her frustration with
Roger mounted.
At Stage 3, Mrs. Murray was
under such anxiety and stress
that

a

temporary separation of mother and
child became necessary.

Foster care
was decided upon because of the
battle still raging in divorce
court.
Mr.

Murray was not visiting with Roger
at that time.

This gave Mrs.

Murray some time to concentrate
upon her own individual personal
problems.

However, she insisted upon the return
of the child before the end

of the placement period.

Although this was done against the advice
of

the therapists, Mrs. Murray stuck
by her decision.

Her decision was af-

fected by the custody battle and divorce
hearing in connection with

which it was imperative that she present
herself as

a

"good mother."

any rate, Roger seemed to benefit from
this brief separation of two

weeks, emerging considerably more verbal as
well as happier.
Stage 4 marks the situation at the time of the
entry and termination of the author as therapist.

This period saw

of improvement in the family's cohesi veness

.

a

significant degree

Mr. Murray became much

more amiable and responsible in relation to both Roger
and Catherine.

At
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He had begun to keep up
his child-support
payments.

Roger's paternal

grandmother became more supportive
of the mother, realizing
that her son
did in fact have a serious
drinking problem. As a
result she became an
additional resource as a responsible
child-care provider.
In addition,
our agency was able to secure
sufficient resources to enable
Roger's return to the nursery and its
atmosphere which provided sorely
needed

stimulation and peer relationships.

Furthermore, Mrs. Murray's boy-

friend Jim became more actively
supportive, providing

role model for Roger.

Although

a

a

positive male

considerable burden began to be lifted

from the mother's shoulders, many
problems remained,

m

terms of her

relationship with Roger, it continued
with considerable enmeshment.
Catherine's opinions and attitudes toward
her son did not change.

She

remained overprotecti ve, and continued
to have great difficulty in being

sensitive to Roger's emotional needs from
her.

However, she had stopped

being physically abusive and had become
far less caustic in her manner
with Roger.

Intra-familial notion^ of jo^Mlb^

^

In viewing issues

of loyalty and justice within the Murray family, it
is necessary to consider some of the family's history.
came to America as

a

Mrs.

Murray's maternal

southern European immigrant.

grandfather

To this day he speaks

very little English, and is currently confined to a nursing
home.

As

farming had been his occupation, he procured a small farm here in
America while also working in a local
up on this farm.

ties at that time.

factory.

Catherine's mother also grew

The implication is one of fairly close-knit family
Mrs. Murray's mother married

boring town, and the couple had

a

a

plumber from

family of four children.

a

heigh-

Of these
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Catherine was the eldest (see
Fi:gure 17, page 137).

father as

a

She described her

hard-working man who provided
adequately for the family.

On
the other hand, Mrs. Murray
described her nether as
"enK)tional ly distant" from all of the children,
eventually taking a factory
job
.to
get out of the house.
.", not because of
financial necessity.
Her
feelings about this have remained
strong.
,

.

.

Mrs. Murray still

child-care provider.

did not trust her own mother
to be

a

competent

For this reason she would not
allow her to baby

sit Roger (unless there was no alternative),
despite her availability to
do so.

This placed more pressure on Mrs.
Murray, leaving her less able

to seek employment as a single parent,
and less able to get any distance

or space from her son when necessary.

Also, Catherine felt that her mo-

ther had never supported her in her marriage
to Robert, at the same time

she also felt she had been forced into this
marriage prematurely by her
mother.

Nor was she supportive during the crisis of the
separation-

consistently criticizing her for "mishandling the divorce."

The great-

est source of friction between Mrs. Murray and her
mother was over

childrearing methods.

Because each person saw the other as an incompet-

ent parent, she was deprived of
need.

family.

a

vital

family resource in times of

Mrs. Murray felt that her own father had been her one ally in the
He had supported her in her relationship with Robert.

Follow-

ing his demise six years prior, Mrs. Murray said that she was left feel-

ing totally unsupported by her family.

She described her sister Toni

(one year younger than she) as being the "perfect daughter" in her mo-

ther's eyes

(i.e.

loyal).

Toni still

lived at home with her mother and

showed no signs of wanting to leave the protective fold of the family,
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even at age 27.

Cathenne bitterly described the™

as

"two birds of a

feather."
By her own admission, Mrs.
Murray felt that she had
never received

good parenting from her own
mother.
level

She hesitated to admit
that on some

she felt that her mother still
owed her

a

great deal.

fer however that Catherine was
to some degree

a

parentified child in her

family of origin.

She was the eldest sibling.

to be the responsible,

One can in-

Forced by circumstances

giving individual in relation
to her siblings,

there was little mechanism for her
to receive (nurturance) in
proportion
to what she had to give.

Thus, Mrs.

Murray's inability to empathize

with her son Roger becomes understandable.

This feeling of being "owed"

continued into her relationship with Robert,
before and after the divorce.

This was due in part to his inability
to provide for the family

economically and his not being available to
his family physically or
emotionally.
Mr. Murray himself had a deprived background,
economically and so-

cially.

His alcoholic father deserted his family of
origin when Robert

was quite young.

This necessitated his placement in foster homes.

ert never was able to develop

a

Rob-

close relationship with his father, thus

leaving him with few personal resources to share with his
son.

Having

had no positive male role model, he could hardly have been
expected to

become one himself overnight.
times, both quite brief.

This therapist met Mr. Murray only two

Based on those interactions, and Mrs. Murray's

descriptions, one could say that at 30 years of age, Mr. Murray was
still working at many of the inner conflicts which had carried over from

his adolescence (i.e. concerning issues of sexuality, responsibility.
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work Identity, etc.).

Through his behavior he had
been saying ,oud and
clear that he was not yet able
or willing to settle down
with a family
His insecurity about his
masculine sexual Identity
really surfaced when
Mrs. Murray had begun to make
progress toward a career. Mr.
Murray, unable to tolerate his wife surpassing
him in income-gaining potential,
began to act out more and more
by drinking excessively
and having extramarital affairs.
To summarize, both Catherine and
Robert brought quite an extensive

relational account ledger from their
families of origin into their marriage.
Their inevitable inability to balance
these ledgers for each
other compounded their respective
"debit accounts" with one another.

Having

a

child added

a

further complicating factor, as it did
not result

in Mr. Murray's becoming a responsible
father as Mrs. Murray had hoped.

Nor did Catherine find personal fulfillment
as

a

mother.

What follows is an analysis of how the
various professionals involved with the Murrays sought to intervene
with the family.

Family/agency boundary relations

.

Four groups of professionals can

be specified as having been involved with the
Murray family during the

period of our agency's involvement.

These are:

1)

the Child-care Cen-

ter (the nursery), 2) the state's Social Service Department,

therapists, and 4) the family's attorneys and physicians.

3)

the

The diagram

(see Figure 19) indicates the extent to which the Murrays
were dependent

upon resources outside the family at that time.

Three stages are shown in Figure 19.

The first stage corresponds

to the first intake and subsequent two-week foster placement of Roger.

At that time, the divorce was in process.

One observes Mrs. Murray in
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Stage 2.

Figure 19.

Map of Murray family/ agency boundary relations.
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-tensive contact with he.
lawyer

-ach

a

(M.s. A.)

m

the

Coun's effort

to

lega, settlen^nt concerning
their relationship,
properties and

the additional

resources such as the for^
of oublic assistance
Catherine was eligible, therapy
and temporary foster
care for Roger, were necessary.
Without these supports it
was fully possible that
Hrs. Murray
™ight have abused Roger, or
that she herself ™ay
have had to have been
hospitalized for psychiatric
reasons. Medicaid covered
the bulk of the
famiiys extensive .edical
expenses.
Roger's ear operation was
tre^ndously significant In improving
^dically a situation which his
mother
had previously convinced
was due strictly to
stubbornness (i.e. Roger's
non-compliance with his mother's
commands).
This was so in spite of the
mother's continued definition
of the boy as "contrary."
Stage 2 saw the second referral
of the Murray family to F.C.S.A.
The most significant developments
at this point are 1) Roger's
enrollment In the nursery, and
2) the report of possible child
abuse submitted
to the Social Services Department.
There was an interesting connection

between these two factors.

Rembmer that Mrs. Murray had been
witholding

her son from the nursery at the time
of the second referral.

Upon deep-

er investigation It became evident that
there was considerable friction
between Roger's teacher and Mrs. Murray
over

a

variety of issues con-

cerning how Roger was being handled at the
nursery.
home out of anger with Mrs.

D.

She had kept Roger

(the teacher) and to alleviate her own

loneliness as well as because of the Christmas
season.

The Nursery then

stood to lose one of their state-subsidized
child-care slots because in

order to be eligible for child care the parent
must be employed, under

.
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the state's regulations.

This nu.ery,

„Mch

was already 1„
financial

difficulty, felt that they
could not afford to lose
another subsidized
slot.
It is highly probable that
their decision to report
the bruises
to Sarah, knowing that
Sarah would be required
to file a for»l
report
was largely motivated
(though perhaps not consciously)
by their own fl^cal crisis.
This Is so because the
report was made as a result
of Mrs
Murrays witholding of her son fro™
the nursery.
The bruises had been
Observed two weeks previous to
that.
Fortunately. Sarah in her report
reco^nded that F.C.S.A. see the family,
as our agency already had
a
positive relationship with her
as well as with the clients.
Otherwise
it Is probable that the report
would have been treated with more
alarm
than was necessary, resulting In
a series of angry confrontations
between Mrs. Murray and the other
agencies.

Had that situation occurred,

Mrs. Murray would have grown far
more defensive than she already
was,

and there would be no possibility
of her ever seeking the therapeutic
help which she legitimately needs.
to see

It so happened that she was not
able

psychotherapy as an alternative at that time

.

However, by not

treating her as an "abusive parent", and
concentrating upon resources to

maintain the family (I.e. arranging for Roger
to return to the nursery
under the same subsidized slot, despite her
employed status) the possi-

bility of her seeking therapeutic Intervention
in the future was not

eliminated.

Furthermore, at that time most of her energy was being
fo-

cused upon her physical health and Dr.

G.

(see Figure 19, Stage 3).

This was quite appropriate considering the seriousness
of her health

problems

.
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CoTKl^re^^

What tl. future

1^.

The therapeutic goal
of

getting Catherine into
longer-ter. psychotherapy
was not .et.
Until she
beco.es able to seoarate her
loyalty issues with her
husband, her fa.ily
Of origin, etc. fro. her
relationship with Roger, it
is likely that her
enn.sh.ent with hi. will continue.
As Roger approaches
latency age so.e
Of the conflicts .ay subside
te.porarily.
However, one can predict that
during his adolescence and her
entry into her forties,
.ost of the issues which were sources of
conflict as described in this
case study will
beco.e greatly .agnified in
intensity.
This is almost certain unless
Mrs. Murray receives so.e sort
of therapeutic assistance with
Roger.
She knew very little concerning
the stages of child development
and

proper parental responses at these
stages.

Most parents get this sort

of input fro. sources such as their
own parents, relatives, friends who
are parents, college courses or
psychotherapy,

it did not see. that

Mrs. Murray's relatives were a great
resource in that respect.
cial

Her so-

isolation further e.phasized the need for
a therapeutic relation-

shi p

At the ti.e of ter.ination one finds the Murray
fa.ily still dependent upon the community for support in the
for. of medical, child-care
and economic assistance.

Six months later the situation was unchanged.

This can be expected to continue until Mrs.
Murray is able to resolve

some of her personal issues and health problems.

who is capable of achieving

problems are resolved.

a

She is a bright woman

good life for her family when and if these

Otherwise, one can predict that Roger will in

fact grow up to behave as Robert has.

.
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Faiiiily_ B:

PreHntiM

The Gaines Family

firoble..

Cheryl Gaines was referred
to F.C.S.A. by her
so
cial worker at the Social
Services l^epartment (A.).
Her physician had
also advised her to seek
counseling. Mrs. Gaines
called the agency re-

questing counseling and the
author was the therapist
assigned to the
f ami ly

Mrs. Gaines was four months
pregnant.

three months ago to live with
another woman.

Her husband had left her
In a recent phone conver-

sation Mrs. Gaines had stated
his intention to return
home.
he continued to live with
his girlfriend, Tina.

Meanwhile

Conflicted and ambi-

valent about her relationship with
her husband, and about her unborn

cMld, Mrs. Gaines appeared highly
motivated
short-term therapy.
weekly in her

Ihe nuclear

to work on these issues

in

A contract was set for five sessions,
to be held

hojne.

far^

Cheryl Gaines had been living in a
home owned by and

also housing her mother.

She had moved there with her two-year-old
son

Dale roughly a year prior to intake, when
Mr. Gaines had first left the
family.

The household consisted of

a

old son and the maternal grandmother.
Gaines'

second marriage.

25-year-old mother, her two-yearDale was the product of Mrs.

Her first husband was deceased, as was her

father (see genogram. Figure, 20).

Mr.

Gaines reportedly had little con-

tact with his extended family, all of whom lived outside
of the state.
Mrs. Gaines was an only child.

Significant others^.

The Gaines family was not receiving treatment or
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Paternal

grandfather

"

i

rf

1

Maternal

grandmother

[

51

Tom Gaines

Cheryl Gaines

Dale Gaines

Figure 20.

Genogram of the Gaines family.
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support from any agencies or professionals
other than the author.

Sequence of events.

Outreach family therapy was decided
upon as

treatment modality for the Gaines family.

Under such

a

a

contract the

therapist retained the flexibility to intervene
with all family members
or any combination of them at any given
point in the therapy.

of the five sessions concentrated on Mrs. Gaines.

The bulk

Dale was present for

approximately one-third of each session, spending the
remaining time
with his grandmother in another part of the house.

In three of the ses-

sions, the grandmother also was present for the first
twenty minutes of
the hour.

This strategy was decided upon as a means of addressing
and

assessing the family as

a

system.

One of the therapist's goals involved

creating an appropriate amount of role distance between each family member to provide

a

healthy family structure.

Therapy evolved to

a

more individual focus.

The majority of the

time in each session concentrated on issues which Mrs. Gaines sought to

work on individually with the therapist.

These were:

of her feelings toward her husband and their marriage;

of her feelings toward the unborn child, and
her own needs and goals.

3)

1)

clarification

2)

clarification

getting in touch with

This part of the therapy was individual by ne-

cessity, as it involved disclosure of material which Mrs. Gaines did not

wish to discuss with her mother.
Mrs. Gaines was a sensitive, serious and low-keyed young woman.

Her pregnancy was evident and her anxiety failed to penetrate

a

healthy

appearance.

Yet she spoke of approaching the limits of her emotional

resources as

a

result of the developments in recent weeks.

Her husband
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had left he. twice w1th1„
the last yea. fo.
two different wo„.n.
To.
Gaines and his current
girlfriend Tina and her
two chll.re.were
sharin
an apartment with two
other fa.Hles. Eighteen
persons occupied that

Her husband.
along.
home.

"He's

stin so young and 1™ature.

He's stringing Tina

He says he does not
'love' her
rier, and th;,t
that he wants to come
back
Oh, he's so Immature
and indecisive!"

Mrs. Gaines fel t manipulated
and somewhat intimidated
by her hus-

band Who threatened a custody
battle over Dale.
Gaines also had

She said that Mr.

temper and would intimidate
her physically as well.
No concrete visitation
arrange^nts had been agreed upon.
Despite a
generally calm and collected
appearance. Mrs. Gaines was unable
to contain her tears when talking
about her husband, leaving the
room to compose herself.
Upon returning she expressed
embarrassment.

Reassured

a

that her feelings were neither
unhealthy nor

a

sign of

weakness on her part, Mrs. Gaines
soon began the difficult therapeutic
task of exploring with the
therapist her feelings toward Tom. and
her

options.

The grandmother cordially agreed to
participate in the sessions.

Low-keyed and serious like her daughter,
she nevertheless did not hesitate to state her opinions about Mr.
Gaines and what she saw to be her

daughter's option (namely divorce).

It was evident that Mrs.

did not feel able to depend solely on
her mother's counsel

concerning her relationship with Tom.

Gaines

in matters

The grandmother could not be ex-

pected to be anything near objective about him.

Mrs.

Gaines indicated

that tension had been growing between her and her
mother since the hus-

^
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band had contacted her.
In the second and third
sessions Mrs.

Gaines revealed that she
re-

mained emotionally invested
in her husband.

She was naive about the
relationship With Tom, and see^d
to let herself become
vulnerable to him.
Being somewhat isolated living
with her mother, Mrs. Gaines
lacked an

adequate social network.

Both of her closest friends
were younger and

had only recently married.

They were unable to serve
as

a sounding
board in terms of her relationship
with Mr. Gaines, as they had not
encountered these sorts of difficulties
in their own relationships.
Mrs.

Gaines felt awkward in discussing
her marital problems with them and
vice versa.
The therapist suggested that a
women's support group composed of single parents could be valuable
to her.

were made to find such

a

She agreed.

Attempts

group with the intention that Mrs. Gaines
might

enter it subsequent to termination.
Despite her difficulty in reading her husband's
intentions, Mrs.
Gaines knew (intellectually) how she was being
ejcploited in the rela-

tionship.

This knowledge in itself was not sufficient
to liberate her

from feeling guilty, particularly over Dale who
idolized his father.

Neither was she able to liberate herself from

a

painful wish that some-

how Tom would grow up, come to his senses and return home
to be

a

sponsible father and husband.

Therapist:
What is the worst thing that could happen between
you and Tom?
Mrs. Gaines:
That I'd have to file for divorce and sue for
custody of Dale,
Somehow I'd make it on my own though.

Taken from audiotaped transcript of session.

re-
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Therapist:

You've considered this
possibility

^^^^^

home?

'^"^

^oi"

good and comes

workk'noTii
'^"V^?"^won't. I relationship
know
It probably
know
ic:n't
Tom
ready to change.
But I'm still hopeful

ing out.
''''ing'Su't^

1
1

Directives given by the therapist
in these early sessions
involved
Mrs. Gaines taking a more
assertive stance with her husband
when he was
in the home.
These periods were ostensibly
a visitation arrangement
(three to four times

a

week) for Dale and his father.

However, during

those times Mr. Gaines would assume
an authoritative role in the home
as
if he had never left.
Two specific areas were the targets
of the directives:

use of Mrs. Gaines'

car,

and use of the house.

Mrs. Gaines was

forbidden to allow her husband to use her
car unless she felt perfectly

comfortable with the arrangement.

In addition,

Mrs.

Gaines was to set

the limits on her husband's visits,
requiring regular, prearranged time

periods.

During these visits Mrs. Gaines was to treat
her husband as

a

guest in her home, rather than as the natural
ruler of the household as

had been the pattern.
These changes caused several repercussions in the home,
usually at
times when Mr. Gaines was present.

Mr.

Gaines viewed the therapy (and

the therapist) as a competing force in his family.

Though he was in-

vited to participate in the sessions from the start he would not
do so.

Instead he sought to undermine the therapy by promising his wife the
world, or when that did not work calling her during the sessions and

harassing her in the hope that she would be too upset to make use of
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therapy.

This struggle resulted
in

a

couple of cancelled
sessions

The

cancellations can. at ti.es
when he had apparently
returned home for

was the termination of
theraoy.

Despite the cautioning
of the theraoist

Mrs. Gaines decided to
relinquish her recently
acquired autonomy.

In

contradiction to the therapist's
directives she decided to
accept her
husband's offer to return home,
once again returning the
rule of the

house to Mr. Gaines.

She Justified this as in
the interest of Dale who

suffered terribly each time his
father visited and then went
away.
Mrs.
Gaines also saw it as a sacrifice
for her unborn child whom she
felt

desparately needed

a

father.

The therapist entered the home
for the termination session armed
with

a

referral

for marital therapy, yet fully
cognizant of the likeli-

hood that Mr. Gaines would undermine
it.

When Mr. Gaines was nowhere to

be found it seemed that the
theraoist would even be deprived of the
in-

evitable hostile tirade about how all
shrinks and social workers were no
damn good, in response to this suggestion.
However, Mrs. Gaines had

quite

a

different story to relaterlO

Mrs.

Gaines:
Tom isn't here.
Therapist:
Is he coming?
Mrs. Gaines:
(with measured conviction) No.
I
told him not
to come back.
I've decided to end the relationship
Therapist:
What happened, Cheryl?
Mrs. Gaines:
He's not ready to be a father.
He's too immature.
Therapist:
What haopened?
Mrs. Gaines:
Two days ago, he was moving his stuff in.
He
really had me convinced!

^'^From audiotaped transcript.
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Therapist:

Convinced of what?

Therapist:

What d,d you do*

*°

'^^'''^

llyVe

'^"^

^P^'-f

'^on't hatffo.'^orlt

£ d^ vr
Mrs
nrs

,

^^^^y

rain;..
bai
nes :

I

m sure

''''
Jrs''Ga?n';s.''Tj'T V^.l"''
^'^'"^
don'!t think
don
?hin
T
't uhave ever
I
would

^^^^on.
^''^ ^^"^^ ^^'th Tom
been sure.
'

Mrs. Gaines and her therapist
terminated.

connect her with

a

this?

I

Efforts were made to

single-parents support group in her

comity

ing termination but no such group
was available at that time.

follow-

In the

home, the tension between mother,
grandmother and son was considerably
relaxed.

Mrs. Gaines later said that she was
able to move out of her

mother's house without guilt feelings
about separating.

Thus the grand-

mother remained accessible to her exnectant
daughter and her grandson at
a

time when her support would, be needed
most.

Tlie

family

as, a

sj^stem.

Cheryl Gaines and her son Dale lived in

est but adequately furnished home in

community.

a

a

mod-

lower middle-class residential

Her mother owned this house and had lived there
alone since

— —«
-^-nchn..

This was so
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he.

despue

.0..

one

... p...

Le

the

...•cuUles^McHt.e situation
posed for the fa.'ly such
as two often competing
^te.nal f1ou.es for
Dale.
The therapist's observations
and the fa™n,.s
disclosures Indicated that the emotional
clLate In the ho.e. while
tense at t1»s, was
generally characterized by
mutual support and
reciprocity.
faffiiJ^

structure
.

it is possible to
specify three stages whereby

the family structure shifted
fro.

healthy and cohesive structure.

a

pathological configuration to

In the

therapist observed at the time
of Intake

a

more

first stage (see Figure
21), the
a

situation where the grandmo-

ther was overlnvolved with
the mother's personal affairs.

The grand™ther (as Is understandable for
any mother) was unable to
get enough distance from the mother's problems
to achieve any semblance of
objectivity
about her predicament, and thus
was unable to provide much 1n
the way of
counsel to her daughter,
addition, conflict Inevitably arose
over

m

child-rearing Issues as well as over the
nature of Mrs. Gaines' relationship with her husband, as Dale's
father and the father of- the unborn
child.

Meanwhile Mr. Gaines was coming and going
as he pleased, while

continuing to live with Tina.
The second stage marked the beginning
of therapeutic intervention
in the family.

The therapist sought to join not only with the
mother,

but also with the grandmother and son, thereby
creating

a

therapeutic

.

stage

1

S

Stage 2.

Stage

3.

Figure 21.

GM

Map of Gaines family structure.

:
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alliance with each family
member.

w

The relation,!
.
-^lational distance
between mo.
thpr and grandmother
.
ther
was widened thus
.rad.all, decreasing
much of the

However, as he

n

ca.

-

be held .ore and
more accountable

.r

his

actons

became impossible for
him to continue to
enter and leave the
.mil.
The subsequent termination
of the marital
relationship thus coincided
wUh the termination of therapy.
. Healthier family
structure e.rged
(Stage 3).
The mother's moves
toward autonomy (arranging
to move into
her own apartment with
her son) made it
possible for the grandfather
to
finally sell her house and
^ve into an apartment more
suited to her
needs, an act which her
daughter's crisis had
given her an excuse to
postpone.
Finally mother and grandmother
desisted from competing
over
issues related to how Dale's
needs could be best

'

met.

A cyclical pattern prior
to intervention can be
specified
1

as

fol-

ows

A.

Conflict occurs between Tom,
Cheryl and the grandmother/

D.
B.

Tom leaves the family,

C.

Tom reti^rns, cT aiming
to have settled down;
the couple recommits
to the relationship.

Cheryl is left isolated with
only Dale and the grandmother.

The family succeeded with therapeutic
assistance in breaking this

pattern.
ly.

This made available other options
for each member of the fami-

Dale's anger and disappointment over
his father's unpredictable
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comings and goings
waned.

Though it is

/

earN

f.

.

divorce „i,i have
nave ,n
in the
th. h
development of Dale's
Dersnn.nt

1
r attern

an
descn.ed ahove

.

to he .iserahle.

has its roots in
transgenerational

d.

iitriifMIiil notions of loyalty
Jiiscice.
~ and justice

th» genogram
In the
of
the Gaines fami'ly
(Figure 20) one observes
Mrs
^ 'ni,.
bdines as a. woman
Gaines
surrounded by men who leave
her eithpv^
ner,
either through
separation or demise
These included her father,
fathpr -piv^c-^u
f,rst husband
and second husband.
Some of
the family's history
will be useful at
this point.
.

.

ness, the causes of which
were never fully determined
to the satisfaction of Mrs. Gaines.
Mrs. Gaines entered a
depression for about a year
following his death. She
described he.elf as going
into a wild and
carefree phase after that,
when as a single worMng
woman she had a certain amount of free time.
Spending most of her time
with her ™,torcycle
and friends, breaking down
old cars and fixing them,
it would seem that
Mrs. Gaines «as going
through part of an adolescent
period in her life.
She met a male friend with
whom she pursued a non-sexual
relationship
for several months until
he becar^ romantically involved
with another
woman.
Thus another male went out
of her 1 ife. Soon after that
she met
Tom Gaines, and their relationship
took off so quickly that she did
not

remember what it was that had
attracted her to him.

He was nearly five

years younger and as an adolescent
was obviously attracted to her
care-

t
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'

came pregnant the
couple got carried.

After the birth of
Dale
le, Mrs.
Mrs
fisin^o
a
Gaines described
herself
outgrown most of her
"wildness
wiianess.
Hn

-

to roaii

-

1

as

havina

However Mr. uaines,
Gainer f,^
far t
from wanting
settle down, began
to get restless,
.ent.all. he enlisted in
and was prompt,,
discharged after six
wee.s for >s.chi-

-mar.

atric" reasons...

-

Raines described hi.
as never being
the same afco.ing out Of the service.
that point he began
to get involved
drugs and alcohol,
and Mrs. Gaines
found it increasingly
di ffic.

-

cyclical pattern described
above
uve beaan
oegan.

r.,Mr,
.
Mrs.
Gaines ^
found herself mar-

ried to a man who was
continually leaving her.
Mrs. Gaines related
how her husband.

s

own father had gone
through

three marriages.

Tom and his five siblings
were moved from one family
to the next with
little consistency in their
relationships with parental
figures. Mrs. Gaines felt
that her husband.s
inability to co^it himself to a relationship steni^d
from his father as a role
model.
Mr.
Gaines despised his father
and always maintained that
he would never become like his father, but
became so nevertheless,
constituting a type of
loyalty to his own father.
s way of relating to women.
Having been deprived of a meaningful and
consistent relationship with a
™thering fig.
ure, Mr.

Gaines felt (unconsciously at
least) justified in not acting
responsibly toward any of the women
in his life.

One final point concerning issues
of loyalty within Mrs. Gaines,
family:
here was an examnle of an
intergenerational conflict between
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oyaU.

to her own .othe.
and he. son (vertical,,
an.

,oyaU.

h-band (honzontal,.

to he.

Under the c1rc..stances
IcyaU. on a vertical
Plane »ant relinquishing
loyalty on a horizontal
level.
H.d she
weighted horizontal loyalty
„„re than vertical
loyalty. It would Inevitably have created a
destructive situation for
her relationship with
her
therapy thus resolving
the conflict by
dissolving her (horizontal)
bond
With the husband.

toZfamnx

boundan,

re^

At the advice of her
physician

and social worker, Mrs.
Gaines sought brief crisis
intervention therapeutic services.
Following the termination
of therapy the fa.ily
„o

longer required supportive
social or mental health
services.
Thus the
Gaines family was able to
avoid dependency upon the
System following the
resolution of the crisis (see
Figure 22).

Concl^

remarks
:

M^t

the future hojds.

One year following termina-

tion. Mrs. Gaines said that
she. Dale and her seven-month-old
newborn

child were all doing well.

Mrs. Gaines had made some friends
in the

apartment complex where the family lived
and thus was not Isolated and
without support. Dale was progressing
well in preschool and the baby

was thriving.

Though not without his moody periods.
Dale had adjusted

to his father's separation.

her high school diploma via

Mrs. Gaines was in the process of
getting
a

special program for adults.

optimism about the future and there seemed
to be

a

She expressed

solid basis for her

Gaines Family

Figure 22.

Map of Gaines family/agency
boundary relations
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optimism.

.

CHAPTER
ETHNIC mNORITY-CROUP
PA„aiES:
M,-„on-ty

„

VII
THE p.e.tes AND THE
RAHSAVS

are by def1„U1o„
situated i„

a poUticaUy
subordinate position
our
1„
society (Vet.n and
Steele, ,9;,).
Etbnic .Inorny group .a.lHes can be said
to be 1„ a subordinate
oosltlon by virtue
Of their ethnicity, since
society has been
stratified on this basis.
These families are more llltpiu tr^ ho ^„
likely to be seen ^by
professionals as deviant
Those in need are thus
less llkely to receive
assistance that will wor.
in their Interests,
toward changing their
subordinate position In their
co^unlty (see Halleck, 1971).
On the other hand,
mental health and social services for minority
families tend to be of an
Intrusive or scrutinizing nature rather than
one which facilitates
growth and healthy
change.
This in turn precludes a
family's use of the resources
In the
System. The following case
studies represent graphic examples
of this
process

Faf"iVy A:

Presenting ^roMeri

The Fuentes Family

This case began when the Social
Services Department

called the F.C.S.A. office at 11:30
P.M. one evening.

that the worker who was on-call
respond to

a

ceived from the Middletown Police
Department.

They requested

call which they had re-

Two young Mexican-Ameri-:

can children were reportedly abandoned
in an apartment in

Middletown housing project.

a

low-income

The mother's whereabouts were unknown.
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The

T,e P c S.A.

tHat the

„o.e.,

a

.e.,e

po„ce acco^any he.

cn.U

to ,vhat was
considered to he
a da

neighborhood called
>Hddletown VllUoe

fu-shed

apart„.nt.

-

^

The w
.
worker,
who will be desio

The children were
frightened

to answer questions
phrased 1„ English

-.ne1,hors.

Intervention t.e.o.st.
as.e.

^"I'^ii-les

and

h

were cautiously
made

one .new the
whereabouts o. the
.other,

"

'

.s.

n

^'^^^
'
-asio Fuentes, and
Carlos Fuentes
Fuentps r,™
(age two), ,„ an
emergency foster home
-.P^entes could he contacted.
A note was left
In the aoartment
(-^ngl,sh) stating that the
children had been placed
In a foster home

-----0-

i

•

-

soon as possible.
When preparation were

»de

to

™ve

the children. It soon
becan. obvious that Tomaslo spoke
and understood English
perfectly.
He was an
attractive boy who wore a
serious expression on his
face.
Tomaslo was
highly verbal and actively
Inquisitive at all times.
Carlos spoke no
English, nor did he show
appropriate stranger anxiety.
To^sio wanted
to know in detail where
he and his brother were
being taken. He seen^d
to conduct himself in
a manner beyond his
five years of age. At the
same time he had a "hyperactive"
style-he seemed to need to be on
the

go constantly.

Tomasio seemed to take notice
of everything.

His vigil-
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ance and constant
level of verbal
and physical actlvit
' '""""^ *°
once a defense
efense ao.in,.
aga,nst the anxiety
and uncertainty
to which he
refused
ad.t. and also an
adaptive res^nse
to the harsh
envi^nt

1

H-s. T.

To^as. was discovered

—

to

-he

foster

ho.

Of «r.

to have a hadly
infected foot

"

-0 -h.

He

.hile und^ssin

Made.„ifefel,ou,„,,,3,,,,^^^^
would carry such

When questioned ahout
why he
a

thing by Mr
^

^

ly:

"I

T

Tnm;,^-;.

"^epl^ed calmly but
serious

have to orotect my brothpr
'y Drother fpyTnc
Carlos, you know.

And my mother

too."
on the following day.
the author was designated
as the case „«„ager
for the Fuentes children.
Hannah R. and the author
expected the previous night's incident
would prove to have been
a plausible
misunderstanding between Mrs. Fuentes
and her baby sitter.
However, when Mrs. Fuentes failed to call the
office concern began to be
raised about her
Meanwhile Mrs. T. had ta.en
To^sio to a pediatrician for
an examination
Of his infection. The doctor
i™,ediately decided that the
boy be admitted to the children's
ward of Middletown Hospital.

Ihe nuclear family.

The Fuentes family consisted
of Mrs. Fuentes and

her two children.

She had divorced To^sio's
father soon after the-

birth of the boy.

Carlos was her child by

were unknown.

Fuentes had moved back to Mexico,
and did not main-

Mr.

a

boyfriend whose whereabouts

tain contact with his son.

Extended family.

Mrs. Fuente's only relatives in
the area were Tomasio's
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paternal grandmother,
who livpd

.

Paco who lived in the
same housing project
'y
with h.his own family.
Mrs
Fuentes mother lived
in Mexico and
their contact
mnt... was generally
^^^'"^
limited
to a couple Of
long-distance calls per
year (see Pig..e
23).
-

^^^^
following persons:

Professionals involved
with the family
included the

"•te'r\^Jr:d;^caM%oT?,?r

ZZTs'

"^'^"-^^ ^"--^-^y Cen-

Mr. a„d_M.s. T.-te^pora..
.iste. pT.ents fo. To.as1o
and Ca.-

Fra"nk^a;;Mr'''-'"'^!"''""°" therapist from F.C.S A
for [he
study

therapist and case-manager
observer in this

u^nterfa^nr^'^"""
^' ^"'^ participant

Seauence Of events
.

When Mrs. Fuentes did not
call the office, the au-

thor called Mrs. Escalona at
the Hispanic Community Center.
lona's agency had worked with Mrs.
Fuentes in the past.

Mrs. Esca-

She

the au-

thor at the hospital where Tomasio
(whom she knew well) was admitted.
She accompanied the author to
Middletown Village in search of Mrs.
Fuentes.

The Fuentes' apartment appeared
to be empty, so Mrs. Escalona sug-

gested that inquiries be made of Mrs.
Fuentes' brother and his family.
They often performed child care for
Mrs. Fuentes.

Mrs. Escalona ad-

dressed Paco in Spanish, and he invited her
and the author into their
apartment, and sent one of his sons on an undisclosed
errand.
soon returned with

a

The boy

tall, dark-skinned, dark-hai red young woman
who

could have passed for 15 years of age were it not
for her height.

Like
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Maternal
grandmother

Maternal
grandfather

Paternal
grandmother

©—pAg
Nina

0
26

Paco
n\/-fv>T atlri
boyfriend

^^^^
Flora
Fuentes

Paco, Jr.

Figure 23.

Paternal
grandfather

Carlos

Geogram of the Fuentes family.

Mr.

Fuentes

Tomas i o
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R
h H n
nah R.
had,en,„
the

"

"''^^f'

.

apart^n,

af.1d

to

can

the

Han-

c^ce

tes admitted that she
had .een cons1den-ng
asking the state's

Hu^n

Re-

sources Department for
te^orary placement of hoth
children, because of
na.ed Ms.

Garda

In Individual

psychotherapy at

a

comm.n1ty-.ased mental

health clinic.

Thus Mrs. Fuentes signed
a standard form
giving her voluntary consent to the
children's foster placement.
It was agreed upon
that during this 30-day
temporary placement she
would he working on her
personal problems In therapy
with IIS.
wiui
Ms
fiarri,
barcia. di=,
Plans were made for Tomasio and Carlos to visit
their mother at home once
per week.

Meanwhile the Social Services
Department asked F.C.S.A. and
the author to perform an assessment
of the Fuentes family for
signs of abuse
and/or neglect of the two
children. This request ca^
as a result of
the Department's discovery
that they had had the Fuentes
family as a

child protection case one
year previously.

This would ordinarily sug-

gest that the Department had
some degree of familiarity with
the family.
They were however unable to
furnish any information or
supporting documents concerning the case as they
had lost the file.

Tomasio stayed in the hospital for
eight days.

During that time he
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was

Wsneddany..

the aut.o. and
tHe.oste. paints.

M..

Puentes

at the hospital complained
that the .othe. was
apathetic toward he.
son's condition,
was discovered that
To.as1o had heen treated

u

for a
cut on his foot three
weeks ago after falling
off of his bicycle
Mrs
Fuentes had failed to keep
three subseg.ent
appointments for treatment
Of To.as1o's foot, and
this had resulted In
the Infection.
It was also
Obvious that the hospital
staff felt that Tomasio
was too .uch of a
handful for them.
His level of activity,
his natural curiosity and
verbal precociousness were
not something with which
the nursing staff in
the children's ward were
accustomed to confronting.
In the foster home, Carlos
had made an excellent
adjustment.

was a good deal more difficult
for Tomasio.

ated In

It

The foster home was situ-

middle-class white suburban community
the likes of which neither boy had seen before.
The fact that the children
had very little in
the way of clothing, in addition
to their skin color and
difference in
a

cultural background, tended to set
Tomasio apart from the other children
in the foster family and in
the community.

For example, when playing a

game with the other children Tomasio
would easily lose his temper and

strike out against whomever was perceived
to have gotten the better of
him.

When Mr. or Mrs. T. would intervene,
Tomasio would appear to be

completely puzzled as to why his taking offense
and fighting was thought
to be

inaopropriate behavior.
In individual

sessions in the foster home Tomasio proved to be

quite capable of being reasoned with, of assimilating
his new experiences in

a

strange environment.

He missed his mother, but seemed to un-

"

;
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de.tand perfectly

wel, „Hy his .othe.

place.

I^eepteUin. herthatshedn-n.stocuchbee..

1„ .oste.
If

I

ca.-

tell he.

.^ct

and Carlos are around
she gets nervous 'cause
she don't want us
to sea
her like that."

Visits to the Fuentesapartment in Middletown
Village generally
proved disastrous.
The children would be
very anxious prior to
the visits, and tended to be
difficult to handle for two
or three days following these Visits to their
neighborhood.
Mrs. Fuentes was seldom
home,
and the children's anger would
be vented at the foster
parents.
Tomasio
would be eagerly greeted by his
peers
in the housing project,
and no

sooner would the author take his
eye off of the child than he
would be
off somewhere getting into mischief
such as throwing rocks and bottles
at passing cars.
sory.

When Mrs. Fuentes was home visits
were brief and cur-

Mrs. Fuentes would spend most
of the time with her own friends,

ignoring To/nasio except to reprimand
him in Spanish for something he had
done.

Mrs.

Fuentes' friends seemed to be young
and immature single par-

ents as well

"Flora, how long they got your kids for?"
I
don't know."
"The state came and took mine last month."
"Yeah? They gonna give them back?"
"I don't know.
I t ain
t up to me
^^About one month,

.

'

As the weeks wore on it proved impossible to plan
with Mrs.

Fuentes

for the return of her children, either directly or
indirectly through
Ms. Garcia or with the help of Paco's family.

was called at the Hispanic Community Center.

Finally

a

network meeting

Present at the meeting
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c1a an. H.s. Esca,ona
a.,.ed 1„ Spanls. ove.
p.„e. t.e.ape„t1c intervention strategies with
the Hispanic ,owe.
class population
o. Mid.letown.
Mrs. Escalona contended
that a therapist
therani.t working
in the community
^ , ,
nad to go to the clipntc in
^" *''^^~"^"""3^Garcia complained

^

,

hon..

Mrs. Escalona criticized
Ms. Garda. saying
that her professional
training had put her out of
touch with her comity.
Ms. Garcia
re-

torted that Mrs. Escalona
did not comprehend the
nature of psychotheraMrs. Fuentes sat through
py.
the discussion, smoked
cigarette after
cigarette while sullenly tapping
her foot against the leg
of the conference table.
She appeared like a surly
adolescent listening to her father and mother argue over
how best to discipline her.
Little was resolved in this meeting. Ms.
Garcia felt that her client
was not ready
to take her children back, and
explored with her what resources
existed
within her family. Pace's wife
was pregnant, and his family
refused to
be responsible for Mrs. Fuentes
any longer as they had their
own problems upon which they had been
working with Mrs. Escalona.

Mrs. Fuentes

mentioned that Toraaslo's paternal
grandmother who lived across the state
might be willing to care for the children
on a temporary basis.

Ms.

Garcia offered to contact the grandmother
by phone and to drive Mrs.
Fuentes there to discuss this possibility.

Mrs.

Fuentes also said that

she would ask her own mother who lived
in Mexico City to take the chil-

dren for a couple of months.

One week later, Ms. Garcia met with the author.

It was the day
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following the prearranged
trio to thp n.-.
P'^"'"^^ grandmother's
°
home
r
Garcia was furious,
"i have never
been .n .n
''^^^
.

,
,
yesterday!

I

'°
a client as
I
was
was supposed
to nirk
PP
pick fi..
Flora up at Middletown
Village at 9

-^ow.
I

ve had

Ms

Today

Wound

out that She was
in bed all

the

ti.

it with her!"

In

the course of the
protective assessment
1t was learned that
To-naslo and CaHos had
been removed fro. the
hor. on two previous
occasions When the fami,,
lived In a near., city,
for precise,, the
same
reasons.
F-tes had been a heroin addict
at that t1.e.
,t was

unclear as to why the
children had been returned
ho.e

in each case
flf
ter the abortive attempt
at advocacy by Ms.
Garcia. Flora Fuentes
seemed
to be undoubtably
develooing a serious drInRIng
problem and was becoming

involved with heroin use again.

Each of the professionals
noted the

presence of older men In the
apartment during visits,
yielding speculation as to whether Mrs.
Fuentes continued to live
there.
Visits for the

children became untenable.

After

a

month and

a

half of foster care, and with
Mrs. Fuentes

breaking every appointment to
discuss the future of her children,
the
author had no other recourse but
to petition the court for
the removal
of the children from the custody
of their mother and their subsequent

Placement in the care of the state.

This petition was upheld by

court, and following an investigation
by

a

the

court-appointed third party,

Tomasio and Carlos were placed in one
of the long-term foster homes

which the state supervises in

a

rural section of the state.

hearing Mrs. Fuentes was accompanied by

a

At the

social worker from the His-
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panic

Co™.„ny

Center who translated
the proceedings
for her
"At first I .as rea,
.ad. 5ut
,

-

-or

g^ess It's reall,
hest." Hrs.

1n.n.1shaner

the hearing.

P.n-

She also said that

and her children.

The judge assured Hrs.
Fuentes that should
she st1c.
with the detoxification
program and ™i„ta1„
contact with the children
by n,eans of regular
visits that custody of
the children would
be returned to her.

MlaMIxas

a

s^.

two sons lived was a
the town.

The neighborhood 1„
which Flora Fuentes and
her
run-down, low-Income housing
project maintained by

It was situated in an
Isolated part of the town,
neatly

tucked away wher. It was barely
visible to Mlddletown^s
predominantly
".iddle class community.
It was as far as it could
have been placed from
the downtown coTOrical
district as well. There was no
public transportation to and from this community.
The nearest store was over
a mile
away.

Middletown Village was predominantly
populated by Mexican-Americans.
The housing project also had

poor white population.

a

large Black population and a
substantial

It boasted most of the attractions
of

a

modern-

day ghetto or barrio-drug addiction,
alcoholism, gang warfare, race
riots, etc.

There were no recreational facilities
for children, despite

the fact that most families in this
development had children.

Broken

glass and garbage seemed to coat the ground
from one end of the premises
to the other.
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The only se*,a„ce
of 1„,.t.y „ith1„
stH.Ing autance fo.
the

-ae„.o....tow„.na.e.s
one

.ne

a«a..

-se

the

o. the

..,e.„

.hahUan.

o.

T.e Co.an.

a

U.e

.e ne,.o.oo.

1

self had been employed
the. for a while hut
had to ,un due to
the exhausting and dehu^nlzing
natu.e of the „o...
and the lac. of
adequate
child care arrangements.
iirs.
Mrs
Fnpnfoc often
Fuentes
complained that she could
trust no one 1n Middletown
Village.
The hahysUters who.
she had used
tended to be unreliable.
She planned to move
out of the neighborhood
as
were normative here only
Increased her paranoia.

^

,t was little wonder

that Tomaslo had felt the
necessity to carry

a knife.
Their apart„«nt
was on the ground floor of
their building, and all
of the locks one
could obtain were little
protection against intrusion.

Farnix structure
.

Mrs. Fuentes had been stuck
in a cyclical pat-

tern Since the birth of
Toraasio.

Her addiction to drugs and
alcohol did

not cease completely for any
length of
tions.

t1^

Carlos was born addicted to
heroin.

despite brief hospitalizaThe children had been re-

moved from Mrs. Fuentes' custody
on two previous occasions.

A pattern
became discernable which the author
as the case manager had attempted

unsuccessfully to change:
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Mrs
Fuentes gets increasingly involved with
druqs
and alcohol.

Fu.nf

Mrs

Z
^°

•

is

comoelled
clean up her act" and
deal with her
children, until
crisis IS resolved and
the
scrutiny by the System

Tomasio takes increasing
control of the household
as
his mother becomes less
and
less available ^

><

re-

K
XN

The System intervenes

Mrs.

Fuentes leaves
children unattended.
In the mao of the Fuentes
family structure (Figure
24), there is a

definite hierarchy reversal
at the time of intake.

in Stage

1,

corresponding to the situation

Tomsio was the parental child, at
five years

of

age.

Part of the reason for this
condition in the family was the fact
that Mrs. Fuentes spoke little
English, whereas Tomasio was
fluent in
English and Spanish. Thus, he
was accustomed: to acting as a
translator
for his mother, and as a liasion
between the world of his family and
the

world of the dominant culture.

Mrs.

Fuentes depended on Tomasio

a

great

deal.
In Stage 2, the agency intervened
by placing both children in fos-

ter care.

This placement gave Tomasio some limited
opportunity to ex-

perience life as

a

child for

while.

It also increased the bond be-

tween Tomasio and Carlos as brothers.

Meanwhile this was also an at-

a

tempt by the case manager to form an alliance
with Mrs. Fuentes by dem-

onstrating that enough flexibility existed for her to
get some of her
needs met while she had some space from her children.

Obviously these

temporary changes were not enough to intervene in the pattern.
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igure 24.

Map of the Fuentes family
structure.
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°"

'ntents and purposes

_

. rst-,e„e.at,o„

^^^^^

-

He.co

Cit.. an. co..esponde.

^^^^^

^

.Uh

.e. an. .e. ...e.
Paco.
.cco..to
collateral case records.
-9
Flora's father had
been an alcoholic
and had left her .other
very ear,. l„ ,er
life.
Por so. reason whil
not contained In the data.
Mrs. Puentes and her
brother grew up In
various foster ho.es for
.ost of their childhood.
She was sexually

-

undertook the first of
several suicide attests.

She and her brother
ult,n,ately ca.e to the
northeastern United States
when Mrs. Puentes was
16 years of age.

Mrs. Puentes lived In a
barrio of a large city
until

Carlos was born.

It was at that t1.e that
she moved into Hiddletown

Village where her brother was
living with his family.
Paco and his family tried to
be as supportive of the
Puentes as was
possible for them. However, they
had considerable problems
of their
own. Including Pace's
alcoholism.
The only other fami'ly resource
was
Tomasio's paternal grandmother
who had kept the boy during
one of Mrs.
Fuentes' hospitalizations.
Mrs. Fuentes did not seek
assistance from
her. however, because of a fear
that the grandmother would try
to retain
custody of Tomasio as she had
attempted before.

Of particular note here
his brother.

is Tomasio's loyalty to his mother
and to

He had sought to assume the role
of the man of the family,

and talked as If It was his duty
to take care of the family:
have to get a job soon.
I

We need money for food.

do almost all of the cooking for me
and Carlos."

I

"I'm gonna

can cook, you know.
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"Pon

seem,
^^^^^^^

-^ate,..nupto.e..asa.ms„:
that you Shouldn't drink
so .uch beer.

.ee.

...

,

.0.

See what happens^''

had happened (I.e.
failure to get his
foot treated, leavin,
hoth chll«re„ alone In a dark,
dingy apartment for
long hours with little
or no
food, etc.), To^aslo
replied:
"I know
„„ther st1l 1 loves ™e.
When

Hrs. Fuentes was at once
very

feu

intimidated by h1..

frightened her at ti„.s.

«h

dependent upon Tomasio.
and also

She had said that his
quickness and alertness
It

he was exceptionally bright.

see^d little co.fort

to her to know that

Because of his high activity
level. Ton,a-

s1o had been labelled
hyperactive" as the result of a
preschool evaluation, and placed In a special
Kindergarten class. Mrs. Fuentes
took
this to mean that Tomaslo was
a behavior problem, and
it helped her to

justify In her own mind her need
to distance herself from him.
She
seemed to feel quite justified in
leaving the apartment in Tomasio^s
care as he was the most responsible
member of the family.

Agency/f ami 1 y boundaa relations

.

Figure 25 maps boundary rela-

tions between the Fuentes family
and the System at three distinct points

during the sequence of events covered
by the data.
the situation Immediately preceding
Intake.
a rigid triad

Stage

1

represents

The family is involved in

with the agencies of Mrs. Escalona and Ms.
Garcia.

The

conflict between the two agencies represented
a long-standing dispute
over intervention strategies with the low-income
Hispanic community of
Middletown.

The Mental Health Center had one and only one
bilingual
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ita^el.

Hispanic Community Center
(Mrs. Escalona)

Special Education Program
(Middle town)

StaiJe i.

O

Mental Health Center
(Ms. Garcia)

Fuentesf^
Family

Hispanic Community Center
(Mrs. Escalona)

|

J

Mental Health Center
(Ms. Garcia)

Psychological,

Middletown Hospital (Tomasio's
foot treatment)

Evaluation

F.C.S.A.

[Foster care]

Stage

Social Services Dept.

3.

Hispanic Community Center

T

Alcoholic and Drug Detoxif
iticat
i cation
Program

^ Fuentes
Fa mi ly
l
y

Key:

Interaction

}

Figure 25.

Intense
Interaction

Conflict

mm^^i^

Map of Fuentes family/agency boundary relations.
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Hispanic psychotherapist,
and „ou,d only
s

—

onany trained

CMC.).

therapist In the

hi.

so.eone who was
p.ofes-

(I.e. an «.s.W. o.
Ph.O. degree 1n
Social
la «as

then Placed 1n the
position 0.

comity

Wo.

o. Psy-

hem,, e

only

who was Hispanic and
h1,1n,ua,.

she was
faced with serving the
entire Hispanic population
of Middletown
Her
training had been a
traditional Individual
therapy-oriented omce-»de,
Of therapeutic Intervention.
Although she clearly
recognized the needs
Of this co^unlty she was
unable to be all things
to all people 1n
the
Hispanic co^unlty and thus
received considerable
criticise fro. It
Mrs. Escalona worked
for an agency which was
composed entirely of b1l1n
gual Hispanic staff.
This agency was
paraprofesslonal and thus did
not
have professionally-trained
persons on the staff. However,
they were
far ™ore fa.illar and
closely allied to the
low-Income Hispanic co™umty of which most of the staff
then^elves were residents.
Their work
was prl^niy Of an advocacy
and organizational nature
In this community.
Thus Mrs. Escalona strongly
felt that her agency was mre
useful

to her community a.iu
and mure
more effprtiwo
errective as ..^n
.y
well.

Center was not seen by the community
as

a

d

Because the Mental Health

resource designed to help

them, Ms. Garcia tended more
often (by her own admission) to
be viewed
by residents of the low-income
Hispanic community such as Mrs. Fuentes
as a representative

of an impersonal system.

Ms.

Garcia knew she was

powerless to alter this perception.

Tomasio's special education program represented
another link between the family and the System.

System invariably began as
or both of the children.

a

Mrs. Fuentes'

involvements with the

result of persons who were working with one

For example, the previous protective referral
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had been .ade by To.asio^s
preschool teacher who had
beco^ concerned
about the mother's
appearance and the state of
the apartment following
several hon. visits.
The Special Education
staff appeared to recognize
To.as1o's strengths and
were cownltted to his
welfare as well as Carlos'
The triad continued
into the second stage
(see Figure 25) where crisis intervention by
F.C.S.A. resulted in an
e^rgency foster placement
Of the children. Thus
the fa.iiys boundaries
with the Syste™ became
™re diffuse such that by the third
stage four agencies were
directly
involved with the fa.lly.
Mr. Cane of the state's
Social Services Department took over as long-term
case manager from the author,
and the
children were transferred to a
long-term foster home (In an
African middle-class family) under his
supervision. Meanwhile Mrs. Fuentes
entered
treatment for her drug addiction
and alcoholism in a detoxification
program in a nearby city, following
the recommendation of the
psychologist
who had evaluated the mother In
Stage 2. Tomasio's special
preschool

program was supposed to continue in
the community of his new foster
pl

acement.

Concluding

Mlil the future

After the placement of the

children under the case-management of
Mr. Cane, relations between the
Hispanic Community Center and the Social
Services Department deteriorated.

Mr.

Cane proved insensitive to the requirements
of the case.

He

refused to take any responsibility for facilitating
visits between Mrs.
Fuentes and her children, who were situated

each other.

Mr.

a

considerable distance from

Cane and the Social Services Deaprtment left the bulk

of any such work to Mrs. Escalona, whose agency had neither
the means
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nor the

t,.

to

oe..o™ weeM, t.anspo.tatlon

Fuentes saw he. children
irregularly.

fo. the

WsUs,

such that

The result was that
Mrs

Fuentes. .earful of the
Judge's statement to her
at the child custody
hearing that regularity
of visits would he an
important factor in the
return of the children
to her custody, left
the detoxification
program
It was a no-win situation
for her.
Either she worked hard
to conquer her substance
abuse (i.e. by sticking
with the program), and
suffer the possible consequences
of not being allowed to
resume custody
Of her Children, or she
would have to postpone
treatment of her personal
problems in order to do what
was expected of her to
get her children
back (i.e. visit the.
regularly-son^thing which was
impossible for her
without transportation).

Purely.

Mrs. Fuentes is an example of
a woman who is essentially
trapped,
though living in a supposedly
free society.
She was alone, isolated,'
and her options were few.
She often said that she intended
to leave

Middletown Village and she believed
her life would improve when
she accomplished that.
However, as a low-income
Hispanic single parent she

was neither able to find another
apartment which she could afford, nor
was she able to find a place to
live where the owner would rent to
her.
In Middletown,

apartment owners were very reluctant to
rent

families who had lived in Middletown
Village.

contained-confined-to the local ghetto.

Thus, Mrs.

to Hispanic

Fuentes was

She could not escape this

ghetto except through the route of drugs
and alcohol, which would eventually signal

a

renewed involvement of the System with the family,
rein-

forcing her dependency upon it.
It is therefore unlikely that the family's
dependency on the System
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™ejua,e.aa ™,e.

to^-e

up to

Ms

"ena.t.ent (as

in

W

.pon

lea™.,

cane .aa .ilea

.esponsi.iHties in «ns case.

Howeve. an aave.sa..

.esuit of thei. loss of
the custod, of the
chlM.en,
which all .ut ensures that
the legitimate resources
in the co^unit,
lo
Which the family is entitled
would not be sought out
by Mrs. Fuentes
Because her substance abuse
was not entirely treated,
another crisis at
some point in the near
future
lULure can hp
c;,-iH to k
be said
be inevitable.
If the
Socia, services Departn^nt
decides to seize upon such
an opportunity to
seek custody of the
children, Mrs. Fuentes will
be at a disadvantage.
a

•

f§mlZ
PresentijH

£r^

B

:

The Ramsay Family

The Ramsay family was
referred by Mr. P.,

a

guid-

ance counselor at the high
school where 16-year-old Darlene
Ramsay was
a student.
Mr. P. was worried because
Darlene had been depressed and
was expressing a desire to
move away from her family. Cindy
R., a social worker from F.C.S.A.,
made the initial hon^ visit and
assessment.

Cindy made

a

contract with the family for four
sessions of family thera-

py at which time the situation would be reevaluated.

This case was then

transferred to the author who worked
with the family for the agreed-upon

four sessions, plus
All

a

follow-up session with the mother, Mrs.
Ramsay.

of the family sessions took place

tion of the final

in

the Ramsay home with the excep-

individual session with Mrs. Ramsay which was
held in

the F.S.C.A. office.
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1^.

Ih.

T.e Ra.a.s „e.e a

5Uc. ,a.n. consists,
o.
ve.neRa.a.a„.,e.t..eea.o,escent.a...t.s:
yea.-o d Tom. an.

-

U-.ea.-o,a stac.

t.e.en..e.

The f..Uy occupied

36).

housing project.

U

a

U

parent. ,a-.ea.-o.
OaHene (se^M,

th.ee-.ed.oo. apart.nt
1n

Mrs. Ra.say had
divorced her husband

"r. Ra.sa,,1ved In
a city In an adjacent
state.

hi. occasional,, hut
he was not allowed

,1

a

pu.Hc

.ears ago

The children visited

to v1s1t the. 1„

their ho^e
Mrs. Ra„.ay had Insisted
on these visitation
arrange^nts because her
ex-husfaand was an alcoholic.

i~d

fa^^ll^.

the co™un1ty.

The Rar^ays had an
extensive network of
relatives 1n

Most of these relatives
lived

In

other parts of the
housing project, and all were
related to the children
through their mother's side Of the family.
Family therapy did not.
however, directly
involve any of the relatives.

SIMIicant

others.

The family was not receiving

treat^t

or support

from any agency or professionals
other than the author.
Sefluence of

even^.

Approximately one year prior to
Intake this family

had been referred to Cindy

R.

At that t1„B they had presented

a

similar

problem.

Because of conflict between Mrs.
Ramsay and her eldest daughter Darlene a foster placement was
requested. After diagnosing the

situation throughout the course of
several sessions in which mother
and
daughter were seen separately, this
crisis was abated.
Darlene was referred to

a

community youth center which concentrated
on peer activities

for teenagers.

Cindy reocrted that during the therapy
she had become
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Figure 26.

Genogram of the Ramsay family.
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aware of the syste.ic
nature of the parent-child
conflict,
she feU
that .other and daughter
had become overlnvolved
and that the anxiet.
generated h. this closeness
had previously been
reduced on,, hy a sep-

Plished by sending her to
live with her father
for brief periods of
t™e. These periods of
conflict and separation
alternated with periods
of intense emotional
closeness between Darlene
and her mther.
When the second intake
arose a year later, Cindy
R. did the diagnostic interview because of
her familiarity with the
family.

As she was

due to go on vacation, the
case was transferred to the
author.
In

the first session following
the transfer. Darlene
complained

that she wanted to move out
and get her own apartr^nt.

would not allow this.
sullen, obstinate.

Mrs. Ramsay

She complained that her
daughter was rebellious,

Mrs.

Ramsay, who was

a

full-time student at

a

local

university, said that Darlene had
been fighting with her sisters
to an
extent that really alarmed her
when the mother was not home.
That week

Tom

had been scratched in the face.

During the session Darlene ap-

peared withdrawn and her affect
was quite flat.

She tended to volunteer

only monosyllabic answers to any
statements or questions directed to
her.

In contrast to Darlene's emotional

in the room,

distance from the interaction

Tina and Stacy were bubbly and
vivacious, and sought to

make jokes of nearly everything that was
said by the two adults in the
room.

When asked,

cried often.

they complained that their older sister
was sad and

When they would approach her as to what was
bothering her

Darlene would only shrug her shoulders and say
"nuthin".

Eventually the

family would grow weary of the empathic approach
and comments would be-
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co.e increasingly angry
and hostile until

a

fight ensued

This session was held
around the Ra.says'
Htchen tahle which
was
-Pty save for a large coleus
Plant Which was said
to helong to
Oarlene
olant was lush and thriving
and hoasted as full
a co.ple.ent
of
foliage as one is mely
to see in such a
house plant. And
Darlene
guarded it as if it were
werp hpr
her l,fe savings.
Knowing this. Toni
and Stacy
would continually atte.pt
to approach it as
if they intended to
touch
Th,s would bring out
the only animated
responses of the evening

fro^Darlene:

"Vou better get your
hands away fro.
™y plant, girl
if
you touch ™y Plant.
.go ahead!
Goon! Just touch it. Just
once."
As Darlene squared off
as if prepared for
a fight. Toni and
Stacy
would giggle and wink at
one another, and then
repeat the performance
until mother would wearily
put a stop to it.
Their reactions suggested
that family hon^ostasis
rested heavily upon the
definition of Darlene as
the problem.
.

Mrs. Ramsay and her daughters
were four attractive young
black women.
All had neatly cut Afro
hairstyles. Their interactions
were crisp
and direct, and witty as well
(with the exception of Darlene).
It would

have been easy to mistake the
four of them for sisters.

I^rs. Ramsay reported a statement made by Darlene
in the diagnostic interview
with Cin-

dy R. which had "floored"
her:

wish you'd treat me like

a

"You're too young to be my mother.

I

friend."

Mrs. Ramsay found this statement
quite threatening.

She chose to

focus on the part of the statement
which dealt with her age in relation
to Darlene:
In fact,

"I'm much older than she is!"
she was Darlene's age (16) when Darlene
was born.

Dar-
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lene's statement
emerged as a maior
major th
y
theme in the theranv

tu

inquiry per day (Darlene
had deduced
aeauced that h..
having money was the
first
step toward getting
an apart„.nt and
moving out of he.
•

ho.e)

in t.e second
session,
a

d,ffe.ent ta.1„.

A new

n

.as as 1f the therapist
was

Oa.ene had surfaced.

ative, "loose", and at
times jovial.
"lies
invl^i

t„
In

.

«o.Mng wUh

She was far .ore

taU-

reviewing the therapist's
directive from the previous
,-t
P evious wept
week, it
was ilearned that the
family had followed the instructions
until the night prior
to the session when
Oarlene
had broken Into tears
over an argu„.nt about
whether to adopt a kitten
that Tom had found.
Stacy had Inadvertently
asked Darlene why she
was
crying.
Mrs. Ramsay said that
she had
.f,g„,ed out the rationale"
for the assignment, and
wished ttiat Darlene had
not heard the instructions.
She felt that If that had
been so. Darlene would
have really become "dramatic."
By this she meant that
there was a quality of
covert
hostility to Darlene's behavior
which the family was awar.
of but not
verbalizing.
It also indicated that
the family tended to
completely
disregard Darlene's pleas for
help (via her behavior) as
attention-seeking tactics.
Darlene's suicide gesture (she
had scratched her wrists
with a pen. in full view of
Toni and Stacy two weeks
prior) was also regarded by the family as another
form of attention seeking.
It testified
as to the strength of
Darlene's definition as the identified
problem in
.
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the family.
The remainder of this
session and most of the
following sessi on exPlo^d the sequences of daily
life in the home as
well as significant
family history.
Darlene found a part-time
job working in a local
head
Shop.
This mother disapproved
of highly though it was
not clear why
and Mrs. Ramsay tended to
avoid discussing the subject
in the sessions
It became evident that
though she did not approve
of Darlene smoking
marijuana openly, Mrs. Ra.say did
not discourage it on moral
grounds,
her only fear being that
Darlene and her friends would
"get flaky, and
get caught somewhere in town
holding grass." This was
because Mrs. Ramsay was far more concerned about
Darlene's inclinations to drink.
This
was clearly one of the worst things
which any of her daughters could
do.
Mrs. Ramsay disclosed that her
own stepmother who drank heavily
would
take on a Jekyll and Hyde type
of personality, and was quite
openly hos-

tile to her as

a

child and as

a

teenager.

Furthermore, her ex-husband

was an alcoholic and his drinking and
abusive behavior caused the break-

down of their marriage.

Darlene began to open up with some support
from Toni and Stacy
toward the end of the third session.

indecision in choosing

a

When mother criticized her for her

course for herself in school, Darlene said:

"Sometimes it makes me cry.

It's because

about what I'm feeling and going through.

I

got nobody

I

can talk to

'Pop' was the only person

like that who I've ever known."
Tears welled up in mother's eyes as well as in Darlene's
at the

mention of "Pop."

six months ago.

Pop was Darlene's maternal

grandfather who had died

It became obvious that Poo had played such

a

role for
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Ramsay as well,
particularly durino hf-r
i
^ """3 her adolescence.
this point were aimed
at mobilizinq the f.m,i

Mrs,.
.

.

Directives at

""'''"^

^""^ designatino a
. person ,
nating
(or persons) .rom
amongst t.eir
extensive network of
-latives in the community
to replace so. o.
the more important
.actions (actual and
symbolic) which Pop had
.illed for the family

As

the

softly.

Their collusion against
Darlene had become far
less rigid and
intense, though still
present.
The second goal of the
therapy focussed on
emphasizing Mrs. Ramsay's
role as oarent. This was
the most important
therapeutic goal systemically.
The therapist's directives,
in addition to the
themes which were
pursued in the sessions,
were a1„.d at assisting
Mrs. Ramsay in relinquishing some of her role as
"sister" in the family,
while it was quite
difficult for her to begin to
do because it also meant
losing so. of
the intimacy which she was
accustomed to sharing with her
daughters,
Mrs. Ramsay was assured that
this would pay off later
when Darlene has
matured and grown out of the
conflicts which she was then
experiencing.

Prior to the fourth session (which
had been designated

as

the ter-

mination session), Mrs. Ramsay called
the therapist to say that Darlene
had begun to act out again.
She complained that Darlene was
drinking,

staying out late and hanging out with
peers of whom she did not approve.
Mrs. Ramsay emphasized that Stacy
and Toni were quite concerned.

expressed fears that Darlene was developing
These developments were interpreted as

a

a

Mother

serious drinking problem.

reaction to the immanent sep-

aration from the therapist (i.e. termination).
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--]--"^

cose

s.t together on the
co.ch.

manents

a

....en.

seatin, a.an.e.ent

OaHene sat apart fro.

(straightened hair)
air;,

the

U.Uy.

.0.

,„

Thpv
k
^hey <,^f
sat side by
side and one could
easily

have mistaken them for
twins
wins,

For the
thp fi.cf
tor
first time since the
initial ses-

sion Darlene-s expression
had returned to the
sullen, withdrawn appearance which she had presented
in that initial
session.
The family was

attempting to restore Darlene
to her traditional
position as the identified problem.
Despite these reactions to
termination with the therapist,
the
family showed evidence of
considerable ™,vement in this
session.
They
did most Of their talking
to one another needing
only a minimum of intervention from the therapist.
Discussion focussed on issues
which were
salient for the family.
Interaction was in the here-and-now,
including
some healthy confrontation.

'^"'^

^^^P-^

'^^'Ton't iTstir/o IT.

T

^'^^

^2"'^
^°
L°^Uno^^^J'
''^'^^''^
leaves
Stacy:
Youalways say. you want

^^^'^^ ^^^0""^

^^^^'^

""^^

^

anyway,
^^''^

to leave.
It seems like you
don t like us.
That's why we don't respect you
therapist:
Laverne, you said that Darlene is "in charqe"
of
the house when you're not home.
Mrs. Ramsay:
That's right.
Darlene knows she is responsible
for the house when I'm not here,
(to Darlene) But you
just leave.
Darlene:
You really mean that I'm responsible for the chores
around the house.
Mrs. Ramsay:
You're all supposed to do work around the house.

not just you, Darlenel
I don't r,^,.
long as the work
gets done
You
°" ^^"^^
want to divy it up

J-ienef'^Wh^rdo'^^^^;

^

.

"5^' "f"^' j"St so
(lecide how you

^

I™?
They don'? undl^' "i^™ °'"
Stacy:
""b"^^ ^oes.
Shal /l b
ea\l1lhe"vio?in:''?'"Oarlene:
See what I ^°a„'
aUe':
't^^l^^^-^ ^°''>
^^'^^l^^)
able to contain a smile)'
All:
Yeah, Darlene, we
see what you .ean
(laughter).ll
DarlLe:

^

A discussion followed
concerning DaHene's
attempts to find a "big
-ster." It became clear
that such a guest was
sanctioned by the family
so long as it was confined
to extended family
^„bers. However, as Darlene sought such a
relationship outside of the
family in the person of
the owner of the head
shop where she worked
part-time, she was attacked
verbally by her mother and
sisters.
This was so insoite of the
fact
that Darlene seemed to stay
out of trouble when she
spent tin^ with this
person.
This session lasted an hour
and a half rather than the
usual hour.
Toward the end of the session
Toni and Stacy became increasingly
disruptive, and disqualified Darlene's
attempts to speak for herself.
Mrs.

Ramsay was unable to control this
behavior as she had becon^ emotionally
locked into the discussion about
Darlene's friends.

The therapist al-

most literally had to tear himself
away from the family at the end
of
the session.

Darlene and Mrs. Ramsay seemed to make
statements which

From audiotaped transcript of session.
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were more and more desnpr^to

r.^^

i,-

l.

'

,
to

interpreted as an
atte„,pt
,
prolong
the therapy beyond
the original contract:

Mrs. Ramsay:
I don't trust
vour frionHc k
white!
I'm tellin' vnn thl ."^"'^^ because they're

,'s5,
hate myself!l2

'

^

"'^^

P^^Pl^ anyway!

I

At the end of the session
Darlene was able to say
that she wanted
her own therapist.
Her mother supported this
as did the therapist
who
Offered to make a referral
for individual therapy
for Darlene to a local
community mental health clinic.
This see^d to reduce
some of the anxiety in the room, and would
enable Darlene to fulfill
some of her relationship needs outside of the
family without the necessity
for her to do
this by acting out.
In

a

subsequent follow-up session held

in

the therapist's office

with Mrs. Ramsay, she again
supported this plan for Darlene.

She also

conveyed apologies from Stacy and
Toni for their behavior at the
end of
the previous session.
Mrs. Ramsay said

that both of them had been angry

about having to participate in the
sessions because they felt that Darlene was the one with problems.

She nevertheless felt that the
conjoint

sessions had enabled her to perceive her
role in the family more clearly.

This session focussed on the nature
of and the necessity for Mrs.

Ramsay's executive position in the family
as parent.
The therapist terminated with the Ramsay
family with the referral

l^From audiotaped transcript.
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of Darlene for
individual therapy.

project

«Mc.

^-.00. apa.t.„t.

was

The

predominantly white.

p.e.o.„..,

to.

,„

„Mc.

It was specificallv th.
^
'"^^^ the presence and availability

of the extended family
which enabled this
uiib ramiiy
familv

-o.atlcn

1n th.s

.... was also <,uue

„y.

-h
to .avoid
considerable

i„

cou.se of the fa.ll,
sessions tHe
fa.1,y would Share with
the therapist (who
Is also MacR)
.any of their
experiences as a Mac. fa.H,
n.-„g
, p.edo.nantl. white
town
The

-9

Mrs. Ran^ays divorce
fro. the children's
father.
The Ra,.a.s spoke
Of the difficulty of being
accepted as .e^ers of the
co^unity. Toni
and Stacy who had practically
grown up In this town
recounted numerous

incidents In which they had
been confronted with
prejudice and racis. In
the con,n,uh1ty and in the
schools particularly. They
all re,„e.bered a
time not too long ago when
they were literally the
only non-whlte famly
in the community.
It was evident that their
struggle to survive In this

com^nity had ™ade the.

a

close-knit fa^ly unit.

Toni and Stacy never-

theless seemed to have salvaged
a sense of humor about their
experiences
there, as well as a real sense
of interpersonal competence.
They related with jubilation one incident
three years prior where Darlene
had
been provoked into a fight with
a white girl after school.
While it had
been little more than a shoving and
name-calling match, by the following
day the story had gotten back to
the principal that Darlene had come
out
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Of the bushes and
attacked the gi.,

„nh

knife

a

Mrs

R

commu-

'"^

tended

U.Uy

^^^^

^°

as fa. as possihle
f.o. he.
ex-

..aduaH. began

fort.eU.Uy.

to .ove Into the

co«u„n.

tens1„,.
ons eased

H.s

Ra.sa. disclosed that
she had neve, been
happ,
there and planned to
move as soon as
a^ it
it became feasible
to do so.
Toni
and Stacy said that they
could not wait to move.
.

Darlene. in sta.k contrast
to the rest of the
family, spoke of no
feelings of anger or regret
about living i„ this
comity.

This was so

despite the fact that she
had suffered the

™st

in terms of blatant
ra-

cial incidents.

Being the eldest daughter,
she had blazed the trial
for
her two sisters in many
respects. Vet she

see^d not

to share in the

solidarity this had generated
within the family-at least
not
same degree as the others.
Moreover. Darlene openly

to

the

contended that she
did not want to move away
from this town and had vowed
that she intended
to stay regardless of what
the rest of the family
decided to do.

The reasons for this dichotomy
lie in the family's history
as well
as in patterns which arose
in the family over time.
The nature of family relationships had been
determined by interaction patterns
and loyalty

ties which were rooted in earlier
generations.

These factors will be

ejtplored in the next section.

Family stnicture.

In the first

stage of the map of the family

structure (see Figure 27), the sytemic
pattern
operating prior to intake has been diagrammed.
overinvolved with Darlene, the eldest daughter.

in which the family was

It shows

the mother

This pattern manifested

.

stage

]_.

vs

Stage

2.

Th
^1

Figure 27.

^2

^3

Map of the Ramsay family
structure.
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to handle, the pattern
dictated that she leave
'cave,

sent to stay with her
father in the cit«
"'^y-

Usuallu she
usually
u
,
would
be

.
compliance

with her demands

to be allowed to go
live with the father
(Figure 27. stage
1).

As this

Whereby stability was achieved
by Darlene's leaving,
wMch in turn was'
interrupted by her inevitable
return.
As will

be seen in the next
sec-

tion,

it was Darlene.s role
to maintain contact
between her father and
the rest of the family.

The second stage of the
family structure map
^.presents a therapeutic goal.
It is where the mother
assumed her full executive
position as
parent in relation to the children,
and thus a healthy family
structure
was achieved. While some
degree of progress was made
toward this goal
1n the course of family
therapy, the data are not
conclusive as to the

extent to which the goal was
actually reached.

Certainly, work in the

latter three sessions dealt almost
exclusively with this goal, particularly the final individual session
with Mrs. Ramsay. This strategy
was

designed not to ignore Darlene's
individual issues but to provide her
with the space necessary to make
some responsible decisions which
would
be consistent with her own personal
growth and individuation, rather

than reacting to her own internal and
external conflicts by acting out.

Intrafamilial notions of loyalty and justice

.

A brief perspective

on the family's history would aid the reader
in understanding the pattern described above, as well as the loyalties which
were operating

within the family.
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Acco..n,to..s..a™sa..

H.s.

Ra.sa.. step^ot.e.
(Pop, .eccn.

w.fe) was an alco.oHc
who continue, to ho,d

step™,the. Who. She descHhed
as taking on
ity when

d™..

Thus, at the age

0M5

a

a

deep en^it. towa.d
this

different ,ev1„
personal-

She .a.n-ed aeorge
Ra»a,.

Ha.

rlage was the only
Ieg1t1„«te ™eans of escaping
an ahuslve stepparent
those days. Mrs. Ra.say
said that she was raised
mostly by her
grandparents, whose values
and child-rearing were
far stricter than
those Of today's parents.
In carrying George
Ramsay, a .mister's
son
Mrs. Ra.say felt safe that
she was avoiding a
.ate with the problems
and disposition of her own
stepmother.
However, It was not long

-

before

her husband became addicted
mother.

to drugs,

and abusive to her like
the step-

Mr. Ramsay eventually
overeat, his addiction to
drugs by devel-

oping an addiction to alcohol.

Mrs. Ramsay separated from
and divorced

her husband when she could
no longer tolerate his
alcoholism and abusive
behavior.
Darlene was the only daughter
who remembered anything of
what
life was like with father.
She could even recall trying
to intercede

for her mother when father became
abusive.
When asked about the father, the
family spoke of him as irresponsible, pitiful and Inpotent.
Semi-annual visits on holidays were a ne-

cessary obligation.

Toni

and Stacy openly ridiculed the father
and

seemed to feel little ties to him as
Ramsay appeared

in

a

person.

While Darlene and Mrs.

the sessions to go along with this ridicule
of fa-

ther, their feelings about him were far more
complex and conflicted.
Mrs.

Ramsay was able to say that she felt sorry for him
because he had

little education and because of the Inherent
discrimination in the job
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market which left her
husband unable to find
watched him slowly fall
aoart
'
,

,

.

'

.

''''''^

employment.

She had

'''' that he had sincere-

,

^""se days there
was lit-

h,, .en.

panicuUH.

To„1 and stac..

..e.too.

,n.e o. that so. o.
harsh reality, despite
their own experiences
in town
Darlene's feelings toward
her father were even
^re co.oiex
She
see^d to have a real need
to he accepted h.
her father, and'
had attested several ti™es to pursue
a relationship
with Mr. Ra.say.
Her
h-tory of acting out. and her
definition as the proble.
.e.ber of the
Ramsay fa.ily were an
expression of this need.
This was so because the
pattern had been for her
to be rewarded for her
behavior by being sent
to her father.
In fact, prior to
her involvement with Cindy
R.. Darlene
had returned fron, one such
extended stay with the father.
She had been
attending junior high school
in the ghetto where
she had a difficult
ti"B adjusting to the
school as well as the
neighborhood. Mr. Ramsay
was not a source of support
for Darlene.
when she would co.e ho„«
brusied and battered after
school Mr. Ramsay did not comfort
her but
would chastize her for having
gotten beaten
culminated in

a

up.

When one such incident

sexual assault while en route
from school. Darlene de-

cided to return home.
Upon her return home. Darlene was
met with

a

mixed reaction of

told you so" vs. the return of the
prodigal problem sister.

"I

Mrs. Ram-

say, as well as Toni and Stacy, openly
stated that things were calm and

ran smoothly at home when Darlene
was away.

Furthermore. Darlene's ab-

sence meant that Toni and Stacy each had
their own bedroom.

They all

v
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agreed that t^e fighting
and

blCenng

would start whenever
Darlene .e-

turned.

Much Of the fa.1ly.s
relationship needs had
become diverted fro.
Mr. Ra.sa, to Pops.
Pops was always available
to each of the.
until
his death the previous
su^er. It was Darlene who
reacted ™st strongly
to his death, and her
depression began to be noticed
shortly thereafter
She was indeed continuing
to ^urn his departure
throughout the therapy
Though she did have a flare
for the drastic, something
which was seized
upon by the family and used
against her at times, she
truly seemed to
n»urn his death for the entire
family,
contrast, Toni and Stacy literally accused Darlene of disloyalty
to the family for making
moves to
individuate (her desire to move
into her ov^ apartment), and
for pursuing their father (Darlere's
expressed desire in the past to
go live with
the father).
Thus, Darlene's position of being
the one to maintain con-

m

tact with the father set her

up

in

an

unavoidably scapegoated role.

She

was seen as disloyal for wanting
to leave, and as the source of
the

family's conflicts when she stayed.

Agency/ fami

1

boundarx relations

.

The family had been referred by

Darlene's high school guidance counselor,
Mr.

P.

He had observed her

sad and dejected appearance since the
school year began.

This was the

extent of his Involvement with Darlene beyond his
role as

an academic

counselor.
weeks.

F.C.S.A. was involved with the family for a period of
six

Figure 28 shows this relationship.

a referral

Following these six sessions,

was made for individual counseling for Darlene at

based mental health clinic.

a

community

This was a voluntary decision on her part,

and It was supported by her mother.

S5^

intense
interaction

Figure 28.

Ramsay family/ agency boundary relations.
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^

Concludl^rej^:

Wh^

the future

Mds.

Ran,say was Interviewed
by the therapist.

l^ns

Seven

™„ths later

Mrs

Darlene was continuing
to test

at home.

However, the severity of
the conflict has
lessened
Darlene was enrolled 1n a
live-In su^er school
progra. to which she was
looking forward with eager
anticipation.
It would enable her
to temporarily separate fro. the family
without acting out, while
furthering her
education at the sa^ time.
She had ^ot followed through
on the individual counseling referral,
and her mother had not seen
fit to force the
issue.

It was felt that this
was something which Darlene
would need to
do in her own time and under
her own ™t1vation.
Though she still main-

tained that she wanted to move
into her own apartment, Mrs.
Ramsay
seemed to feel that her daughter
was setting far more realistic
goals
for such a move by deferring
It until she graduated from
high school.

Certainly Darlene continues to
"blaze the trail" for her two
younger
sisters for whom the growth and
individuation process (i.e. separation

from the family) may be less traumatic
as
gles within the family.

a

result of Darlene's strug-

PART

III

DATA ANALYSIS

This section presents the analysis
of the data, and the implications of the findings for theory
and further research.

Chapter VIII

reports and explores the findings in
terms of the research questions
posed in Chapter
tions.

I,

Chapter IX

and the extent to which the data
answer these quesis

a

discussion of the results of the research
in

terms of the fields of social science
and psychotherapy.

Chapter

X

examines the implications of this research
for social theory and public
pol icy.
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CHAPTER

VIII

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
This chapter analyzes
the data presented in
Part II from the perspective of the four priory
research questions. As In
Part II.
the

data are examined by
approaching the families as
four groups of pairs
of dependent and self-sufficient
families in crisis.

CMmc MikfiroM™

Families

Ihe

:

Rmins

^

the Brickers

Each of these families was
selected for the study because
of the
existence of at least three
generations of members on one side
of the
family having been dependent
upon the System.
The Rollins and the

Bricker/Ellls family represent two
families who were stigmatized
in
their communities because of
mental
Illness.

Each family's status In

the community and in the System
had been defined as dysfunctional
by

virtue of the amount of problems
and services required to maintain
the
fami ly.

How did the family

This question requires

a

look at

the presenting problem or crisis
at the time of the family's intake with

the author's agency.

It also requires some specification
of where (if

applicable) in the generational ladder

a

family became dependent upon

the System.
In the Rollins

family, the presenting problem involved the emer-

gency foster placement of the couple's infant
girl due to
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a

marital con-
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flict.

This place^nt was
sought by the husband who
saw hi.self as unable to care for the baby
on his own after his
wife had left the
apart^nt following an argument and fight.
Mr. and Mrs. Rollins
were both
former .ental hospital
In-patients and were currently
receiving outpatient psychiatric care.
Both parents saw themselves
as part of the
sub-culture of for^r hospital
residents. The .aternal
grandfather was
also living In an Institution
due to his chronic alcoholism.
As far as
can be determined from
the data It was at the
point of this grandfather's entry Into an Institution
for the treatment of his
alcoholism
that Mrs. Rollins' family
became dependent.
Mr. Rollins was the only
member on his side of the family
to becor^ hospitalized for
mental
health reasons.
Thus one can talk about three
dependent generations on
the mother's side of the
family, with the Infant daughter
Mary as the

representative of the third dependent
generation.

The point of entry

was the grandfather's chronic
alcoholism.
The Bricker/Ellls family presented

a

crisis involving an adolescent

running away from the home of his
guardians:

brother-in-law.

his eldest sister and

This guardianship arrangement was
the result of a chain

of developments stemming from Mrs. Ellis'
several psychiatric hospitalizations and Mr. Ellis' alcoholism and
abusive behavior.

Mrs.

Ellis' own

mother also had several psychiatric
hospitalizations such that there
not a specific entry point which is
apparent from the data.

is

For exam-

ple, the circumstances of John Ellis' maternal
grandmother's initial

hospitalization and whether she was
chain of psychotic family members

is

a

part of a longer generational
not specified In the data.

As the

Bricker family was the unit of the family with whom the therapist
con-
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tracted to work,

V.rs.

Ellis represented the eternal
grandparent and

first of three generations.

How did the

s^inipact u£on^

The Roll ins family was re-

ceiving multiple services at
the time of intake (from
Freedom House,
from the state mental hospital,
from Adults in Crisis which
worked as
an outreach program in
conjunction with the state hospital).
The nature
of the agency/family boundary
relations during the family's
involvement
with F.C.S.A. was as part of a
triad.
The family's "case" became a vehicle for parts of the System to
define their relationships with
one another (see Figure 7). This triad
continued after termination. The

family was not able to make progress
toward self-sufficiency.
The Bricker family sought crisis
intervention services in connection with John's running away.

This brought into play brief interac-

tions with the Social Services Department
as well as the family's former

caseworker, Mrs. Pointer.

After

a

period of intense interaction with

the therapist from F.C.S.A., a resolution
to this crisis was reached

which left the Bricker family free of involvement
with the System.

Jhe role of family interaction patterns
tice.

In the Rollins

,

loyalties and notions of jus -

family, interaction was characterized by recurrent

conflict, reconciliation and affiliation between the parents.

The baby

was part of this pattern before and after her foster placement.

The

family seemed to be locked into the cycle which also involved periodic

hospitalization of one or both parents and this resulted in

a

consistent

series of intense interactions with the System as cited above.
Mrs.

Rollins'

initial

psychiatric breakdown at age 15 took place
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directly following her
parents" separation and
divorce.
Her expressed
Closeness and loyalty to her
father extended through
the period
of the

study.

The loss of her father
seemed to be operating in
her choice of,
and inability to separate
from an abusive and
manipulative husband.
Mr.

Rollins- ongoing adolescent
rebellion against his own
parents and

their condemnation of his
marriage and child all but
ensured the continuance of the relationship
(and of his behavior) with
his wife.

The Bricker/Ellis family was
of intake.

highly enmeshed system at the
time

a

John was put in the position
of choosing where his
loyalties

lay-toward his schizophrenic mother
or toward his overbearing older
sister and guardian.
not chosen.

Either path spelled guilt in
relation to the one

His "problem" behavior (running
away from his sister's

home to his mother) represented
an act of "treason" in Mrs. Bricker's
eyes.

Thus she felt that he should not
be allowed to escape some "con-

sequences" for his actions.

The resolution of the crisis avoided
any

sort of scapegoating of John, however.

It enabled John to escape a no

win, no exit situation in the family,
without destroying his relation-

ships with his mother and his sister's
family.
Thus, in each case it is possible to view
behavior in its relational context, thereby reducing the tendency
to blame one or more in-

dividuals for

Jhe

a

"

family's problems.

Problem " Adolescent

:

The Carters and the Roberts

Each of these families was selected because they presented
lem of an adolescent girl

acting out.

teenager who had traditionally carried

a

Both case studies depicted
a

scapegoated role in their

proba

.
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fa.ily.

This study follows
the theo.y (A. Freud.
1958; wi„de.. 197.,
that adolescence is
Itself . developmental
stage cha^cterUed
5. upset '
cns,s and behavior which at
other ages .ay he
considered highly dist-bed. Each case exemplifies
the strong and
interconnected role of the
fa.,ly and the community
in the adolescenfs
life and psychological
growth

^-O^^JltJ^fMA^ej^tj^S^,

I,

carter case, Gwen's
(the
I.P.) behavior was
presented as necessitating
separation fro. the family.
Gwen had been hospitalized
once before.
She had been receiving
psychotherapy for roughly four
years.
Her father, .other and
.other^s

boyfriend were alcoholics.

It is

unclear in the data whether
the fami-

ly became dependent with
the paternal grandfather's
alcoholism.

This is

something which can only be
inferred from the family's
statements about
the father (Mr. Carter)
following in the alcoholic
footsteps of his own
father.

At any rate, by the second
generation (the mother) the Carter

family was firmly dependent
upon the System.
The Roberts family entered the
System strictly as
Dawn's

(the I.P.) acting-out behavior.

a

result of

There was no history of depen-

dency in the grandparent's
generation contained in the data.

behavior of the youngest daughter,

a

It was the

scapegoat in her family, which

eventually brought her mother's alcoholism
to the attention of the community and enabled her to get treatment.
How did the System

The Carters required multi-

ple agency involvement in order to
maintain themselves.

The net effect

of this involvement was the support of
the mother (via psychiatric hos-
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Pitallzation. .ental health and
alcohoHs. services) and the
youngest
daughter and identified
proble. (through foster
care and ultimately
a
residential placement). This
sort of separation and
support seemed to
repair a seriously broken
fa.ily, although Gwen's
placement in the
state's .ental hospital for
three days was an absurdity
which should not
have been necessary.
In the Roberts case,

formed

the Springdale High School
authorities per-

blessing in disguise by ejecting
Dawn from the school and
denying any degree of responsibility,
as well as their failure
to show sena

sitivity toward the family's
well-being.

Carla's presence in the System

helped prevent the family's
becoming fixed in
school and the author's agency.

proved beneficial

a

rigid triad with the

The change to Pine Ridge High
School

to Dawn, who was eventually
able to reach a measure of

self-sufficiency by her own efforts with
the help of
selor.

She was able to board with

needs and background.

a

a

concerned coun-

family who was sensitive to her

Thus, this case was used to exemplify

a

healthy

adolescent adjustment despite the mother's
continued dependency.

Ihe role of family interaction patterns
tice.

loyalties and notions of jus-

,

Gwen Carter's acting-out behavior eventually
resulted in her

placement in

a

residential setting.

from the family, she had been

a

Prior to her father's separation

part of

a

rigid triad in the family.

She seemed to fulfill her family's expectation of
her as "too sick" to
be in the family.

In

to her on some level

addition, the father's departure seemed to signify
that she too must sacrifice herself by leaving the

family in order for her mother to get well

(from her alcoholism and
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-dica, problems).

,.o„1ca,l, perhaps, M.s.
Carter did get better

9a1n1„g control over her
alcohoHs.

„M,e

ment

Gwen was in residential
;uce.

Dawn Roberts and
her.other were overinvolved
„1th one another
Mrs. Roberts' dr1„.1„g
,,-„ges were balanced by
Dawn's acting-out episodes Which had the
function of forcing her
.other to stop drin.ing
in
order to deal with the
consequences of Dawn's behavior.
Thus, Dawn too
was the saviour of her
fa.ily.
This was the only way
out of the trap
for Dawn and her .other.
The role reversal and
cycle In which the Roberts had been stuck would
have ™eant a choice of
either Dawn staying
with and caring for her
mother (foregoing her own
growth and Individuation), or Dawn's growing
up and leaving her mother
behind to drink herself into oblivion leaving
Dawn with considerable
baggage of guilt to
lug around.
The intensity of this pattern
prior to intervention attested to mother and daughter's
loyalty to one another.

Here again, by examining the
relational contexts of each family
we
are relieved of the tendency
to judge individuals.

t

Single-paren

Families:

Jhe

Mun^J^

a^

the

Gain^

The Murrays and the Gaines were
families with similar configurations and presenting issues.

who was situated In

a

Both single parents had a male
preschooler

triad with his separated parents.

sought crisis intervention from the
author's agency.

Both families

Both cases demon-

strate some of the Issues which such
single-parent families face following the separation of the father.
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How did the family enter the

Jhe Murray fami ly was
referred to

the author's agency by Mrs.
Murray's individual

therapist at

a

local

clinic.

She was seeking placement for
her four-year-old whom
she de-

fined as

a

problem.

The mother felt that she needed

her son who constantly demanded
her attention, as

her own stability.

a

husband however had come from
a

separation from

means of preserving

Prior to intake Mrs. Murray's only
known involvement

in the System had been with
her therapist at a local

grown up as

a

a

clinic.

Her ex-

chronically dependent family, having

ward of the state for most of his
childhood and youth.

Mrs. Gaines was not involved in the
System prior to intake.

her husband related to her in

a

Though

manner similar to that of Mr. Murray

toward Mrs. Murray, he had never been
involved in the System either.
How did the System impact u£pn the family?

much "caught up" in the System.

The Murray family was very

Mrs. Murray reached out toward several

resources in the community (e.g. the mental health
clinic, the author's
agency, the Department of Social Services, her
physician, the Nursery)
for help with her son Roger.

The pattern was that she did not follow

through with any of these services.

When the System intruded upon the

family (via the protective referral from the Nursery) Mrs.
Murray seemed
not to be able to tolerate any solutions or strategies which
did not de-

fine Roger as the problem.

To push her any further may have resulted

in isolating the family due to the mother's distrust of the
System.

Such isolation was potentially more harmful to the child than dependency
upon the System in view of the psychological needs of both mother and
son.

Thus the System continued to maintain the family although it did

.
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not end the family's
dependency (protective day care).

The Gaines family required
no further involvement
with the System
following termination.

Jhe role Of
tice.

fMJx inMracM^

Roger's position in

a

loyal ties and

of

rigid triad prior to the
parents' separa-

tion was softened somewhat
by the presence of

mother (Mrs. J.).

noHnp^

a

supportive surrogate

Mrs. J.'s leaving spelled the
beginning of Mrs. Mur-

ray's overinvolvement with her
son.

The stress under which she labored

as a result of the divorce
solidified Roger's definition as

a

problem.

Mrs. Murray seemed to see all of
her husband's undesirable traits
emer-

ging in her son.

Her lack of trust of her extended
family meant that

there were no resources available to
her except outside the family
(i.e.

the System)

Mrs. Gaines was able to utilize resources
within her own extended

family (by moving in with her own mother).

Thus she was able to avoid

the level of anxiety which Mrs. Murray
experienced living on her own

with her son.

Mrs. Gaines also found herself seeing some
undesirable

qualities of her husband in the son, as well as
experiencing some degree
of competition with the grandmother over parenting
of the son.

However

these stresses did not match the intensity of those
experienced by Mrs.

Murray, due (in the therapist's estimate) to Mrs. Gaines'
greater ego

strength and more trusting relationship with the therapist and
with her
mother.
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Ethnic

Minors

Ihe Fuente^

the

teayi

Each of these cases represents a
minority group family.
tes were Hispanic-American and
the Ramsays were

a

The Fuen-

black American family.

Both lived in communities where
their ethnicity defined their
relation-

ship to the community and to the
System (i.e. predominantly white mid-

dle-class towns).

famr^

How iid the

The data revealed that the grand-

parents' generation in the Fuentes family
was dependent upon the System.
Mrs. Fuentes and her brother were raised
in foster homes in New Mexico.

The grandparents had separated as Mrs. Fuentes
knew only the whereabouts
of her own mother who had moved back to Mexico
when Flora was eight

years old.

Thus Mrs.

Fuentes had grown up and spent most of her life

dependent upon the System.

The crisis presented at intake was one of

a

long chain of such crises.

The Ramsay family, despite much hardship over three generations,

were able to avoid dependency on the System.

Their crisis and use of

the System represented a healthy response under the circumstances.

How did the S^^tem

The System's pattern in re-

lation to the Fuentes family was characterized by periodic removal of
Mrs. Fuentes'
the mother.

children while supportive services were mobilized to help
The subsequent return of the children would coincide with

periods of relative stability in Mrs. Fuentes'

life.

Mrs.

viewed the System as arbitrary, impersonal and as having

function ("they" come and take your kids).

a

Fuentes

policing

As she did not speak much
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-on of„s.aa.c1a
-ewpoint
Poweness

is

and the Hispanic
Co^unlt, Cente.).

.nde.stan.aMe.

,„en „s. 3a.c1a and
M.s. Escalcna
„e.e

to p.e.ent t.e S.ste.

e. chlld.n .nattended.

...

e.ec.tin, t.e consequences
o. 1ea.

At t.e sa.e

t1.

tHe S.ste„ maintained
t.e

(th.o,. .oste. ca.e and
s.ppo.tlve se.lces
the „»the.), and H.s.

P^entes'

to t.e

cMld.en and

P.entes „o.,d eventually
.egain custody of u.r

ranently removed from the
custody of their mother.
The Ramsays used community
resources in a healthy
manner
The
fanny sought Intervention
twice around crises with
the eldest daughter
Their Short-term family
work with the author,
himself a hlac. therapist
was their only experience
with a non-white
professional in all of their
years in the community.

Ihe role Of

IMJX

interact^

tlce.

The hierarchy reversal
between TonBsio Fuentes and
his mother exemplifies the plight of many
low-income Hispanic residents
of their com™n1ty. Because of the child's
preschool evaluation and follow-up
supportive services, he came to
possess a good command of the
English language.
Since his mother spoke almost
no English this placed
Tomasio in
a

parentified role which he himself
began to exaggerate

to get a job soon.

We need money for food").

ally put the mother in

a

CTm

gonna have

This situation automatic-

one-down position in relation to her
son des-

pite her view of him as a problem.

It was not psychologically healthy
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for either mother or rhiiH i-v,^
child, though some may
argue that Tomasio's
social
precociousness was an adaptive
apnve response
reqnnnc:^ to an
environment which would
inevitably be harsh.
In the Ra.sa. fa.lly,
as the "Identified
p.o5,e.."

DaHene played
the ro,e of the one
fa.1,y .en,ber who
maintained the fa.iiys
relation
Ship with the father.
This placed he. in a
scapegcated position
Her
attempts to pursue

a

relationship with her father
as well as her own
des,re to individuate
were seen by the family
as expressions of
disloyalty.
Though She was the one
who acted out the family's
conflicts, her
behavior was not so severe
that it necessitated
her removal from the
home (e.g. a foster
placement) and subsequent
dependency on the System.

Ihe De£endent Familje^

Breaking

t_he

Cvrj..

What sorts of changes are
necessary for these families
to break the
cycle of dependency?
Is it the individual
family members who must
be
".ade

to Change?

Is

Which must change?

it the nature of each
family's relationship patterns

Must there be changes in
the System and its re-

sources?
An examination of factors
involved in crisis resolution within
each
family pairing may provide some
clarity with regard to these issues.
Each of the eight families studied
presented

a

crisis.

Four of these

families were not able to achieve
self-sufficiency with the resolution
of their immediate crisis.

In both the Rollins and the Bricker
families

the mother came from a background
of family dependency in terms of the

family of origin.

Crisis intervention relieved Mrs. Bricker
of the role

of being responsible for her family of
origin (i.e. mothering her sib-
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lings and her own mother).
I

dren to .e,1„ to lead a

It enabled
enabl pH her
hpr and
;,nH ^
her own husband
and chil-

me

f.ee of the sorts of
.ecu..ent crises which

had been co™o„place
in her fa.ily of origin.

Mrs. Rollins and her
hus-

band on the other hand
were locked in a c.cle
of recurrent crises
which
necess,tated their dependency
and that of their baby
daughter.
The conflicted boundary relations
a^ng the ele^nts of the Syste.
which were
-volved With the fa.ily ensured
the family's dependency
rather than
moved the™ in the direction
of self-sufficiency.
Crisis intervention
had become an integral
facet of the family's life
without enabling the
family to change. The
System's invest^nt in the Rollins'
definition as
"mental patients" seemed to
communicate a contradictory message
to the
family:
"You are to live in the community
like any other citizen," vs.
"you are mental patients and
thus are not like other
people.
You are
not competent to raise a family,
to hold a job. to make
decisions regarding your own lives." As long
as the System contributes
toward placing families like the Rollins in
such a contradiction, such families
will continue to be chronically
dependent.

Adolescent upset characterized both the
Carter
In the Roberts case,

and Roberts cases.

the System (though conflicted) rallied
around Dawn

Roberts after taking into account her
background and the situational de-

terminants of her acting-out behavior.

She was an intelligent girl and

was able to make use of an opportunity
to make a new start.

Adolescents

are capable of reevaluating their past
behavior and mistakes, and uti-

lizing them in their learning and growth
process (Winder, 1974).
Roberts was fortunate that she was able to move

family in the community and thus had

a

in

Dawn

with a responsible

good chance to circumvent depend-
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ency (for herself).
Gwen Carter.

Unfortunately no such
opportunities existed for

When her own

™ther was

atnc

an in-patient in
the only psychi-

unit in her co™unity.
the System's only
alternative was to place
her on a locked ward which
housed psychotic patients
in a cental hospital.
Gwen was not psychotic,
though she did have
difficulty with impulse control. Anna Freud
(1958) has drawn attention
to the ways in
Which normal adolescence
often manifests behavior
similar to a psychotic
episode.
She had spoken out strongly
i„ favor of a sensitive
supportive
attitude toward adolescents
on the part of the
significant adults in the
co^unity. The System's lack of
resources appropriate to
adolescents
and its overreaction to Gwen's
behavior was the equivalent of
condemnation and punishment of her by
the System.
The lack of sufficient mental
health facilities in the state is
an indication of the ignoring
of one

of the most crucial gaps in services
to families-residential
treatment
facilities for children and adolescents
which are not custodial lockups.

Thus Gwen Carter's placement in
a locked institutional facility

signified a third dependent generation
in the Carter family.

The Sys-

tem failed Gwen Carter because it
could not take the context of her act-

ing-out behavior into account.

Conflictual boundary relations amongst

the elements of the System were the
result and cause of the System's

failure'to take responsibility for its own
gaps in services.The Murray family and the Gaines family
presented two similar sorts
of crises.

The most significant difference seems to be
the availability

of extended family as a resource for Mrs. Gaines.

Despite the inevita-

ble friction which was present in the home between Mrs.
Gaines and her

mother, this did not prevent her from seeking therapeutic
assistance.
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y

a

st.1ctl. economic standpoint

tMs a..an,e.ent

ena.,ed .e. not to
have to 5e concerned
about .an. of the
.ea,-,ife concerns
affecting M.s
Murray. Mrs. Hurra, did
have extended fa.n, 1„
,er co™™un1ty but
there
was not sufficient trust
for her to use this
thic; .c
as a. resource to
the extent
that Mrs. Gaines was able
to do so.
This difference was
perhaps the
difference 1n Mrs. Murray's
level of anxiety and
1n the Intensity of
the
cnsis. Thus the difference
here was one where Mrs.
Murray was less
able to legitimately use
the System's resources
{e.g. she distrusted
agencies, displaced anger
toward her ex-husband onto
her son, and prematurely withdrew her son from
foster care). However,
confUctual boundary relations between the
Nursery and Mrs. Murray, and
the questionable
motivations of the Nursery,
tended to confirm her distrust
of the System.
This then may be an example
of a family which will
the future
swing between dependency and
Isolation, as In the case study
where the
family's isolation led to the
consequence of involvement with the
System
(via a child protective referral)
and subsequent dependency on
the System (Roger's placement in
protective daycare).

m

The Fuentes family and the Ramsay
family presented graphic examples
of intra-familial and societal
forces which contribute to dependency
as
well as enable families to escape
dependent status.

The most glaring

contrast between the two families was
the fact that the Ramsays had an

extensive network of relatives in their
community and within the state.
The Fuentes family was isolated in
tions if any existed for Mrs.

a

foreign culture such that few op-

Fuentes.

Despite the physical proximity

of her brother Paco's family this was not

a

consistent resource for her

because of the intensity of that family's own difficulties.

For Mrs.
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the Syste. and

-dsn,

(see

legitimate use of

WHson, ,973) Inherent

Us

resources.

The Institutional

1n the S.ste. was
evident In the ab-

sence Of bni„gua,/b1cultura,
foster ho.es and workers,
with the exception Of the Hispanic
Community Center which was
repeatedly placed In
conflict With other elements
of the Syste. (the
Social Services Depart-nt in this case) in their attempts
to advocate for their
clients
The
ethnocentricity and absence of
sensitivity toward the non-white
co-unity on the part of
caseworkers like Mr. Cane was
typical of relations
between the System and the
non-white population. Non-white
professionals in the Syste. were rare,
such that therapists such
as the author and
Ms. Garcia often found
themselves placed in a position
of either representing all blacks or all
Hispanics for the System, or as
"go-betweens"
who were faced with keeping the
System from abusing the rights
and privacy of the ethnic minority group
population. The Ramsay's avoided
dependency because of their network
of extended family. Nevertheless,
they had consistently found
themselves in the position of representing

all blacks for their overwhelmingly white
community.

Some of Mrs. Ramsay's overinvolveraent with her
eldest daughter was a consequence of
her

experience of the communitys readiness
and willingness to scapegoat
blacks (i.e. were Darlene to be caught
in

a

group of misbehaving teen-

agers in town, Darlene would be most likely
to be blamed).

Summary of Findings

1

)

Alcoholism as an entry point to the dependency process

.

Sub^

stance abuse, specifically the alcoholism of one or more
members of

a
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fa.ny appeared

to .ark the entry to
the dependency
process.

This was
so for each of the
families with three
generations of .e.hers
dependent
on the Syste. for
psychosocial maintenance of
the family.
Por example
Mrs. Rollins' Initial
psychotic breakdown and
hospitalization

occurred
at the age of 15. after
her parents had separated
due to her father's
alcohollsn,.
In the Murray case, Mr.
Murray's own father had
been alcoholic.
This affected his mother
in such a manner that
she was not able
to provide for him for
consistent lengths of time.
The result was that
Mr. Murray's family was
dependent upon the System and
he was raised in
foster homes throughout most
of his childhood.
2)

*

inaM

Eendent famlllei.

bej^

difference

One major difference between
self-sufficient and

chronically dependent families

is

not in the occurence of a
crisis nor

the presentation of symptoms
In an individual member,
but rather in the

availability of resources within the
extended family which can help in
coping with the inevitability of
life crises as exemplified by
these
case studies, and/or

a

family's ability to utilize services
available in

the community should extended family
resources not be accessible, or

should these be exhausted.

For example. Mrs. Fuentes was isolated
in

her community and was unable to trust
even friends and neighbors

housing project where she lived.
in the same community,

the

Although her brother's family resided

they were too involved in meeting their own

problems to be available as
her children.

in

a

consistent resource to Mrs. Fuentes and

Another example was the Rollins case where the father's

parents refused to have anything to do with the baby because
they saw
their son's wife as "crazy."

Mrs.

Rollins had no family who were in

a

position to ta.e the baby
either, thus setting up
the necessity for
foster care and the complex
legal and clinical treatment
problems which
followed the placement.
3)

^onnictuai

asenc^^^

tic of dependent famljie^.

Boundary relations among

chroni^T^^T^-

dent families and the agencies
with which they were
involved were characterized by conflictual
interactions.
Such conflict existed most
noticeably between agencies such
that dependent families
tended to become
part of rigid triads with respect
to these agencies.
Such a triad is
similar to those which occur
within a family system in which
parents
present a symptomatic or problem
child in family therapy. This
was

graphically exemplified in the Rollins
case where the day treatment of
each parent became a vehicle for
negotiating issues concerning policy
conflicts between the two agencies.

Usually individual professionals

were unaware of their complicity in
this process (similar to
position in

a

family with

a

symptomatic child).

a

parent's

More often than not

they would see themselves as operating
within the bounds and ethics of

their professions.
In the dependent families, one often
observed that lines of commu-

nication between agencies were either non-existent
or were characterized
by conflict.

This kind of relationship tended to continue over
time and

beyond the point of termination and crisis
resolution.

In

the non-

dependent families there did exist direct lines of communication

(—#)

amongst the agencies with whom the families were involved during
the
crisis (if such involvement proved necessary following termination).
This indicated cooperation and coordination in the interests of the
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family,

m

these relations there was
an absence of conflict
at the
point Of termination (crisis
resolution).
For example, in
the Roberts
case at the time of
termination intact lines of
communication among each
component of the System connected
with the family were in
place.
4)

^
m^^

iDllltuMml

^ccessiMe

M etMc

racism

Instituti^iiT^sm

herent in the System made the
legitimate resources in
than accessible for ethnic
minorities.

All

a

in-

community less

of Mrs. Fuentes' experiences

with the System had been marked
by relationships which were
intrusive,
scrutinizing and which encouraged a
passive dependency upon helping
professionals.

Such relationships served to
maintain the family in

dependent and vulnerable position
rather than promote their growth
the direction of self-sufficiency.
Mrs.

a

in

It also reduced the likelihood
that

Fuentes would in the future seek
assistance which her family may

need and for which she would be
legitimately eligible.

Thus when her

situation again comes under the scrutiny
of the System it will be seen
as further evidence of her inability
to function autonomously.

The

family is then placed in a contradictory
position similar to that of the
Rollins.

The language and racial barriers between Mrs.
Fuentes and the

System can be viewed as
nal

a

most subtle and insidious technique of inter-

colonization (see Blauner, 1972).

That is to say, this

.is

a

situa-

tion whereby ethnic minority group families can be
contained (physically

and psychologically) since access to means of
self-determination and

self-sufficiency are effectively blocked.

If minorities are limited in

terms of where they can live (e.g. in isolated, run-down, low-income

housing projects) then they are also restricted

in

terms of how they can
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live (i.e. their life style).
5)

HitholoMcai

lllMracMpn

in the

de^e^

fa^
Fami ly

interactioT^T^^^

pendent families tended to be
characterized by enduring
pathological
family structure patterns.
The existence of rigid triads,
hierarchy reversals and enmeshed relations
was impervious to change by
means of crisis intervention psychotherapy.

likely to find their way to

a

These families were also less
than

clinic offering modes of family
therapy

which might help them out of these
dysfunctional patterns.
in the Murray case,

psychotherapy.

For example,

the mother had tried both marital
and individual

It had not enabled her to save
her marriage nor had it

helped her improve her economic situation,
both of which she viewed as
major causes of her difficulties. Thus
she tended not to see psycho-

therapy as an option which would help
her with her problems.

Her en-

meshed relationship with her son proved
too rigid to be changed by crisis intervention therapy.

Any future intervention would be unsuccessful

unless it accepts her definition of the problem
(i.e. that the child is
the "problem").
6)

Neither dependent nor non-dependent families were
characterized

M absence

of lo^^^I^^

In the crises described,

family members' notions of justice within the family tended
to motivate
actions which might otherwise be interpreted as merely pathological
individual behavior.

All

family members could be said to be operating

within some kind of framework of loyalty commitments within their family
systems.

One example of this was Darlene Ramsay's loyalty to her father

and her taking on a self-sacrificing role as the one to maintain the
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family's relationship with
her father.
7)

Gaes in

vi^ resources

ii

tM

3aps in vital hu.an

^esources in the System
1„cl.,ed the lac. of
availahility of adequate
residential facilities for
children and adolescents,
a lac. of minority
group professional
representation in the System,
and inadequate planning
for the care of former
mental patients and t^ir
families. Among the
™st striking examples of such
gaps in resources was
seen in the case
Of 13-year-old Gwen Carter's
placement on an adult
psychiatric locked
ward in a mental institution,
due to a lac. of proper
facilities in the
community for adolescents.
indicates that the System,
consistent
with general systems theory,
is homeostatic in
nature and serves to perpetuate and preserve itself as
is. first and foremost.
Meeting the real
needs of communities, families
and individuals is clearly
a secondary
biproduct of the System's existence.

U

CHAPTER

IX

IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY FOR
RESEARCH AND THEORY

lowarl an

Intear^^
with Societal Processes

Murray Bowen (1973, 1974)

is one

family therapist who has
sought

a

theoretical framework which is not
only applicable to intra-familial
relations but to relational processes
and patterns in society as
well.

Family systems theory is still in
its beginning stages.

Many theorists

in the field limit their sphere
of inquiry, analysis and intervention

to the family.

However, a true systems theory
should be expected to

have correlates in relational
processes on several levels.
In this

study, boundary relations within each
family's wider social

environment (as well as within the family) were
utilized as an analytical

tool.

The author found that in chronically dependent
families

studied there was an enduring triadic system
characterized by confictual
relations between agencies involved with the
family (in three cases) or

between the family and at least one agency that they
were involved with
(in the other dependent

family- the Murrays).

Bowen

's

(1974) perspec-

tive on systems theory emphasized triangular patterns
in emotional rela-

tionships.

He had consistently sought parallels between patterns which

he has observed in psychotherapy with families, and observable
patterns
in the broader context of our society:
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emotional

reactiveness in dealing with
^ ^
societal
n.nM
^0 the years of slow build-up of an
emo
VinnlTl
^^r"^^!^^
tional breakdown
in the family.
When the first symptom

17
pears, the family either ignores
it or does enougHo relieve
the immediate symptom, considering
the problem ?o be solved
Then they continue the usual course
until another more serim,.
symptom, which is followed by another
supe?f?cia^ e?fort to
relieve the symptom.
The process begins'repeat ng
un?^ the
^^^'^^ ^'^ '^'^
^^^^""9 developed
nexpectpH?v\m'''^^T'
edly_^(Murray Bowen, 1978,
£^11^ Thera£^, in

In intervening with families

in crisis,

the "band-aid" types of

solutions referred to by Bowen are often
necessary although they must
not be considered as solutions in themselves.

For the reasons given by

Bowen, crisis intervention psychotherapy
attends to systemic issues as
well as immediate problems presented by a
family.

Crisis intervention

involves not merely crisis resolution but also
attempts to initiate

change in the cyclical patterns in which an individual
or family may be
stuck.

This requires intervention with and utilization of
wider net-

works (i.e. the System).

In the chronically dependent families examined

in this study one can observe in their histories
a series of band-aid

solutions which were often dictated by the very scarcity of
resources

available in the System (e.g. the placement of Gwen Carter in an
adult
mental institution).

The existence of rigid triads in the boundary re-

lations amongst agencies involved with

family in
with

a

a

dependent position in

family can maintain

a

a

a

given family can maintain that

manner similar to the way

child in

a

triad

a

dependent position long after

he/she should have outgrown such dependent status (e.g. the Rollins
family, the state institution and Freedom House).
Thus family crises must not be assumed to have erupted in

a

vacuum.
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The,r resolution Involves

a

broad-based systems intervention
approach

Th,s is especially so
with chronically dependent
families. The greatest
drawback in this approach is
the dependence of the
crisis intervention
therapist(s) upon existing
resources in the System.
The existence and
availability of these resources
are in turn dependent
upon political and
social forces which are beyond
the immediate domain of
the therapist.
This problem draws attention
to the need for intervention
on even broader levels-that is to say
on those levels in society
from which the very
resources in question are
generated.
The solitary therapist or community-based agency usually cannot
be expected to impact upon
this level

of the society directly.

This research indicates the
vital necessity

for such impact, as well as the
need for data-grounded theory
regarding
the most efficient usages of
resources for dependent families.

Research

and theory are so important because
of the great social distance
between
dependent families and the politically
powerful social and legislative
bodies which control these necessary
resources.

These issues will be

examined further in the final chapter which
deals with social policy.

Family Interaction Patterns in Alcoholic

Farail les

A major finding of this study is the fact that
all of the chronic-

ally dependent families entered the System as

a

result of the incidence

of and reactions to an alcoholic family member.

Even the non-dependent

families struggled with effects of current or past
substance abuse.
Family therapists tend to view alcoholism as developing
out of relational

issues in a family system (Bowen, 1978; Klagsburn and Davis,

1977; Steinglas, 1976; Jackson, 1962).

Bowen has found that certain
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psychological preconditions tend to lead
to alcoholism in an
adult
family member.
Alcoholism often occurs in a family
when the level of
family anxiety is high.
Drinking as a means of reducing
anxiety can
lead to an increase in anxiety
in the rest of the family
(p. 259).
This
process can become a chronic cyclical
pattern leading to a variety of

symptoms in the spouse subsystem and
subsequently in the offspring.

Bricker/Ellis case study exemplifies this
process.
transgenerational

The

Hence we need more

research exploring how behavior patterns
develop in

family, in order to develop

a

a

theoretical framework for conceptualizing

and treating families with alcoholic
members.

Steinglas (1976) has

pointed out that the field has evolved from
an initial focus upon the
symptoms of the individual alcoholic toward

a

central

focus on the sys-

tem in which the alcoholic interacts,
and the roles of other members in
the family.

However, Steinglas has observed that there appears
to be

a

scarcity of research concerning family therapy with
families with alcoholic members.

In view of the

current alcoholism epidemic in society

(Steinglas estimates that there are from

9

to 15 million American alco-

holics), family therapists have chosen to concentrate on
intervention

with families presenting symptoms such as delinquency, psychosomatic

complaints or schizophrenia in the symptomatic member.

This author

supports Steinglas' conclusion that there appears to be

a

real

resist-

ance on the part of family therapists (which they share with the rest of
the mental

health professions) to tackle the task of therapeutic change

in the alcoholic family.

Steinglas points out that the cultural stereo-

types of the alcoholic (i.e. as a distasteful, self-indulgent, weak and

unmotivated person) make this work appear unrewarding, although such

.
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stereotypes actually apply only to

population

(p.

118).

a

small

percentage of the alcoholic

It is also the same sort of
resistance that tends

to lead psychotherapists to avoid
treatment of lower class populations
(as documented by Hollingshead
and Redlich,

1958).

The issue of family

dependency as related to alcoholism and
substance abuse must no longer
be ignored or played down in the
literature.

If 9 million alcoholics

can initiate or lead to 9 million
separate family dependency cycles

which, as this research demonstrates,
can have effects two and three

•

generations or more beyond that of the alcoholic,
then mental health
professions must become more concerned about
the causes, effects, mutually influencing factors, and methods of
intervention into this problem.
This is so because the implication is that

problems commonly encountered

in

a

good portion of the serious

community mental health (particularly

where children and adolescents are involved) may
be related to this
process

Loyalties and Notions of Justice within the Family

Boszormenyi-Nagy and Spark's (1973) concepts of justice and loyalties in family systems may provide one dimension for therapeutic explor-

ation of the transgenerational links which have led up to

a

family's

psychosocial dependency, as well as transgenerational links .between current behaviors, expectation, motives, symptoms, etc. and past obligations within a family.

Exploration of the fabric of loyalties within

family can help to facilitate the joining process which
in family work

is

so important

(Minuchin, 1974), because it tends to be confirming of

individuals in a family and avoids individual blame.

a

Without adequate

.
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joining „i th

fa.ily „o therapist wo.ld
get ver, fa. no
™tte. what
his/her suns or orientation
.ay be.
It ls also the
author's experience that fa.1,y .embers
In crisis situations
were often ,u1te ready
to
explore transgenerational
patterns underlying current
problems with the
therapist In their attempts
to grapple toward
solutions.
a

Intrafa.1,1al notions of
loyalty and justice also
operate to regulate the family system.
It Is an Invisible
systems force which tends
to
keep family members bound
together despite physical
distance or even
death.
Catherine Murray's relationship
with her son Roger can be
interpreted as providing her with
a renewed opportunity
to work through Issues with her ex-husband and
deceased father. This Is so In
spite of
the pathological aspects of
that relationship (I.e. Mrs.
Murray's overinvolvement with Roger and
displacement of affect from her
husband onto
Roger)
Thus there is

a

need for psychotherapists and
clinical

researchers

of all persuasions to examine
closely the ways in which pathological
aspects of human relationships and
behavior are at the same time justified
from the perspective of the persons
involved.
Research in this area can

explore ways in which the fabric of
loyalties and justice in families
can be more clearly delineated,
specified and utilized therapeutically
by clinicians.

Often for the crisis intervention therapist
there may

not be ample time to clearly isolate loyalty
patterns and notions of

justice in the immediate work with the family.
that long term work at some level

(be

However, to the extent

it therapy or maintenance) is a

certainty with dependent families, attention to this dimension
can be an

asset in understanding where family members stand relative to
one an-
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other and relative to their problems.

Problem-solving with such fami-

lies can be facilitated by the
addressing and acknowledgement
of these
kinds of ties, and using this knowledge
to help reframe behaviors
which

otherwise could be used in

a

judgemental, blame-oriented manner.

Concl usions

1)

There is

a

need for the development of

a

science of systems

in-

tervention which is not limited to the nuclear
family and its relatives
As systems tend to operate on the basis of
certain principles (i.e.

based on general systems theory), it is
logical to expect that esta-

blished theories of intervention can be developed
toward models of

changing systems beyond the family, such as human
service delivery networks

.

2)

There is

a

need for exploration of the extent of the substance

abuse epidemic and its transgenerational effects upon family
life.

The

need to alter one's state of consciousness on the part of such
an exten-

sive portion of society can be viewed as a statement about the quality

of existence in the most affluent nation in the world.
3)

Thus there is also

a

need for increased emphasis in the field

of family therapy on methods of intervention with families with alcoholic and/or substance abusing members.

According to Steinglas'

(1976)

figures this problem exceeds the incidence of the more commonly treated

family problems such as schizophrenia, psychosomatic complaints, or delinquency.
4)

Further research which explores methods of utilizing therapeu-

tically family loyalties and notions of justice

is

necessary.

This can

be an asset to fa.1l,
therapists using various
different theoretical
approaches.
Such a perspective can
facilitate the joining
process of
therapist and fa.lly which Is
so Important In crisis
intervention and
al, formats of family
therapy.
It also precludes a
tendency on the
part Of the therapist to
moralize or judge the
Identified patient.

-

CHAPTER

X

FAMILY DEPENDENCY AND SOCIAL
POLICY
In

the United States, as in
other industrial societies
the
''^'"'^ constituted
Iw
b
p
e
leam ^hM^.""'''.''
team
their young dependent children,
living in a household
of their own, provided for
by the husband's earnings
as ma n
breadwinner, and emotionally united
by the wife'
exclus?vl

°V

^ particular moment in time, and chieflv in
!
tL 'j!? ^"?«°"l^-be
"
middle classes, actual iy'^^ve
't^
IhuTmll
:n;i^fatt:?ur:^:L^^-ra^l?u^arpa?:n^!^1ntt

One contrasting form is the
extended family in which the cou^^P^"'^^ with aJe t !
s bMnos' or
nr"'t'''
r'^'^r''
siblings,
other close
relatives.
The children are then
generations and have a choice of models
on
2Vrl
^IT''^^
behavior.
This type, frequent in workinn
ri.cc^''^"'"
ing class and immigrant millieus,
may be as cohesive and effective as the Ideal type but it lacks
the cultural legitimacy
and desirability of the latter. A
third family type prevalent among the poor of all ethnic and
racial backgrounds, is
the mother-child family.
Contrary to our prejudices this need
not bea deviant or distorted family form,
for it may be the
only viable and appropriate one in its
particular setting.
Its defects may stem more from adverse
social judgements than
from intrinsic failings.
.

.

.

Less fortunate are the numerous non-families,
ex-families, and
non-intact families.
.who have no recognized social place
None of these, however, threaten the existing order
since they
are seen and see themselves as involuntarily different,
imperfect and unfortunate. As such they do not challenge
the ideals
of family and marital relations but simply suggest how
difficult It IS to live up to them (from Suzanne Keller, "Does
the
Family have a Future" in Skolnick, A. S. & Skolnick, J. H
1977, FamiTy in Transition
pp. 581-582).
.

,

,

That the family unit is undergoing change in our society
with which few social scientists would argue.
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is

a

fact

Family therapists know
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that as change takes place in
one area of a system, there
will be accompanying changes of some kind in
other parts of that system.
The society
has been in transition throughout
the current era.
It is thus no sur-

prise that the family unit must
also change.
is

The question becomes-how

it changing?

Despite the fast and turbulent change
in societal values with regard to the realm of marriage and family
life in the past 25 years,
there remains the propensity to stick
to our idealized norms as Keller

points out in the above quotation.

The cultural pressure to emmulate

and achieve these family norms affects
all strata of society.

It also

colors the systems which are intended to
maintain and assist families.
Until we really face the mythical nature of
the American family norms

the suffering and disorganization amongst many
families will be multi-

plied.

Keller suggests the need to explore several normative
family

models as capable of efficiency and functionality.

A multiple normative

model may set the basis for being facilitative to families
from sections

of society which do not conform to existing norms.

While there may be evidence that society is moving

in

this direc-

tion, human service systems are slow to respond to such changes in the

society.

It appears that,

consistent with current economic and social

trends in which survival for the lower classes of society becomes an in-

creasing effort, maintenance of an increasing percentage of psychosocial ly

dependent families will be

the foreseeable future.
a

a

necessary obligation of society for

With adequate resources, this need not be such

lamentable fate for the families or for the society.

However, if

these needs are not addressed at the level of the public policy makers
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there will be little progress.

The problem becomes

cause Of the mythical American
family norm, there

a

is

political one-be-

great resistance at

this level of society (the
policy level) to con^it
resources to those
Who fall outside of this non.
or who are seen as incapable
of achieving
this norm with the resources
currently available.
It is a form of blaming the victim.
For this reason it will be
increasingly encumbent upon
mental health and social service
professionals to utilize the existing

data which are available to them
to help bolster arguments in
favor of
commitment of resources to families in
need.
If helping systems can be

endowed with the necessary resources,
they can help families make up for
what they lack in terms of our normative
image of the family.
Examples

of such resources might be surrogate
parents and older siblings (i.e.
foster care and big brother/big sister
programs for needy children and

youth), the availability of mental health
services designed to meet the
needs of the non-normative family (e.g. more
comprehensive crisis inter-

vention networks, new therapeutic modalities),
services designed to increase the social networks of the more isolated
families (e.g. support
groups, social and recreational programs for poor families).

These

kinds of resources could also provide reasonable
employment for members

of the communities where the target families live.

In view of the great

competition which exists for jobs in the human services fields today at
both the professional and paraprofessional levels, there are many more

persons willing and able to work than there are positions.
is a

Therefore it

matter of the diversion of economic resources from areas of ques-

tionable value (such as military spending) toward the actual benefit of
persons in our society.

This a struggle which needs to be taken up
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wholeheartedly by those who are perhaps
most familiar with these
needsthe human services professional.
This
It is a vital

necessity if our society

as a representative of
civilization.

is

not just another blind
option.

is

to continue to consider
itself

If it is not done,

the ideals of

American society cannot be realized by
most of the people who comprise
the society.

There will continue to be two societies:

responds to the mythical norms, and

a

one which cor-

larger one which exists outside

and separate from the so-called
mainstream.
It is

the author's hope that the data presented
in this study have

conveyed to the reader the essential humanity
of the persons who made up
the families that were studied.

This kind of format is an example of

how data from the human services field can
be used to communicate
small
fall

a

portion of the living experiences and struggles of
families who

outside of our mythical norms of family life.

It is a step in the

direction of the massive sort of education of the public
and professional

sectors of society which

1s

sorely needed today.

As mental

institu-

tions become phased out, citizens and professionals will
have to get

used to seeing former patients in their communities, and as parts
of

their communities.

our communities.

There is no alternative to their integration into

Adolescents will always be with us.

Education of the

public as to what adolescents go through routinely can be an asset

seeking the commitment of resources.

adolescents

is

a

not be ignored as

The enhancement of the growth of

responsibility of society.
a

in

Mother-child families can-

significant and Intact variant to the normal family

in contemporary society.

Finally, family norms in ethnic minority group

families such as blacks and Hispanics must be viewed in terms of how
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they a.e indicative of
healthy adaptive responses
to thel. situation
as
opposed to their definition
as deviations fro.
our .ythica, nor.s
in
fact, minority group
families often exemplify
..able alternative „„den
for the American fa.lly
(Turner , Turner. 1974).
Such a perspective 1n
the human services could
reduce the effects of
institutional racism
Another major remedy to the
problem of the sort of racism
which is built
into the fabric of society's
institutions is the entry of
minority group
workers into positions in the
System.
It is presumed that these
workers
would be more sensitive to
Issues which affect families
in the minority
community.
They would also be in a
position to educate other workers
in the field.
In proposing a far broader
definition of the "normaT'

family in our

society, the author is merely
advocating that we face reality.

To ig-

nore this reality is to participate
in the already too numerous
pro-

cesses whereby the privileged segment
of society creates social and
economic distance between itself and the
greater part of our population

which is neither privileged nor in

current status.

a

position to easily change their

-
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APPENDIX
Glossary of Terms

Boundar1es- the rules within a family which define
who participates, when and how (Minuchin, 1974,
p. 53).
Crisis, intervention-the informed and planful
application of techniques derived from the established principles of
crisis theory
with the intent of assisting individuals or families
in the therapeutic modification of feelings, attitudes and behaviors
(Ewinq
1978, p. 6).

General systems theory- -a theory based on cybernetics, concerning
the general properties and behavior of mechanical and human
systems
(Bertalanffy, 1968).

Hierarchy reversal --a situation in a family where generational
boundaries become diffuse and members assume relational positions
counter to their actual positions (e.g. a parental child who occupies an executive oosition in a family and is observed to be "parenting his/her parent").
Internal coloni zation --refers to the containment and systematic exploitation of minority groups within a society by the dominant
group of that society (Blauner, 1972).

Intrafamilial justice and loyal ty- -accordinq to Boszormenyi-Nagy
and Spark (1973), family members are bounded together by ties which
transcend more common societal and legal notions of justice:
".

.as a rule, one can expect to be accepted by his
family simply on the basis of 'loyalty of consanguinity',
regardless of one's merit.
Even the failing, the weak,
the sick or feeble-minded can expect care from most fami.

lies"

(p.

83).

Thus, within a family there exists a ledger of obligations and accountability which is specific to that family.

Linear hypothesi s- -a supposition based on an assumption that a single cause is associated with a single effect (Watzlawick et al.,
1967).
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Outreach fam4j^ therag^-a psychotherapeutic
strategy whereby the
therapistpTTntervene with a family unit in the
setLnrof that
family's home (as opposed to the therapist's
office).

^|rti^i?i^

research process in which the investiga^ace-to-face relationship with the setting
and persons
\
observed,
and by participation with them in their
natural life setting, he or she gathers data (McCall &
Simmons, 1969,
p.

91).

Ps ychodyn^amics-the study of the motivated
and meaningful life of
human beings as persons shaped in the media of
personal relationships (Guntrip, H., Psychoanalytic Theory. Therapy
and the Self
K

New York:

Basic Books, 1971,

p.

1

7

Psychosocial dependency --the condition where an individual
or family necessitates ongoing support from sources
outside the family for
Its maintenance.

Mle. distance- -the systems approach

to family relationships implies
an interdependent distribution of roles ( Boszormenyi
-Nagy & Spark,
1973, p. 23).
Role distance defines the dimension of complimentarity vs. disparity of roles within a family.

Self-sufficiency--a healthy psychosocial condition for a family in
that the family is able to function autonomously, while also remaining flexible enough to seek and obtain outside intervention
when and if necessary (either from extended family or from an agency).

Social ecology --the dynamic interdependence between individuals and
their social enviornment (Trickett & Todd, 1972).

Transgenerational coali tion- -a process of joint action on the part
of two persons of a different order in the familial hierarchy,
against a third person. An example would be a grandmother and
granddaughter acting against the mother (see Haley, 1976, p. 109).

